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ABSTRACT  
   
Broadcast journalists often report on people dealing with illness or physical 
hardship, their difficulties and triumphs. But what happens when journalists personally 
experience those kinds of health-related issues? This study explores how 24 local and 
national on-air journalists share how they manage life with illness and hardship using 
personal narratives shared on their professional social media pages, detailing how the 
journalists navigate sharing a deeply personal experience while maintaining a 
professional journalistic persona. Thematic analysis found the journalists’ performed 
three acts when sharing personal health information in a public forum: they reported on 
their illness, they were transparent, and they justified their actions. Within the three 
themes a range of expression – from personal to professional – and influences over 
content were found, leading to the final overarching theme, implications and 
consequences on content creation. This dissertation finds a complicated struggle to 
maintain a professional self while acknowledging the urge to connect with others through 
a deeply personal experience.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION  
 Journalists, traditionally, tell stories that are focused on someone or something 
other than themselves.  Long-standing professional standards encourage journalists to 
present news to an audience in a straightforward, accurate manner without including their 
own experiences, life stories, and opinions. But at times, some journalists find themselves 
in conflict with those norms after experiencing a personal life event that affects them in 
and outside the newsroom. Some journalists who experience deeply personal but widely 
shared life events, such as an illness like cancer, find themselves torn between 
maintaining professional standards but sharing their personal experience with others, 
particularly their news audience.  
Refraining from disclosing too many personal facts about one’s self is an industry 
norm. Journalists, particularly broadcast journalists, want to be seen as personable to 
draw in their audience and attract more viewers into their news program, hoping to 
elevate a show’s rating (the number of households with their TV tuned into a particular 
program [Nielsen, n.d.]), but not so personable that they are seen as lacking authority and 
professionalism (Allen, 2001; Liseblad, 2018). However, with the advent of social media, 
researchers find a growth in personal disclosures among journalists online. Studies show 
journalists breaking tradition by discussing personal details (life stories, details about 
family and friends) and personal events (birthday or marriages) (Lasorsa, 2012; Lasorsa 
et al., 2012; Lee, 2014). Studies also show an uptick in journalists’ disclosures of 
personal opinions about politics and events (Lasorsa, 2012; Hermida, 2013; Hedman & 
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Djerf-Pierre, 2013; Lee, 2014; Sharma, 2015; Brems et al., 2017). Traditionally, personal 
disclosures from a journalist about their own health were rarely discussed with an 
audience to refrain from taking away from the news of the day and avoid bias or slant. 
Yet what happens when a journalist shares their personal narrative of life in and 
outside the newsroom? What if their experiences can bring valid and important 
information to their audience? What if their personal narrative can bring more 
transparency, emotion, and detail to a topic? This internal conflict and ensuing navigation 
between a journalist maintaining a professional persona while also sharing personal 
experience of certain life events is the interest of this study. I examined how 24 
contemporary broadcast journalists who disclosed personal narratives of illness and 
related hardship to their audiences using their professional social media pages, revealing 
a struggle between maintaining traditional professionalism and personal expression 
online. How they enact that struggle between two essential aspects of their life is shown 
by the content they create and post about their own health issues. What they decide to 
post is influenced, whether consciously or not, by their journalistic training and 
socialization as well as their own personal concerns. As such, the content – posted by a 
journalistic authority figure outside of a journalistic forum where screening takes place – 
carries with it potential issues of control that could be to the detriment of the audience 
and health knowledge in general.   
The Inspiration 
On June 23rd, 2013, Stacey Skrysak’s life changed forever. At the time, she was a 
local broadcast news anchor just over 22 weeks pregnant with triplets. On that summer 
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day she went into labor. In the coming days she would lose two of her newborn children, 
each weighing barely a pound. She came close to losing her own life due to 
complications during labor. Skrysak did not return to the anchor chair until several 
months later. During this time away from her job she had to make a decision: explain her 
absence to her viewers in full detail before she returned to work, or chalk it up to a short, 
generic explanation of “family matters” and recover in silence, distant from her broadcast 
news viewers. Skrysak chose to blog, tweet, and post to Facebook about her experiences, 
in detail, for all to see and follow. She created perfectlypeyton.com, a blog where she 
posts weekly updates regarding handling loss and living life to its fullest with her 
husband and surviving triplet, Peyton. The weekly updates are seen on her professional 
social networking Facebook and Twitter pages. These are pages maintained by journalists 
to aid in newsgathering and to push content they create for their news organization. As 
for broadcast journalists like Skrysak, these pages are used to also extend an appearance 
as an on-air anchor or reporter of news. After June 23rd, many posts on Skrysak’s 
professional Facebook and Twitter pages were about Peyton and her personal health, and 
many of those contain links to her personal blog. 
Skrysak’s work as a blogger is now frequently shared by prominent, well known 
websites, such as HuffPost, ScaryMommy.com, and Today.com. HuffPost uses web 
aggregators to gather material from a variety of sources for display in one location and 
Skrysak’s, and similar personal disclosures from others, are often included. Aggregation 
is entirely automatic, using algorithms which carry out contextual analysis and group 
similar stories together. ScaryMommy.com and Today.com are websites armed with 
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several editorial positions: editors, producers, and writers. These employees create, find, 
and choose the content that appears on the websites for which they work.  
Both types of websites allow for Skrysak’s (and others’) blog posts, regarding 
deeply personal life events and the after effects, to reach bigger and wider audiences than 
just viewers and readers within TV-news designated market areas (Aguila-Abra, Padilla-
Melendex, & Serarols-Tarres, 2007). The republication and distribution of personal 
content by other media organizations establishes personal narratives as newsworthy and 
normalizes the writers’ decisions as broadcast journalists to share deeply personal 
information. In this way, established media organizations normalize the behavior and 
show that it is accepted by others both in and out of the business. 
The republication and distribution of Skrysak’s and others’ personal stories can 
have both positive and negative effects for readers and the health community. For 
example, the popularity of Skrysak’s blog brings awareness of certain issues surrounding 
the loss of children and complications during birth. However, her personal story can 
become a categorical example of child loss and birthing complications. Readers, 
particularly those who have experienced child loss, can identify with Skrysak making her 
account memorable, but her narrative could displace less personal and more accurate 
reports. Also, people may forget that what happens to one person doesn’t necessarily 
happen to all. These are issues established in studies of Hollywood and sport celebrities’ 
health disclosures (Brown et al., 2003; Lerner, 2006; Beck et al., 2015; Kosenko et al., 
2015; Roberts & Dusetzina, 2017; Rahmani et al., 2018), but never with regard to other 
on-screen faces, such as broadcast journalists.  
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Skrysak’s disclosure of personal health online points to a recent change in 
journalistic norms. She is one of hundreds of broadcast journalists who are familiar to 
their audiences from their frequent and regular professional presence on-air. It is common 
knowledge to those who watch broadcast news that newscasts air at regular times every 
day and, usually, the same anchors and reporters appear during these times. Today with 
24/7 accessibility to an online platform, audiences can be in continual contact with the 
online content that anchors and reporters create, if they choose to follow their 
professional pages. Skrysak is not alone in deciding to talk publicly on social media 
about her health. Local and national on-air journalists share information about how they 
manage life with symptoms of chronic illness, cancer, or personal hardship, such as loss 
of a limb, or drug or alcohol abuse every day. Well known cases include ABC morning 
anchor Amy Robach’s dealing with breast cancer, or FOX News Janice Dean’s struggle 
with muscular dystrophy. Many chose to share their experiences not only on-air, but in 
detail through blogs, microblogs, or other social media platforms allowing their stories to 
reach a mass audience. In doing so, they juggle longtime professional standards – that 
discourage journalists from disclosing deeply personal information about themselves in 
order to maintain a professional, buttoned-up presence that is thought to aid in 
maintaining authority over facts and trust between journalists and their audience – with 
sharing aspects of their individual personality usually only seen by friends and family 
outside their role as a journalist (Gibson, 1980; Mindich, 2000; Fee, 2013; Conway, 
2014).  
History of the Anchor Persona 
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A persona is a social role or character played or created by an individual for a 
specific presentation, or the perception of that role or character by others (Goffman, 
1959; Levy, 1979). In broadcast news these social roles are embodied by anchors and 
reporters who are the faces of newscasts and are the characters around which a newscast 
revolves (Cathcart, 1969; Houlberg, 1984). Historical advancements in broadcast 
journalism led to development of the anchor and the accompanying term “anchorman.” 
The anchorman, a person who presents the news to an audience on live TV often 
maintains a persona or personality which may differ from the one they present to close 
friends and family off-screen (Allen, 1988). Historical research has traced the 
development of the broadcast news persona, identifying a complicated relationship 
between a journalist’s expression of professional and personal storytelling to engage an 
audience in order to maintain high viewership for news programming.  
From early on, some argue since the 1800s, journalists have worked to gain 
professional distinction (Conway, 2014; Fee, 2013). Journalism as a profession has been 
a long, complicated debate with no distinct resolution. Some argue that journalism cannot 
be held to a professional status as a degree and certification is not required, unlike the 
professions of doctors or lawyers. Others argue journalism is a profession, as it follows a 
set of professional norms and knowledge, or doctrine, which is acquired through training 
(Wilensky, 1964; Conway, 2014). For instance, some argue professional status for 
journalism was gained with the practice and goal of “objectivity.” They aimed to show 
their work was done with the same rigor and exhaustiveness as scientists, arguing that 
they put forth truthful information without influence of bias or slant. Objectivity 
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distanced news journalists from tabloid or sensational reporting (Conway, 2014; Mindich, 
2000). This study defines journalism as a profession as it has developed and maintained 
professional standards and codes of ethics for which those in the profession are to follow 
(Society of Professional Journalists, 2014; RTDNA Code of Ethics, 2015), and due to its 
importance as a political institution in our society (Sparrow, 1999; Cook, 2006). These 
standards and codes are either learned through schooling or through a journalist’s 
socialization within a newsroom (Beerd, 1997).  
The professional standards of journalism were influential in the development of 
broadcast news and the making of the term “anchor man” in the mid-1940s. The term 
anchor man, now more commonly seen as anchorman, was used throughout the 1950s 
and ’60s as newscasters were all male. “Man” was not dropped leading to today’s generic 
term “anchor” until the 1980s when anchor teams, consisting of one male and one female, 
became more popular. The first network “anchorwoman” was Barbara Walters, who 
joined Harry Reasoner on ABC Evening News in 1976 to form the first male female 
anchor team. The first solo female network news anchor was Katie Couric, who replaced 
Dan Rather on CBS Evening News in 2006 (Singleton & Cook, 1982; Bliss, 2010; Kern 
& Mishra, 2014; Green, Lodato, Silcock, & Schwalbe, 2016; Silcock & Liseblad; 2018; 
Liseblad, 2018).  
Walter Cronkite, while not the only male anchor of his time, is often thought of as 
the first anchorman. He was, and often still is, seen as having the anchor persona to 
emulate for broadcast news journalists. His often buttoned-up persona-personality exuded 
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authority and professionalism (Conway, 2014). William Gibson (1980) writes of other 
great journalists of the time in his article, “Network News: Elements of Theory:”  
For the news, the war meant the gathering of eagles, the rise of the gentlemanly 
correspondent-scholars. Edward R. Murrow, Alexander Kendrick, William L. 
Shirer, John T. Whitaker, Charles Collingwood, Eric Severeid, and several others 
first came together to form the CBS news team, and it is their legacy which forms 
the base for network news tradition. The speech pattern of correspondents, that 
practice of under- statement, a calm monotone with only slight inflectional 
variations, but a definite low, emotive rhythm, resulted from pressures not to 
excite the public (p. 90). 
 
He later writes, 
These connotations of Total Information, Total Objectivity, and Control Over the 
World are then concretized in the person of the anchorman. He takes on these 
values in his visual presence. The anchorman wears a conservative, yet 
fashionable suit and tie. His personal grooming appears impeccable, hair neither 
too short nor too long and always firmly in place. He looks like a serious 
professional man and sits behind a desk modeled after a newspaper copy desk. 
Together these visual signs connote his professionalism, assure us of his 
objectivity (Gibson, 1980, p. 94). 
 
Thus, the buttoned-up persona of the anchorman was born. However, journalists not only 
deal in fact, but also deal in emotion as they cover topics such as death and tragedy. 
Therefore, sometimes touches of personal expression were often unavoidable as anchors 
and reporters share despair and sadness for the adversity and catastrophe of others they 
reported on. This unintended personalization was found to draw audiences in closer 
(Conway, 2014; Allen, 2001; Liseblad, 2018). Most notably was when Walter Cronkite 
was seen choking up while reporting the assassination of John F. Kennedy. In a later 
research report, viewers described feeling closer to Cronkite as they felt they were 
sharing the experience with him (Allen, 2001; Sterling & Kittross, 2002; Liseblad, 2018). 
An anchor’s ability to connect with an audience and the tendency for an audience to form 
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a relationship with an anchor persona through a television screen, a phenomenon known 
as parasocial interaction, was recognized by network managers and media consultants 
(Horton & Wohl, 1956).  
There are multiple factors that contribute to the development of parasocial 
relationships. These factors include: the degree of reality approximation of the persona 
and the media, frequency and consistency by the persona, style of behavior and 
conversational communication delivery by the persona, and the efficacious use of 
television production features (Horton & Wohl, 1956; Nordlund, 1978; Rubin et al., 
1985).  Television production stimulates and nurtures this persona and viewer 
relationship through close-up camera angles and shallow depth of shots, both of which 
promote intimacy. Television personalities encourage parasocial involvement with 
viewers by duplicating the gestures, conversational style, and characteristics of an 
informal face-to-face gathering, removing the line that divides the home audience from 
the show (Horton & Wohl, 1956).  Past research further establishes that a persona's 
appearance (e.g. hairstyle, clothing, physical attractiveness), personal appeal (e.g. 
enjoyable, warm personality), and professional attributes (e.g. honesty, trustworthiness, 
lack of bias) also play a part in a viewer's opinion of the newscaster (Cathcart, 1969; 
Houlberg, 1984; Sanders & Pritchett, 1971; Shosteck, 1973). Rubin et al. (1985) explains 
these factors work together to make an on-camera persona both predictable and non-
threatening, and in turn, an ideal companion for the viewer.  
Many broadcast journalists were asked to bring the above traits to their news 
reporting to encourage the development of parasocial interaction, which in turn, could 
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garner more audience attention and raise a show’s rating but it also influenced news 
content. Those who could not connect with their audience were often let go from their 
position (Melzer, 2010; Ryan, 1999; Liseblad, 2018). “Happy talk,” in which the news 
team members would chat amongst themselves about a variety of topics before the 
weather segment, was brought into a news broadcast. It was a strategy of media 
consultants to increase anchor likability and viewership of newscasts that was often 
criticized by media professionals (Liseblad, 2018). “Happy talk” was once described as 
“the inordinate amount of yakking it up between anchors, sports reporter, and whoever is 
doing the weather” (Bliss, 1991, p. 459). Even Cronkite himself was a critic of this new, 
evolving form of reporting the news, which he stated was more about ratings and less 
about informing the public (Cronkite, 1976). 
Further adding to the criticism, as the popularity of TV news and its newscasters’ 
celebrity grew through the decades, they became the subject of satire and ridicule in TV 
shows and movies mitigating TV journalist’s authority and professionalism. Particularly 
anchormen, were displayed as incompetent buffoons in shows like The Mary Tyler More 
Show in 1970 or the Anchorman Franchise in 2004 and 2013 (Conway, 2014; Liseblad, 
2018). This negative image led one project to find anchors to be “the most negatively 
portrayed” journalists in popular culture (The Image of the Journalist in Popular Culture 
website, n.d.).  
Those criticisms and negative portrayals contribute to the often-complicated 
navigation of personal and professional expression among broadcast journalists today. 
Many on-air journalists strive to meet the level of authority and professionalism as their 
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predecessors, like Walter Cronkite. However, the pressure of ratings and viewership 
gains for a particular newscast often led journalists to a more personal approach, 
disclosing more personal information about themselves than previously seen as 
appropriate. This trend has continued online to journalists’ social media platforms as they 
try to garner more followers, likes, shares, and retweets on their online content (Deuze, 
2008; Lasorsa, 2012; Hermida, 2013; Hedman & Djerf-Pierre, 2013; Lee, 2014; Sharma, 
2015; Molyneux et al., 2017).  
A study by Meltzer (2009) attempted to discern how journalists from different 
media platforms perceived each other. Interviewing journalists from print, radio, and 
television, it was found that journalists from TV and radio saw newspaper journalists to 
be a more legitimate and authoritative voice of journalism and were more likely to follow 
the preferred practices of journalism. However,  
Print journalists say that TV journalists are better situated and more highly 
regarded by the public but not by print journalists, which they say is mostly 
warranted by television journalism’s emphasis on style over substance, reliance 
on and preoccupation with the technology that they hide behind, and due to the 
fact that those people who appear on-screen are often not the ones responsible, or 
at least solely responsible, for gathering the information for the stories they 
present (Meltzer, 2009, p. 66). 
 
Print journalists also recognized that the parodied characterization of TV journalists 
stems from print journalists not feeling recognized for the work that they do, and they 
recognize that “inadequacies in television journalism are not the fault of the individual 
journalist, but rather a product of a system and infrastructure in TV news” (Meltzer, 
2009, p. 66). Journalists across all media saw each other as part of the journalistic 
community working towards a common goal. Yet, the “celebrity status” that many 
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broadcast journalists gain, particularly network anchors, shows the tension between “the 
appreciation of TV journalism and a loathing of it, primarily due to how this fame 
functions in journalistic cultural authority, as well as in practices of promotion and 
financial compensation for journalists” (Meltzer, 2009, p. 59). Ted Koppel (in Swarns, 
2006), former broadcast journalist and Nightline anchor, echoes the overall argument by 
stating, “The moment you start inserting your own passions, in whatever direction, it 
ceases to be journalism.” The ever-present and evolving tensions between personal and 
professional expression are found within this study of broadcast journalists’ use of social 
media for the disclosure of personal health issues and hardship, with indications of 
certain personal and professional (organizational) influences over shared content to one’s 
audience. 
Use of Social Networking by Journalists   
Digital platforms, particularly social platforms, have become valuable tools for 
journalists. The technological affordances, the aspects and abilities of these platforms, 
have features relevant to traditional journalistic practices such as conveying, verifying, 
and displaying information (Lasorsa, Lewis, & Holton, 2012; Lysak, Cremedas, & Wolf, 
2012). Social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter allow journalists to transmit 
news content to their audiences by posting links, pictures, and video of the news stories 
they are producing. Journalists can use the platforms to query friends and followers by 
posting questions to their network pages. They can use the platforms to conduct story 
research, gaining background information on someone by checking their Facebook, 
Twitter, or Instagram profiles. It allows journalists to monitor sources more easily, as 
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sources are posting content to their social media feeds often. Social media platforms also 
act as another avenue to contact sources. If a journalist does not have a source’s phone 
number, they can message the person through social media applications. Journalists can 
gather information by skimming through their social network feeds, allowing them to see 
and read what people in their community or nationally are discussing. Journalists can 
interact with their audience through online messaging and comments allowing them to 
learn more about their audience (Santana & Hopp, 2016; Adornato, 2018; Powers & 
Vera-Zambrano, 2018; Filak, 2019;).  The ability to link and share social media posts 
created by others allows journalists to be transparent about where they derived their 
information. Overall, studies have found that journalists use social media mainly as an 
information gathering tool and as a way to gain sources (Lecheler & Krukiemeier, 2016; 
Weaver & Willnat, 2016). Lastly, unique features of digital platforms also allow 
journalists to create more content and transmit content at a faster rate than traditional 
print and broadcast media (Reese & Shoemaker, 2016; Batsell, 2015). Journalists can 
now post and share content at any time rather than waiting for the latest publication to 
come out or for the next news program to air on TV in the designated timeslot.  
Studies from 2015 exploring journalists’ use of social networking for work found 
that use of the platforms are met with resistance in the professional community. For 
instance, while social media platforms have created another outlet for journalists to 
gather news and transmit content, they have also created several challenges, such as the 
addition of, or the reshaping of work routines. Journalists must now create more content 
faster due to the capabilities of new technology and the demand from the audience. Social 
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media use in newsrooms also requires journalists to multitask by creating content for 
several different web platforms as well as the traditional mediums of print, radio, or 
television (Reese & Shoemaker, 2016; Tandoc & Vos, 2016).  
Weaver and Willnat (2016), found journalists use social media mainly as an 
information gathering tool. However, the journalists often did not trust the information 
that they gathered. They also saw the adoption of social media as sacrificing accuracy for 
speed. The capabilities of the technology have led to the demand of information sharing 
often and quickly, which often leads to inaccurate information being shared (Reese & 
Shoemaker, 2016; Weaver & Willnat, 2016). Weaver and Willnat’s study found that 
journalists perceived social media as a helpful tool in certain instances while on the job, 
but they did not see social media platforms aiding the journalistic profession as a whole. 
Another study had similar findings, stating that journalists were found to use social media 
as a way to gain sources. However, journalists often did not trust these sources preferring 
to use elite/traditional media sources that have already been vetted (Lecheler & 
Krukiemeier, 2016). These studies found that the verification of online information and 
sources involved skills that journalists were struggling with around 2015.  
Technology and journalistic practices are fast moving and ever evolving, 
particularly with today’s challenges of online misinformation. Journalists now more than 
ever need skills to help them determine the truthfulness of information and sources found 
through social networking platforms. To combat these issues, online fact-checking and 
verification services have emerged. Yet, a 2017 study that interviewed 32 young 
journalists found perceptions of social media use on the job had not changed overall, 
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even with these services. Feelings remained that social media platforms could aid in the 
gathering of information and sources, but journalists were still cautious to fully trust the 
material gained through these online platforms. The 32 young journalists expressed that 
they were unfamiliar with and indifferent to the fact-checking and verification services. 
They stated that the services might be useful during the investigative process of a story, 
but they would never rely on the service solely and would rather stick to traditional ways 
for fact-check and verifying information (Brandtzaef, Folstad, Dominquez, 2017). 
However, a 2018 study of French and American journalists’ use of social media found 
that the online platforms are still often used to accomplish routine tasks such as 
information gathering, sources monitoring, and developing story ideas (Powers & Vera-
Zambarno, 2018). Overall, these studies suggest that while social media is worked into 
the daily practice of journalism, it is not a replacement to traditional routines of fact-
checking and verification of information and sources.  
  Adopting social media in the newsroom is also difficult because the technology is 
always changing. One study looked at journalists perceived usefulness and uses of social 
media over a two-year time span from 2012-2014. They found that the appropriation of 
new technology is an ongoing process, with many journalists refusing to change their 
workflow. Furthermore, the affordances of technology were tried out and renegotiated 
often. At the beginning of the study they found that the most active journalists were 
young, in their 20s and 30s. However, at the end of the study the most active users were 
40-to-59 years old. This indicates that social media use was becoming more accepted by 
journalists and part of their everyday workflow; however, the most interesting finding 
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was that among early adopters the perceived usefulness of social media declined, and 
many were abandoning the use of social media (Djerf-Pierre et al., 2016). This indicates 
that early, active users were becoming “burnt out” and points to issues of hyper-
connectivity.  
 Among journalists, and other social media users, there is a feeling of always being 
on and connected. The capabilities of social media allow one to send and receive 
messages quickly, creating a feeling that one must always promptly respond to maintain 
relationships. Furthermore, with online technologies, we are always connected to our 
family, friends, and work. Researchers have found that this feeling of never being able to 
get away has led to a negative home and work life-balance that leads to quick or rash 
decision making (Wajcman, 2008; Karakayali & Kilic, 2013), which for journalists can 
add to issues of inaccurate information being released to the public. Overall, technology, 
intended to make life convenient, may actually make it harder by adding to our workload.  
Yet the adoption of social media into a journalist’s workflow is noted in past 
studies. Lysak et al. (2012) indicate that broadcast news members, especially on-air 
talent, were encouraged at the time of the study to maintain a social media presence.  On–
air broadcast journalists consist of TV news anchors and reporters around whom the 
newscast revolves. The anchors and reporters of a particular newscast are considered to 
be one of the main elements that news consumers use to decide which particular newscast 
to watch (Cathcart, 1969; Houlberg, 1984). Much like the importance of anchors and 
reporters attending social gatherings and events in person, maintaining an online presence 
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raises the newscasters’ and their TV station’s profile within a community, which in turn 
can lead to a boost in viewership of their show (Bradshaw et al., 2005).  
To maintain an online presence anchors and reporters often use professional 
social networking pages. These pages are like personal online profiles, but are for 
businesses, brands, celebrities, and organizations. For instance, on Facebook, fans of a 
newscaster would “like” the journalist’s professional page rather than request to be 
friends, as one would do with personal profiles (Facebook, n.d.). Those who maintain 
professional social networking pages on Facebook and Twitter can ask to be verified by 
the companies to prove the authenticity of the account, showing that the page is 
associated with a real person or business. Verification is often given to celebrities or 
public figures, people who are likely to be impersonated. Twitter’s Help Center (n.d.) 
states, “An account may be verified if it is determined to be an account of public interest. 
Typically, this includes accounts maintained by users in music, acting, fashion, 
government, politics, religion, journalism, media, sports, business, and other key interest 
areas.” However, the process of how a page is verified is not described for either 
Facebook or Twitter (Getting verified on Twitter, 2012, Facebook, n.d.; Twitter Help 
Center, n.d). Therefore, we do not know the rigor of the process Facebook and Twitter 
use to determine authenticity. Nevertheless, such verification conveys authenticity and 
authority to the public. Verification of a professional page is indicated by a blue check 
mark next to the page name (Facebook, n.d.; Twitter Help Center, n.d.).  
In 2012, a study found that many station managers had no set guidelines for social 
media use and trusted their journalists to use “good judgment” (Lysak et al., 2012, p. 
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205). Yet a study in 2015 by Opgenhaffen and d’Haenens found that media managers 
feared social media use might lead to a lack of objectivity, gatekeeping, and transparency 
in their journalists’ online news content. Therefore, more news media organizations 
began to institute social media guidelines for their journalists. The study found that these 
emerging guidelines enforced the use of traditional journalistic norms of objectivity, 
gatekeeping, and transparency on social media. However, none of the guidelines touched 
upon the use of personal expression. Then in 2017, major media outlets began to update 
their social media guidelines for their employees. The New York Times released an online 
update to its guideline in October 2017 to address and stress that their employees “take 
extra care to avoid expressing partisan opinions or editorializing on issues that The Times 
is covering” (The New York Times, 2017, para. 2). Around the same time, The Wall 
Street Journal released an online update to its social-media guidelines stating the update 
was due to a worry of journalists sharing partisan beliefs on their social networking 
pages, and that some were tweeting too much (Roush, 2017).  
Recent findings show journalists developing a presence as an individual, 
separating themselves from the organization in which they work (Reese & Shoemaker, 
2016). Findings show journalists developing a personal brand on Twitter. “Presenting 
themselves as a brand offers journalists the opportunity to attract an audience and become 
news and opinion hubs on social media. They thus increase their ‘market value’” (Brems 
et al., 2017, p. 445). A journalist’s personal brand not only helps them display their skills 
as a media professional but can also strengthen the reputation of news organizations in 
which they work (Brems et al., 2017). Therefore, a journalist’s presence online is deemed 
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important by individual journalists and media organizations since the use of social media 
in newsrooms became popular. However, this movement towards individuality or “news 
and opinion hubs on social media” is significant, as it breaks traditional norms like 
“objectivity” that maintains journalism’s professional status and its importance within our 
democratic society. Again, we see how personalization now on social media has the 
potential to influence news content, the journalistic persona, the role of journalism within 
society, and societies understanding of newsworthy events. 
Pew Research Center has tracked online news consumption and its growth over 
several years. In 2013 their report stated thirty-four percent of news consumers interacted 
and followed news organizations and reporters on Facebook (Pew Research Center, 
2013). Their most recent report indicates growth, reporting sixty-eight percent of 
American adults get their news on social media (Eva Matsa & Shearer, 2018, para. 1). 
About four-in-ten Americans (43%) get news on Facebook. The next most 
commonly used site for news is YouTube, with 21% getting news there, followed 
by Twitter at 12%. Smaller portions of Americans (8% or fewer) get news from 
other social networks like Instagram, LinkedIn or Snapchat” (Eva Matsa & 
Shearer, 2018, para. 6). 
 
While Facebook and YouTube are more commonly used for news consumption, a 2015 
study found Tweets from news organizations and journalists make up more of a Twitter 
user’s feed than non-public figures like family and friends (Barthel, & Shearer, 2015). 
Indicating that those who use Twitter more for news consumption are frequently seeing 
information shared by news organizations and individual journalists. Further, a report 
finds journalists are the largest category of verified (profiles with blue check marks) 
Twitter users and the most active Twitter users, as in they create and post more content 
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than any other verified user category (Athletes, Actors, Musicians, etc.). However, they 
are the least followed verified Twitter profile when compared to professional athletes and 
Hollywood celebrities (Kamps, 2015). While consumers are following verified news 
organizations and journalist’s professional social media pages, a recent study shows they 
“are skeptical of the information they see there: A majority (57%) say they expect the 
news they see on social media to be largely inaccurate” (Eva Matsa & Shearer, 2018). 
However, consumers also report that the convenience, speed, and interaction with others 
is why getting news on social media planforms is still common (Eva Matsa & Shearer, 
2018, para. 1).  
While the above research focuses on consumers interaction with online news, it 
lumps news organizations and individual journalists’ professional pages together. Content 
from both news organizations and individual journalists makes its way into consumers’ 
online feeds (Pew Research Center, 2013). Further, while we have discussed several 
studies that indicate that journalists are using social media, most treat news organizations 
and their journalists as a homogenous group, combining broadcast, newspaper, radio, 
online websites, and wire services together. Each one of these subgroups have different 
needs, routines, and uses for social media. A study by Sacco, Curry, and Stoud (2016) 
found that news organizations differ on their approach to social media and how to engage 
the public. These two gaps in research is why the present study chooses to focus on one 
subgroup, TV news anchors and reporters, and their individual professional social media 
pages.  
Theoretical Lenses 
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A declining trust in journalists, particularly in western democracies, over the past 
decade (Muller, 2013; Smith 2013; Ardèvol-Abreu, & Gil de Zuniga, 2017; Livio, & 
Cohen, 2018) and the options afforded by new communication tools (social networking 
platforms) have provided ways to address issues of transparency within journalistic 
content. Journalists now create and post updates on what they are doing or working on 
throughout the day, but also display where information came from (sources) or how it 
came to be, allowing audiences to engage with media content from the beginning to the 
end of its creation. Audiences can now expect reciprocity, meaning a journalist can now 
engage or interact with audiences throughout the day and audiences can feel as though 
they are participating in news creation through these online platforms (Deuze, 2005; 
Karlsson, 2010; Heise, Loosen, Reimer, & Schmidt, 2013; Chadha & Koliska, 2014; 
Hedman, 2016). Before the advent of social media, audience engagement with a media 
professional was often limited to a letter to the editor or broadcast news station. Maybe 
one would call or walk into a newspaper’s newsroom or TV station to make a comment 
or complaint. However, social platforms allow users to instantly comment on and discuss 
content posted by a journalist or news organization. In turn, a journalist can reply to 
comments and be a part of the discussion put forth by users online. This reciprocity 
allows for the audience to feel as though they are a part of the news production process 
and that the news organizations care about their thoughts or opinions (Batsell, 2015; 
Reese & Shoemaker, 2016).  
The idea of more reciprocity with the audience appears to have led to some 
changes in journalistic standards and practices.  For instance, transparency for journalists 
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now involves the idea of self-disclosure in ways, and to a degree, it did not before. 
Transparency in the traditional journalistic sense means to be open about how one gathers 
information and facts about a story. For instance, when presenting a story on a web page, 
a journalist would embed hyperlinks to source material being discussed within the story. 
This allows a reader to click on the hyperlinks and see exactly how the information was 
gathered by the journalist. Traditional transparency means clearly stating for viewers or 
readers who created an article, photo, or video. Also, it means clearly stating to the 
audience when an error was made within any media content and correcting that error 
quickly (Filak, 2019). As past research indicates, with the advent of social media 
transparency now includes journalists being more open about themselves (e.g. 
backgrounds, beliefs, and experiences) and their personal lives (e.g. family, friends, and 
hobbies) outside of their roles as gatekeepers. This also includes a journalist taking a 
more personal approach to their work, particularly on their professional social networking 
pages. For instance, they could discuss if they enjoyed their work, or if they were moved 
by the story they were coving, or if they related to someone they were interviewing 
(Lasorsa, 2012; Hermida, 2013; Lee, 2014; Sharma, 2015). Indications of a move 
towards a more personal approach to engaging with an audience and the creation of their 
work as journalists. However, it raises the question, are journalists breaking the 
traditional idea of objectivity if they are bringing more personalization to their 
professional work? Is this a step away from neutrality?  
Derlega & Berg (1987) define self-disclosure as “the process of revealing 
personal information about oneself to another” (p. 9). This personal information could 
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include thoughts, feelings, and experiences (Derlega, Metts, & Margulis, 1993). In 
addition to posting links to their latest stories or information about a breaking news 
events, more journalists are creating and posting content about their family, pets, 
vacations, opinions, and life experiences such as health issues (Lasorsa, 2012; Lasorsa et 
al., 2012; Hermida, 2013; Lee, 2014; Sharma, 2015). Self-disclosure is closely linked to 
the theory of self-presentation and emotional labor. All acknowledge a complicated 
balance between maintaining a professional self-image – in the case of this study, one 
that adheres to journalistic norms and the traditional “anchorman” persona that exudes 
trust and authority — but also a personable self to show transparency and authenticity to 
one's audience (Cunningham, 2013; Goffman, 1959; Hochschild, 1983; Jones & Pittman, 
1982; Zelizer, 1993). However, this balance indicates a choice over what they are willing 
to be transparent about personally, meaning audiences may not receive full transparency 
or the full truth.  
Journalists are disclosing more personal information about themselves online, 
within and outside of their professional work for a media organization (Lasorsa, 2012; 
Lasorsa et al., 2012; Hermida, 2013; Lee, 2014; Sharma, 2015). Understanding these 
messages, how they are constructed and displayed to a journalist’s online audience, is 
important as they are a compass to the ever-evolving journalist persona and the influence 
the idea of transparency and self-disclosure has over content. These online messages by 
journalists within this study act as a map through the struggle, tension, or ease in which 
broadcast journalists are navigating between professional and personal expression on 
their professional social media pages. Past research has discussed the evolution of 
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professional journalistic identity on social media (Deuze, 2008; Carpenter, Kanver, & 
Timmons, 2016). Yet little research is found focusing on these changes through the 
theoretical lenses of self-disclosure, self-presentation, and emotional labor. Few studies 
address journalists’ navigation of disclosing deeply personal health or hardship to one's 
audience on professional social media platforms.  
Framing studies, including many in the health area, suggest media can highlight 
or bring more salience to certain aspects of an issue. These frames bring more attention to 
those certain aspects, influencing what a consumer learns, remembers, and acts on an 
issue (Entman, 1993; Littlejohn, Foss, & Oetzel, 2017). Studies have discerned that 
media frames of health messages can influence how an audience understands and acts on 
health issues (Riles et al., 2015; McGinty et al., 2016). For example, depending on how a 
story of cancer was framed, it could increase a reader’s blame or compassion for a victim. 
Further, it could increase levels of anxiety and interest for more information about cancer 
by the reader (Riles et al., 2015).  Furthermore, studies have discerned that celebrities can 
influence audience perceptions and actions on health concerns (Brown, Basil, & 
Bocarnea, 2003; Brown & Chavan De Matviuk, 2010; Kosenko, Binder, & Hurley, 2015; 
Lerner, 2006). However, an attempt to identify and understand frames of, or themes 
within, health messages or non-fictional stories told from individual TV news anchors 
and reporters within academic research were not found. The navigation between 
professional and personal expression by journalists within this study indicates a control of 
presentation of content, and in turn, the potential for framing and its influence on 
audience understanding of content.  
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Parasocial interaction (PSI) is the interpersonal relationship a viewer creates with 
a media performer, such as a TV newscaster (Horton & Wohl, 1956). It has been found 
and verified that those who are lonely can form PSI with newscasters to feel a sense of 
companionship. Most importantly, a major indicator that PSI will form between an 
individual and media performer is if the individual has experienced similar historical or 
life events (e.g. war, illness) with the TV performer. Para-socially active individuals seek 
guidance, order, belonging, and context from their relationship with a media performer 
(Horton & Wohl, 1956; Levy, 1979; Rubin, Perse, & Powell, 1985). Identification is 
another process and level of involvement that an audience member can create with a 
media persona. Identification is when a viewer internalizes and adopts a personality’s 
ideas, beliefs, values, and behaviors. This level of involvement is more likely reached if a 
viewer has shared attributes or life experiences with that of a personality (Brown, 2015; 
Brown & Chavan De Matviuk, 2010; Brown et al., 2003).  
It is important to understand how journalists, who are seen as credible sources of 
information, including health issues, are discussing and sharing information about 
personal illness or hardship. Due to the potential for audiences to build parasocial ties, 
including interactions and assumed identification with newscasters, how TV news 
anchors and reporters are talking about their personal illness could influence how readers 
act on health concerns. Broadcast journalists’ choice over when to display information 
more professionally or more personally could influence readers understating and action 
on health concerns in their own lives and in the lives of others with whom they interact or 
care for. Depending on the level of parasocial interaction or identification an audience 
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member has with a broadcast journalist, messages transmitted by a TV anchor or reporter 
could influence an audience member’s belief and reinforce or change their preconceived 
ideas about healthcare in general. In turn, journalists could sway how their viewers vote, 
what they buy, and who they support or believe politically. However, before we can 
understand the influence of these messages on the audience, we must first understand 
how journalists are discussing and presenting oneself through these messages to their 
audience.   
This dissertation examines personal narrative within a professional context. It 
investigates how journalists are presenting and discussing their experiences with illness 
or hardship on their professional social media pages to an audience. It brings a more 
detailed understanding of how TV anchors and reporters are navigating the expression of 
a deeply personal experience while maintaining a professional journalistic standard and 
persona on their professional social media platforms, while highlighting the potential 
issues this bobbing and weaving brings to audiences’ understanding of overall health, 
prognosis, and treatment.  
This study examines 1,136 personal disclosures of health made by 24 different 
TV anchors and reporters on multiple social media platforms (Facebook, Twitter, and 
Instagram). Through thematic analysis this study finds several themes (Reporting, 
Transparency, Justification, and Implications and Consequences) present in health 
messages by TV news anchors and reporters’, as well as a range of expression from 
personal to professional within the messages of health. It finds a constant struggle 
between personal expression – to maintain authenticity and transparency with an 
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audience while dealing with illness and hardship – while also maintaining professional 
expression of their journalistic persona that was constructed before their dealings with 
illness or hardship. This control over transparency – when to maintain professionalism 
and when to be open about life outside their role as a journalist – points to an issue of 
control over the journalist’s personal narrative of health when made within a professional 
context.  
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 This study examines deeply personal narratives about one’s health or hardship as 
they are shared in a professional setting, as in broadcast journalists’ professional social 
networking sites. This study is rich in theories through which one can derive explanation, 
as it tackles the very complicated process of understanding message construction in 
uncertain times. Several theories – self-disclosure, self-presentation, emotional labor, 
sensemaking, and framing – touch on an individual's self-presentation online through 
storytelling, particularly when one tries to reconcile a difficult situation such as being 
diagnosed with an illness. Yet while past literature derives an understanding of why we 
create narrative health messages, on and offline, this literature review points to a lack of 
exploration of personal health narratives discussed through a professional outlet, such as 
personal narratives told by journalists to their online followers, and in turn a lack of 
understanding of how these narratives could potentially influence audience understanding 
of health. This study fills a gap by bringing an observational and contextual 
understanding to how broadcast journalists navigate personal and professional expression 
as they create personal narratives of health within the realm of social media.  
To begin, this chapter defines the types of messages (narrative health messages) 
and platforms (SNSs, blogs, microblogs) this study explores and how their construction is 
influenced by environment and life experiences, followed by a discussion of the current 
use of social media platforms by journalists and their effect on journalistic norms and 
practices. Next is a discussion of the evolution of the journalistic norm of transparency as 
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it moves from a professional act performed by a journalist while reporting, to an act of 
personalization within and outside the job of reporting by a journalist online. The 
discussion continues, exploring the value of audience engagement on social media 
platforms and its influence on journalists’ message construction. The review includes 
theoretical lenses employed while exploring sites of control over professional and 
personal expression of journalists through their professional social networking platforms.  
Narrative Health Messages in SNSs, blogs, & microblogs 
 Narrative messages are stories that have a beginning, middle, and end that provide 
information about a character and contain a plot (Lu, 2013; Fischer, 1970). “Narratives 
are not just sequences of events: those events are told by and about particular individuals” 
(Page & Thomas, 2011, p. 10). Storytelling, in oral or written form, is a tradition among 
humans that can be traced back to the cavemen, painting pictures on cave walls, depicting 
life as they knew it. It is the telling of human experience in the present and in the past. It 
is a human act that helps us make sense of our world and leave a legacy as we pass 
stories from generation to generation (Vansina, 1985; Page, 2018).  
In forms that range from traditional folk tales to reality TV, stories are told or 
performed in every known human culture. People construct and share stories 
about themselves, too, detailing particular episodes and periods in their lives and 
what those experiences mean to them. (McAdams, & McLean, 2013, p. 233) 
 
The sharing of one’s personal story helps form one’s identity. “Narrative identity is a 
person’s internalized and evolving life story, integrating the reconstructed past and 
imagined future to provide life with some degree of unity and purpose” (McAdams, & 
McLean, 2013, p. 233). Personal narratives help organize one’s memories to form 
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meaning and purpose. This creates a narrative about oneself that conveys to others who 
one is, the experiences that got them there, and what they think their future holds 
(McAdams, 2001; Macadams et al., 2006; McAdams & McLean, 2013; Singer, 2004). 
However, “It has always been acknowledged that storytelling, whether claimed to be 
fictional or not, is a selective and partial method of representation” (Page & Thomas, 
2011, p. 10). Narrative identity can be influenced by persons and the environment. It can 
be influenced by what one remembers, their pervious experiences, knowledge, and 
conversations with others (McAdams & McLean, 2013).  
The online realm complicates the idea of authentic self-representation as findings 
indicate the internet allows for free identity play. Anyone can create a false identity, use 
an avatar to represent themselves, manipulate photos or videos to show a better self, or 
create a narrative inspired by their life story but weaved with fiction (Davis, 2011; Page 
& Thomas, 2011; Nguyen & Kim, 2017). Discerning what is truthful is nearly 
impossible. However, other studies find the use of the internet to convey one’s authentic 
self can enhance one’s well-being offline. The internet links us to people miles away; 
others that one might never meet face-to-face lessening the feeling of being alone. Being 
able to express and converse with others like one’s self across the internet can increase 
self-esteem, positive emotions, and life satisfaction (Reinecke & Trepte, 2014; Grieve & 
Watkinson, 2016; Wang et al., 2017). Overall, online self-representation and authenticity 
is subjective and hard to discern compounding the idea of authentic personal narratives 
which are already a selective representation of one’s self. In terms of this study, online 
self-representation is compounded even further as a broadcast journalist constructs a 
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persona (as discussed in chapter 1) to exude authority, over facts and truth, and 
professionalism. While one might feel compelled to authentically share their narrative of 
health online, to enhance their well-being offline, it is not only influenced by their 
upbringing and the online environment, but also by their profession.  
Personal narratives by individuals are popular in health campaigns as “Narratives 
paint pictures of what it means to be healthy or ill and the consequences of illness and 
health” (Littlejohn et al., 2017, p. 348). For example, narrative messages of health can be 
seen in films (fiction or nonfiction) following the life story of someone struggling with 
chronic illness, health campaigns that chronicle what happened to a person(s) after 
getting screened or not screened for an illness, or news coverage of someone struggling 
with illness and is in need of help. Narrative content, particularly in the health industry, is 
created to evoke emotion, and oftentimes, change one's understanding of illness or how 
they act on illness. Health campaigns use narrative stories of health to create preventative 
actions in others (Frank, 2015; Steinhardt, & Shapiro, 2015; Wallington et al., 2010). 
Further, narrative identity research shows the telling of one’s story of suffering brings to 
light lessons learned and insights that can bring an increase in happiness. Therefore, those 
who find meaning in suffering have better mental health. (McAdams & McLean, 2013; 
Pals, 2006; King & Hicks, 2007; Lilgendahl & McAdams, 2011). 
The use of web 2.0 technologies has grown exponentially since the late 1990s; 
this includes the use of social networking sites. Technologies like Facebook, Twitter, and 
blogs, allow for those with relatively low skill sets to create, manipulate, and access any 
online content (Page & Thomas, 2011). The capabilities of web 2.0 technologies, along 
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with the ability for one to write, share, connect, and discuss a diverse range of subjects 
with others is the drive behind the popularity of these sites. Humans strive to connect and 
interact with others as it helps us form an identity. Identity forms through our 
relationships with others and new technologies allows us to grow and build relationships 
on a whole new level (Bonniwell, 2012; Gudykunst & Kim, 2003). As we express 
ourselves online, our personal narratives grow and involve through the process of sharing 
and connecting with others through our stories. Narrative messages are often found 
within social networking sites (SNS), like Facebook, microblogs, like Twitter, and blogs. 
Social network sites are: 
web-based services that allow individuals to (1) construct a public or semi-public 
profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom 
they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of connections and 
those made by others within the system. The nature and nomenclature of these 
connections may vary from site to site (Ellison, 2007, p. 211). 
 
Furthermore, “beyond profiles, friends, comments, and private messaging, SNSs vary 
greatly in their features and user base. Some have photo-sharing or video-sharing 
capabilities; others have built-in blogging and instant messaging technology” (Ellison, 
2007, p. 214).  Microblogging is defined as “blogging done with severe space or size 
constraints typically by posting frequent brief messages about personal activities” (In 
Merriam-Webster.com, 2017). 
Blogs are defined as websites that “contains online personal reflections, 
comments, and often hyperlinks, videos, and photographs provided by the writer” (In 
Merriam-Webster.com, 2017). The definition further states blogs are “a regular feature 
appearing as part of an online publication that typically relates to a particular topic and 
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consists of articles and personal commentary by one or more authors” (In Merriam-
Webster.com, 2017). Self-disclosure – “the process of revealing personal information 
about oneself to another” (Derlega & Berg, 1987, p. 9) – is central to personal-journal 
type blogs because “the journaling function of blogs permits the kind of narrative 
expression conducive to sharing detailed personal histories” (Sundar, Edwards, Hu, & 
Stavrositu, 2007, p. 89).  
These personal-journal type blogs are popular in the study of online narratives of 
health (Page & Thomas, 2011). They often contain contemporaneous reflections as their 
creators walk through life with illness. For example, a study of blogs by Page (2011) 
analyzed the narrative experiences of those being diagnosed with and treated for cancer. 
Some blog entries read:  
I decided to deliver my story in real time, as it happens, in this journal. This is my 
therapy, and my way of sharing the story in its raw, unedited form. It is my hope 
that other people who encounter difficulties can read this and gain strength from 
knowing that they are not alone (Page & Thomas, 2011, p. 224)  
 
A few of you wanted me to let you know how things went today, on my 
first day of chemo. I appreciate your support more than I can explain. I 
thought I’d let you know how things are going (Page & Thomas, 2011, p. 
225).  
 
These entries show the human need to connect with others on a certain level of 
understanding. Wanting to share, connect, and help others dealing with similar situations. 
Other thoughts chronicled the author’s experiences: 
The chemo is done for today. I’ve had fluids, anti-nausea medication and the 
chemo drugs and now I’m home. The whole process took about 4.5 hours, and the 
worst part was the needle stick into my port. With the exception of one little 
scream when that happened, I think I was a pretty good patient. I have a private 
room with a private bathroom and my own tv. Tracey stayed with me the whole 
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time and my mom came by too. I even had a visit from Larry Shyatt, one of the 
UF basketball coaches and player David Lee. (Page & Thomas, 2011, p. 230) 
 
Other entries are used to organize thoughts and create meaning behind their experiences:  
Here are my random thoughts as I get a grip on having cancer at 42 (now 44) 
years old. I would like to inspire hope in all of you and in myself as well as to 
provide a place for you to keep track of me through this ordeal. (Page & Thomas, 
2011, p. 224) 
 
Another study of narrative health blogs found that the telling of one’s story of growing up 
with chronic illness or physical disability is empowering (Cardillo, 2010). The analysis of 
eight autobiographical narratives found,  
The autobiographers’ narratives demonstrate the power and responsibility that 
individuals with chronic illness or disability themselves have in working out their 
interpretations, framing, and depictions of their experiences of illness or disability 
to those around them. These individuals are in an ongoing process of recon- 
structuring their different selves and cultural conceptions of chronic illness and 
disability through their self-talk and their public voices, and their stories should 
be invited, shared, heard, valued, and honored (Cardillo, 2010, p. 544). 
 
The study found a positive impact of personal narrative storytelling by those dealing with 
chronic health issues, and that better understanding of these narrative perspectives 
provide deeper understanding of the communicative role they play in shaping their and 
others reality (Cardillo, 2010). A content analysis of 915 health blogs, found that half of 
the bloggers were employed in the health field, the majority were female, in their 30s, 
and highly educated. The blogs focused on the bloggers’ experience with one disease or 
condition; half were written from a professional perspective rather than from a patient-
consumer perspective (Miller & Pole, 2010). Again, we see multiple influences on 
narrative construction: upbringing, the online environment and its ability to allow one to 
connect with others, and most importantly, one’s profession.  
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Traditionally, journalists tell the narratives of others rather than their personal 
narratives. The narratives journalists create, whether it’s for radio, print, or broadcast, are 
often considered the first record of history. The stories told by journalists set the 
understanding of the present events in time, but also leave a record for understanding in 
the future. Narratives in news often follow a formula and are filtered through several 
people within a media organization (reporters, editors, production staff) (Shoemaker & 
Reese, 2011; Reese & Shoemaker, 2016). Yet an argument has been made that the advent 
of social media within newsroom culture has created more separation between journalists 
and the organization for which they work (Shoemaker & Reese, 2011; Reese & 
Shoemaker, 2016; Brems, Temmerman, & Broersma, 2017). The difference of personal 
narratives from news narratives is the inclusion of the narrator’s characteristics as an 
individual. Personal narratives help form meaning and purpose in one's life. News 
narratives are important as they form an understanding of the world around everyone’s 
life. News narratives, often told by TV anchors and reporters, can influence personal 
narratives. Gatekeepers of the narrative already have great control and power over 
societies’ understanding of the world. This study argues that this gives them great 
standing and influence over an audience when they begin telling their personal narratives 
of health as well.  
Evolution of Journalistic Norms and Practices 
Technology has become deeply intertwined in our society and culture. We use it 
in our daily lives and the media use the same technologies to reach their audience. 
Journalists must live in the same online platform as their audiences in order to complete 
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their goal of informing the public. Several studies indicate that journalists and newsrooms 
have come to use social media platforms because they facilitate new opportunities, such 
as increasing a news organizations profile in a community as well as connecting and 
engaging with their audience. Social media is found to be an extra tool in story 
development through information and source gathering for journalists. It allows 
journalists to display their professional skills by allowing them to present the content they 
create for the public on another platform (Bradshaw et al., 2005; Lasorsa et al., 2012; 
Lysak et al., 2012; Lecheler & Krukiemeier, 2016; Santana & Hopp, 2016; Weaver & 
Willnat, 2016; Brems et al., 2017; Powers & Vera-Zambrano, 2018). Due to these 
perceived positives to social media use, news managers have come to encourage 
journalists to maintain an online presence through social media platforms, such as 
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram (Lysak et al., 2012; Brems et al., 2017). Much like 
someone with a news persona (anchor or reporter) attending community events to raise 
the station’s profile in a community, newsrooms have come to see a journalist’s online 
presence as having a similar usefulness.  
Studies indicate that journalists use social media platforms to aid in basic 
everyday news gathering, filtering, and distributing (Hermans, Vergeer, & Pleijter, 2009; 
Powers & Vera-Zambrano, 2018). For example, a study by Weaver and Willnat (2016), 
found that journalists use social media mainly as an information gathering tool by 
skimming their social media feeds to see what their network is talking about, what 
sources are posting, or to gain background information of a person of interest by 
examining their social media profile. Another study had similar findings, stating that 
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journalists were found to use social media as a way to gain sources (Lecheler & 
Krukiemeier, 2016). One study found that journalists value Facebook as a tool for 
querying friends and conducting research, while valuing Twitter for querying followers, 
perform research, and for contacting sources (Santana & Hopp, 2016).  
However, two of the same studies found that resistance to the technologies is met 
by journalists as well. The study by Weaver and Willnat (2016) found that while 
journalists are using social media as an information gathering tool, they don’t always 
trust the information they gather. The other study found that journalists do not always 
trust the sources they gain from social media and prefer traditional sources (Lecheler & 
Krukiemeier, 2016). One study looked at journalists perceived usefulness and uses of 
social media over a two-year time span, from 2012-2014. They found that the 
appropriation of new technology is an ongoing process, with many journalists refusing to 
change their workflow. Furthermore, the capabilities of the technology were tried out and 
renegotiated often. At the beginning of the study they found that the most active 
journalists were young, in their 20s and 30s. However, at the end of the study the most 
active users were 40-to-59 years old (Djerf-Pierre et al., 2016). A recent study by 
Bradtzaeg and Domingues (2018) conducted 16 in-depth interviews with young and older 
Norwegian journalists about their use of Facebook, LinkedIn, and Instagram. They found 
younger journalists were more likely to use multiple platforms to gain information and 
sources, whereas older journalists relied heavily on Twitter. However, a similar study of 
American journalists found that younger journalists favored Twitter, older journalists 
favored Facebook, and middle age journalists favored both (Wu, 2018). Further, the study 
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also found that the more the younger and older journalists used Twitter for work, the 
more likely they were to have a negative attitude towards social media. Whereas the more 
middle-aged journalists used Twitter the more likely they were to have a positive attitude 
towards social media. Yet all age groups had a negative attitude towards Facebook the 
more they used the platform for work. (Wu, 2018). All studies indicate that while social 
media use is becoming more accepted by journalists and part of their everyday workflow, 
attitudes of the perceived usefulness of the platforms as journalistic tools differ across 
age groups, when adoption began, and how often one uses the platform. 
Many scholars argue that the adoption of social media in newsrooms has reshaped 
journalistic routines, created new journalistic values, and created less media 
institutionalism and mediatization. One new value social media has created to journalistic 
practices has benefits and challenges. That is engagement. Batsell (2015) states, that 
“tech-savvy audiences” are turning their attention away from traditional broadcast and 
print media for more personal web and mobile platforms. However, how are the media to 
garner audience attention online? After interviewing dozens of media managers and 
observing over 25 newsrooms that are beating the technological challenges of social 
media, he states that audience engagement is the key.  
Batsell (2015) argues there are several ways the media can engage their audience 
online, such as to show transparency, create community involvement, and aim to create 
meaningful discourse and debate with their viewers online. The media can do this by 
asking readers questions about their feelings on an issue. This leads the audience to 
believe that the media cares about their thoughts, and makes the audience feel as if they 
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are part of the production of information. Also, you must find a niche that serves a hyper-
local audience. Batsell (2015) argues that social media allows users to seek out content 
and discuss topics or issues that are important to them, leading to the popularity of blogs 
and citizen journalism. Therefore, traditional media organizations must do the same to 
compete for attention. Lastly, newsrooms must learn how to measure and monetize 
audience engagement. The latter is why newsrooms now heavily rely on social media 
analytics. Much like getting broadcast ratings from Nielsen, newsrooms now measure 
journalist’s engagement numbers with audiences on their professional social media 
pages, keeping track of likes, shares, retweets, and popular conversations with audiences 
on journalists’ individual social media pages.  
Engagement is found to put stress on maintaining editorial autonomy, however. 
Traditional editorial autonomy allows a journalist to protect their work from influences 
by government, advertiser, and other social institutions (Shoemaker & Vos, 2009; 
Shoemaker & Reese, 2011). However, due to the capabilities of social media, reciprocity 
between the audience and journalist comes with ease. Audiences now have a voice in 
what they want to see and hear in their news content. With shrinking broadcast news 
audiences and a saturation of online content, journalists must reshape their role as 
gatekeepers by listening to audience demands and marketing their content on their own 
(Batsell, 2015; Tandoc & Vos, 2016).   
Another change to journalistic routines and values is discussed in an article by 
Reese & Shoemaker (2016). They state the relationship between individual journalists 
and their professional organization is being reshaped. Originally, in their landmark study 
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Mediating the message: theories of influence on media content, the authors state that 
journalistic norms and values, such as accuracy, responsibility, detachment, and 
objectivity, mitigate the influence of editorializing of content (2011). However, since the 
advent of social media and its adoption into newsrooms, Reese & Shoemaker (2016) find 
that maintaining professional social media platforms allows the journalist to promote 
their own journalistic identity or brand, separate from their employers. Another study 
states that the increase in personal branding by journalists on Twitter has led them to be 
seen as news and opinion hubs. By pushing their journalistic skills, but also garnering 
attention through stating opinion, journalists are increasing their market value outside that 
of their media organization. The study indicates journalists are struggling between being 
personal or professional, factual or opinionated, in order to strategically market 
themselves to viewers (Brems et al., 2017).   
Bossio & Sacoo (2017) investigated how Australian journalists negotiated 
between representing their professional and personal identity on social media platforms.  
The journalists represent themselves in three ways: (1) they maintained a public, 
professional account and a second personal account only accessible to their personal 
network; (2) they only maintained a professional account for their work as a journalists 
(often because it was required by their organization; (3) they merged a professional and 
personal identity on one account allowing the public to see both aspects of their life. 
Through these different accounts the journalists had several explanations for why they 
presented themselves a certain way. Some restricted personal expression to the public 
because it conflicted with their professional identity. Other saw social media as a 
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branding tool for them as a journalist and the organizations for which they worked. 
Others say they expressed themselves in a way that followed their media organizations 
social media guidelines which could restrict personal expression or encourage it as a 
mode of branding (Bossio & Sacoo, 2017). Again, we see control over online content and 
expression by journalists based on influences of the social media environment, their 
profession, and also the media organizations for which they work.  
Studies investigating journalists’ online content and their use of transparency also 
indicate a struggle between personal and professional expression online (Lasorsa, 2012; 
Lasorsa et al., 2012; Lee, 2014; Carpenter et al., 2016; Molyneux, Holton, & Lewis, 
2017). These studies argue that the traditional journalistic norm of transparency is 
evolving. As discussed in Chapter 1, transparency in the traditional sense means to be 
open about how one gathers information and facts about story. However, studies indicate 
that journalistic transparency online now involves self-disclosure of personal thoughts, 
feelings, and experiences which will be discussed further in the next section. It seems, 
due to the capabilities of social media, the blur between individual journalists and their 
media organizations has led to more individuality and less institutionalism, as well as 
more audience engagement between the journalists and their online audience. In turn, the 
content a journalist chooses to share on their professional social media pages is 
influenced.  
Professional norms and values of journalism demonstrate that journalists are to 
pursue truth and objectivity, providing unbiased information while revealing no opinion 
or editorialization (Kovach & Rosenstiel, 2001; Kovach & Rosenstiel, 2010; Robinson, 
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2006; Schudson & Anderson, 2008). Yet is the journalism profession experiencing a 
deviation from these values as we see more personalization, more self-disclosure, in 
online journalistic content?  This study explores how journalists are deviating from a less 
neutral, formal, and restrained approach to a more personal and engaging approach in a 
more mediated world, drawing on theoretical lenses of self-disclosure, self-presentation, 
emotional labor, sensemaking, and framing.     
Self-disclosure 
Derlega and Berg (1987) define self-disclosure as “the process of revealing 
personal information about oneself to another” (p. 9). This personal information could 
include thoughts, feelings, and experiences (Derlega, Metts, & Margulis, 1993). Self-
disclosure influences the development or decline of a relationship. A recipient of another 
person’s self-disclosure will often respond with the same level of intimate disclosure. 
This reciprocity builds trust and likeability between individuals (Berg & Derlega, 1987).  
Why we self-disclose is tied to our goals and how we plan to meet/maintain those 
goals (Berg & Derlega, 1987). For journalists, this is often tied to maintaining high 
engagement with the audience and promoting oneself.  For example, one study found that 
employed journalists self-disclose more personal information than freelance journalists 
on social media platforms. Freelance journalists maintained a more professional identity, 
talking mostly about their skills as a journalist and the work they have done. This finding 
is linked to the idea that freelance journalists have a goal to garner and maintain 
consistent work. They are more concerned with gaining an employer’s attention than the 
audience’s attention (Carpenter et al., 2016). 
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         Lasorsa et al. (2012) found similar findings between local and national journalists. 
Local journalists disclosed more information about their jobs and personal lives. They 
also engaged with audience members more than their national counterparts. National 
journalists are thought to have celebrity status and do not need to gain a fanbase to up 
their engagement numbers online or increase revenue to their media organization through 
more viewership. Another content analysis by Lasorsa (2012) found that female 
journalists were significantly more transparent than their male counterparts. Females 
disclose more about their jobs, personal lives, and everyday activities.  
There are additional influences on content and journalistic expression online. 
How much we disclose can be influenced by audience reciprocity (or audience 
engagements), a journalist’s employment status (freelance or employed, local or 
national), and demographic elements, such as one’s sex, which can be tied back to 
upbringing and societal influences.  
         There are negatives for journalists to be aware of when it comes to self-disclosure. 
A study by Lee (2014) calls self-disclosure among journalists on social media a “double-
edge sword.” The researcher wished to discern audience perceptions of a journalist based 
on the content that they produced online. Lee (2014) found that self-disclosure and 
interactivity with the audience made the journalist seem more personal, but it had a 
negative impact on the audiences’ perception of that journalist’s professional dimensions. 
The more journalists self-disclosed or interacted with the audience the less they were 
seen as professional journalists and more as entertainers. 
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Other researchers warn of this issue. Deuze (2008), argues that journalists are in a 
constant battle between their professional norms and their personal characteristics. 
Molyneux, Holton, & Lewis (2017) agree, arguing that self-disclosure and promotion 
among journalists online is complicated. Journalists must “navigate tensions between 
personal disclosure for authenticity and professional decorum for credibility, and between 
establishing one’s own distinctiveness and promoting one’s employer or other 
stakeholders” (p. 1). Molyneux et al. (2017) found that disclosure is correlated to 
journalists’ age and skills with technology, but also their journalistic goals. They found 
that a longer tenure on social media platforms is correlated with feeling more comfortable 
disclosing personal information. Similar findings were found among younger journalists 
within several other studies (Dueze, 2008; Hedman, & Djerf-Pierre, 2013; Djerf-Pierre, 
Ghersetti, & Hedman, 2016). One study of Australian journalists found that they mix 
professional and personal characteristics on their social media platforms. However, they 
were cautious of disclosing personal thoughts and feelings, adding disclaimers to their 
social media platforms that stated ideas and opinions were that of their own; not tied to 
their organization or their work as journalists (Hanusch, & Bruns, 2017). In 2018, 
researchers found that, on Twitter, journalists who used the disclaimer strategy disclosed 
more personal life content but still acted in a professional, normalized manner, similar to 
the journalists who did not use a disclaimer strategy (Van Hove, Asdourian, & Bourgeois, 
2018).   
Another individual characteristic that is growing among journalists using social 
media is their use of humor. Studies indicate that humor creates connections among 
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individuals by allowing them to become more relaxed (Graham, Papa, & Brooks, 1992; 
Gruner, 1985; Morreall, 1983). Furthermore, humor can build a bridge between an 
individual and their audience by creating closeness at the expense of themselves or in 
light of shared cultural experiences (Meyer, 2000).  A content analysis of 22,000 tweets 
by the most-followed journalists on Twitter found that journalists’ use of humor is 
closely correlated with their disclosure of opinion, personal life details, and personalizing 
(Holton & Lewis, 2011, p. 14). This suggests that humor is another way in which 
“journalists seek to connect with users on a more personal level” (p. 14). Also, it was 
found that journalists who more frequently use Twitter are more likely to use humor and 
informality, and journalists of smaller organizations were more likely to use humor than 
those of larger, more elite organizations (Holton & Lewis, 2011). Humor can be seen as 
an influence on journalistic content and expression online as it creates audience 
engagements, differs based on a journalist’s employment status, and differs based on a 
journalist’s understanding and experience with online social platforms. 
Self-presentation 
The battle between personal and professional expression by journalists that 
previous studies have pointed to is closely linked to impression management, also known 
as self-presentation (the terms are often used interchangeably). Self-presentation is the 
“process of selecting which aspects of one’s self to disclose, hide or fake in order to 
create a positive impression on the audience” (Cunningham, 2013, p. viii). The concept 
was coined by the work of Erving Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life 
(1959). Goffman uses a theatre performance to explain self-presentation. There are 
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interactions that occur on the “front” stage, which the audience sees. Then there are 
interactions that happen behind the curtain, or the “back stage,” which the audience is not 
privy to. The front of stage is where one controls their verbal and nonverbal cues, such as 
clothing, sex, age, or expressions, in order to fit in, gain employment, be invited to join a 
social circle, etc. The back of stage is where one is more, open, free, and authentic 
(Goffman, 1959).  
Later, Jones and Pittman (1982) identified five self-presentation strategies used in 
impression management by individuals: ingratiation, intimidation, self-promotion, 
exemplification, and supplication. Ingratiation is when an individual uses modesty, self-
deprecation, and self-mockery when trying to be liked by others. Intimidation is the 
opposite. Individuals exude danger or intimidate others into believing them. Self-
promotion is one showing they are competent in order to be liked or believed. One uses 
claims or demonstrates their abilities, accomplishments, or qualifications. 
Exemplification is similar to self-promotion, but one projects integrity and moral 
worthiness in order to be liked using the same strategies. Finally, supplication is used 
when one lacks the other four strategies. In turn, they ask for help and acknowledge their 
dependence or need for others (Cunningham, 2013; Jones, & Pittman, 1982; Trammell, & 
Keshelashvili, 2005).   
Self-presentation, as well as Jones and Pittman’s (1982) taxonomy, are used in the 
study of SNSs and online interaction within these platforms. For example, one study of 
self-presentation and 209 popular online blogs found a clear trend. All bloggers display a 
high level of self-revelation, disclosing high amounts of personal information about 
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themselves, and they presented themselves as opinion leaders of a given topic. The 
research indicates that top bloggers see the platforms function as a place to discuss topics 
of interest, but also, to “bring balance between self-promotion through competence and 
attempting to get others to like you through intimate self-disclosure” (Trammell, & 
Keshelashvili, 2005, p. 976). “The relationship an A-list blogger has with the audience 
here is key” (Trammell, & Keshelashvili, 2005, p. 977). Therefore, the impression 
management strategies employed by bloggers involved a lot of direct communication 
with the audience, similar to engagement, for example, asking the viewers questions or 
their opinions. This study also found that female bloggers self-disclosed more than males 
by maintaining more of a diary blog, where they discussed their day-to-day happenings. 
Men were more likely to run a filter blog.  A filter blog contains little original content. 
Instead they provide several links to other web or news content found online (Trammell, 
& Keshelashvili, 2005).    
Little research is found that focuses on journalists and their online presentation. In 
a qualitative content analysis of professional Facebook pages of both employed and 
freelance journalists, it was found that freelance journalists showed a more serious self 
and displayed their skills more than employed journalists. Female journalists were also 
more likely to post an image smiling and self-disclose than male journalists (Carpenter, 
Kanver, & Timmons, 2016).  One study used self-presentation as an analytical 
framework while looking at Dutch and Flemish employed, and freelance journalists’ use 
of Twitter. They found employed and freelance journalists preformed differently for their 
online audience (Brems et al., 2017):  
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The freelance journalists used Twitter significantly more in an interactive and 
personal way: they argued more often with other users and shared more non-
professional details. The employed journalists, on the other hand, were shown to 
be loyal to the news outlet they work for by often sharing news written by their 
colleagues (Brems et al., 2017, p. 456). 
 
The study argues that overall, journalists are struggling with four dilemmas: broadcasting 
information and interacting with the online audience, remaining factual and being 
opinionated, sharing personal information and remaining professional, and promoting the 
self in an implicit or explicit way (Brems et al., 2017, p. 455). The studies also reinforce 
several influences of content, such as employment status and gender. 
Another study looked at journalists’ identity in relation to individual or 
organizational branding. Using structured interviews with newspaper journalists 
employed by media organizations, the study found that journalists are constantly 
changing their online presentation. Due to more organizational control, journalists feel as 
though they are losing their personal and journalistic identity. One journalist stated, 
“we’re starting to turn into ghosts’” (Holton & Molyneux, 2017, p. 203). Many of those 
interviewed stated that they used social media to show glimpses of their personal selves 
alongside their professional work. However, management started to incorporate brand 
management within the individual journalist’s social media content. Participants stated, 
“… although they readily acknowledged the public’s interest in their day-to-day routines 
and their personal lives, reporters said they place more emphasis on branding themselves 
as professionals to appease their organization” (Holton & Molyneuz, 2017, p. 204):  
In nearly every instance, participants said they had altered the appearance of their 
social media landing pages, selecting photos, and text that matched the brand their 
organizations called for. In some cases, reporters used text and links provided by 
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their organizations. In others, attempts were made to keep some sense of personal 
identity in biographical information through quirky notes (e.g. ‘Reporter of 
curiosity. Pursuer of truths. Diver of reefs. Boy among men’; ‘Medical innovation 
reporter by day, whiskey pourer by night’), but those were often met with either 
critical responses from upper management or with fears that if management were 
to see them, the repercussions might be severe (Holton & Molyneuz, 2017, p. 
203). 
 
The article highlights a struggle among journalists who feel that personal disclosures 
about themselves, outside their work as journalists, are welcomed by their news audience. 
However, they are being pushed to perform in a more traditional journalistic sense to 
brand both themselves and their organizations as professional authorities of information 
(Holton & Molyneuz, 2017).  
Overall, the above studies found that journalists are using self-disclosure, self-
presentation, and audience engagement more on social media to gain attention, relevance, 
and authority among audience members. However, the above studies also point to a 
navigation between personal and professional expression depending on several controls 
over content: employment status, organizational pressures, experience with online social 
technologies, audience engagement, and gender. 
Emotional Labor 
Emotional labor is when one must manage their feelings and expressions due to 
the requirements of their job. The term was coined by Arlie Hochschild (1983) in the 
book, The Managed Heart. Hochschild explains that employees regulate their emotions 
when interacting with coworkers, superiors, and customers, or in the case of broadcast 
journalists, the audience.  A journalist’s complicated navigation of more personal or 
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informal expression, versus a stricter or professionally constructed persona, influenced by 
the array of controls described above, points to the concept of emotional labor.  
Hochschild (1983) argues that those engaging in emotional labor are acting to 
their customers as though they are an audience. In turn, Goffman’s (1959) front of stage 
and back of stage acting is still employed; how one engages in emotional labor is tailored 
to their discipline. One's professional norms and values will influence how they display 
or not display emotions (Fineman, 1993). Emotional labor has positive and negative 
effects; one can become emotionally dissonant or exhausted by always “putting on a 
face.”  This can lead to stress and burnout (Hochschild, 1983; Morris & Feldman, 1996). 
However, depending on the profession, it can help one effectively do their job. For 
example, it can help police or 911 dispatchers in highly stressful situations remain calm 
(Shuler, & Sypher, 2000; Stenross, & Kleinman, 1989).  
Past literature explores emotional labor in several different workspaces, such as in 
public administration and in jobs including those of flight attendant, daycare worker, 
nursing home worker, nurse, doctor, store clerk, call center worker, teacher, librarian, 
social worker, and most roles in the service industry (e.g. waiters, bar tenders) 
(Hochschild, 2012). However, little is conducted in the realm of journalism and 
newsrooms. Zelizer (1993) states “Being professional has not only generated an aura of 
authoritativeness based on a specific attitude toward accomplishing work but has 
suggested that reporters ought to approach reporting in certain ways – as objective, 
neutral, balanced chroniclers” (p. 220). Therefore, journalists are expected to suppress 
their personal feelings while on the job to maintain the journalistic norms of the 
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discipline. A study of news writing textbooks found that the term or concept of emotional 
labor was never made clear or touched upon in great detail within the text. While the 
books directed learners of journalism that manipulation of one’s emotions is needed to be 
successful in the profession, no clear instruction on how to do this was made (Hopper & 
Huxford, 2017).  
One study found through qualitative interviews that newspaper journalists 
recognized that they employ emotional labor at work in order to remain objective and 
detached while working on overwhelming emotional stories, such as those that involve 
loss of life (Hopper, & Huxford, 2015). An interesting balance between positive and 
negative effects was found. “Respondents found that focusing on the work at hand 
appeared to create what might be described as a cognitive loop – doing the job helped 
suppress emotion, while suppressing emotion helped do the job” (Hopper, & Huxford, 
2015, p. 38). Another study found, in order to evoke emotion in their storytelling, 
journalists “outsource” emotional labor by using sound bites or quotes from witnesses or 
interviewees (Wahl-Jorgensen, 2013). Yet no research is found on emotional labor in 
which journalists employ when maintaining a professional presence within social 
networking platforms. With the finding of more individuality and personal expression 
online by journalists, one questions whether emotional labor is employed at the same 
level through their professional social media pages, as it is seen while working on a news 
story. When a journalist makes the choice to disclose deeply personal information to their 
audience, such as health issues, and remain transparent through the process, how much 
emotional labor do they employ in order to maintain the journalistic norms of the 
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discipline? Or do they not employee emotional labor at all to maintain complete 
authenticity?  
Sensemaking and Identification 
An examination of current research suggests a need to discover what and how 
journalists are self-disclosing about personal health and hardship through narrative 
messages on their professional social media platforms. To better understand their 
message construction, I next explore why a journalist would choose to disclose personal 
health issues on their professional social networking page.  
Identification is a process and level of involvement when one party comes to see 
the other party is similar in some way. People identify with others who have shared 
attributes or life experience (Brown, 2015; Brown & Chavan De Matviuk, 2010; Brown 
et al., 2003). Fischer (1970) states that we share our stories of health to form 
identification. He calls identification a distinguishing characteristic in creating meaning 
through a narrative, as the communicator and the receiver are both active in the 
construction of their shared story. They identify with each other through their experiences 
and derive meaning through each other’s interpretations. Fischer (1970) states many 
individuals self-disclose and share stories of health and illness for several reasons. 
Narratives help participants create meaning and explain uncertain circumstances. 
Narratives are a means of asserting control. By telling their story they can feel a sense of 
purpose. Narratives help transform identities, allowing patients to repair and recreate 
their fractured identities after a difficult experience. Narratives warrant decisions by 
indicating certain choices and the creation of rationalizations, or thinking through the 
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reasons, for making those choices. Narratives build a sense of community. People who 
have experienced the same health challenges often feel a sense of kinship. Narratives help 
humanize healthcare by helping doctors understand what those experiencing illness are 
feeling. But most importantly, narratives are used as a sensemaking process. (Fischer, 
1970). 
Sensemaking is a long-standing theory that in general looks at how people make 
sense of their experiences (Weick, 1995). It is human nature to attempt to understand our 
situation and the events around us. Sensemaking theorizes the how, the process in which 
we make sense. There are several different definitions of sensemaking. For instance, 
researchers describe sensemaking as the process in which one puts their experience into a 
frame of reference, as in a point of view that directs interpretations (Starbuck & Milliken, 
1988). When people put stimuli into frameworks it enables them to “comprehend, 
understand, explain, attribute, extrapolate, and predict.” (Starbuck & Milliken, 1988, p. 
51). While this is an acceptable definition, it misses an important aspect of sensemaking 
that separates it from an interpretation of events. That is, sensemaking is retrospective. 
Sensemaking starts when people make retrospective sense of situations (Weick, 1995). 
Meryl Louis (1980) describes sensemaking as a thinking process that uses retrospective 
accounts to explain surprises. It's a recurring cycle, comprised of a sequence of events 
over time, that leads to a person’s development of assumptions. When something is not in 
line with an assumption, it is a surprise, and therefore is a need for explanation. We 
attempt to understand our situation and the event around us.  
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Some researchers call this crisis sense-making; “a social process and a 
communicative phenomenon present in individuals’ interaction with their disrupted life-
world” (Naidu, 2016, p. 107). Crisis sense-making is often used when people are 
suddenly thrust into a world of disorder, crisis and discontinuity (Weick, 1993; Weick, 
1988; Naidu, 2016). For instance, one study looks at how refugees fleeing violence in 
their home country make sense of being displaced, finding that when one feels a lack of 
security, they rely on their religious beliefs to create order and structure in their present 
reality (Naidu 2016). Another study finds religion played an important part in the process 
of recovery for stroke patients as they tried to make sense of their new life with a 
disability (Moorley, Cahill, & Corcoran, 2016). In fact, the connection between religion 
and health has been studied for over 50 years with the consensus being that religion 
provides health-related benefits such as sociality, community, and the feeling of control 
over one’s life (Moberg, 1953; Koenig, McClullough, & Larson, 2001; Krause, 2002; 
Lee & Newberg, 2005; Hillet al., 2006; Schiemanet al., 2006). In turn, satisfying these 
needs “makes it possible to satisfy the need for meaning in life; and individuals who have 
derived a deeper sense of meaning in life will enjoy better health-related outcomes” 
(Krause, 2011, p. 24). 
Karl Weick, who introduced the concept of sensemaking into organizational 
science, states, “Sensemaking is about such things as placement of items into 
frameworks, comprehending, redressing surprise, constructing meaning, interacting in 
pursuit of mutual understand, and patterning” (Weick, 1995, p. 6). Sensemaking is a 
process that involves seven steps that are intertwined with one another. (1) Identity 
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construction, which means, who people think they are when they encounter stimuli 
influences how they interpret what they have encountered. (2) Retrospective provides the 
means for sensemaking. The points in time that we remember affects what we notice and 
pay attention to while sensemaking. (3) Therefore, people extract cues from their 
experience to help them decide on what information is relevant and what explanations are 
acceptable. (4) Sensemaking is an ongoing process. As we our constantly learning about 
oneself and the environment around us, how we make sense of stimuli is in constant flux. 
Therefore, what is deemed an acceptable explanation can be influenced by those around 
us and how they behave towards us. (5) In turn, sensemaking is social. It is human nature 
to share our stories, so they are preserved. Therefore, they must be plausible, making 
sensemaking both individual and a social activity.  Weick (1995) put it perfectly when he 
states, “Sense may be in the eye of the beholder, but beholders vote and the majority 
rules.” (Weick, 1995, p. 6). Therefore, and most importantly, (6) sensemaking is driven 
by plausibility rather than accuracy. Weick (1995) states, "in an equivocal, postmodern 
world, infused with the politics of interpretation and conflicting interests and inhabited by 
people with multiple shifting identities, an obsession with accuracy seems fruitless, and 
not of much practical help, either" (p. 61). Lastly, (7) How people enact on the stimuli 
they encounter, as in how they narratively speak about accounts, helps them understand 
and organize the events they experienced (Abolafia, 2010; Brown, Stacey, & 
Nandhakumar, 2007; Bruner, 1991; Dunford & Jones, 2000; Maitlis, 2005; Thurlow & 
Mills, 2009; Weick, 1995; Weicket al., 2005). “More simply, sensemaking begins when 
an individual realizes something abnormal is happening and ends when that individual 
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understands the situation well enough to make a decision to act, monitor, or ignore the 
situation” (Caughronet al., 2011, p. 353). From beginning to end, environmental 
pressures, community, culture, personal biases, situational factors, can influence how one 
makes sense of their situation (Caughronet al., 2011; Helms Mills, Thurlow, & Mills, 
2010). 
An important part of sensemaking is the narratives these aspects create. 
Narratives, written and spoken, convey the sense one has made of events (Stigliani & 
Ravasi, 2012; Weick et al., 2005). Weick et al. (2005) states that written and oral 
narratives serve as the media that shows a consensually constructed meaning of sense. 
Remembering that sensemaking is social, we acknowledge that those around us have 
great influence on individual meaning making adding organizational control to sense. 
This organizational control adds that sense is filtered through organizational roles, 
routines, and generic understandings. “... sensemaking is, importantly, an issue of 
language, talk, and communication. Situations, organizations, and environments are 
talked into existence” (Weick et al., 2005, p. 409). Overall Weick et al. (2005) states 
sensemaking,  
… involves the ongoing retrospective development of plausible images that 
rationalize what people are doing. Viewed as a significant process of organizing, 
sensemaking unfolds as a sequence in which people concerned with identity in the 
social context of other actors engage ongoing circumstances from which they 
extract cues and make plausible sense retrospectively, while enacting more or less 
order into those ongoing circumstances. (p. 409). 
 
Sensemaking is important to this study because much of the content analyzed consists of 
retrospective accounts, created by journalists on their professional social media pages, 
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about the events they encounter while dealing with illness and hardship. These accounts 
can show the end results after a cycle of sensemaking. Further, because sensemaking is 
deeply set in identity, social activity, and organization control, these accounts can provide 
a window into the complexities of the sensemaking process and its influence on 
expression in written and oral narratives. Even more important, “Sensemaking is less 
about discovery than it is about invention” (Weick, 1995, p. 13). Again, sensemaking is 
driven by plausibility rather than accuracy, meaning throughout this study we keep in 
mind that the online information these journalists provided to their audiences may not be 
fully accurate or authentic, but how they personally made sense of their situation. 
Therefore, sensemaking could have great consequence on an audience’s understanding of 
an illness and how they identify with a journalist.  
A viewer can create identification with a TV personality, internalizing and 
adopting the personality’s ideas, beliefs, values, and behaviors. This level of involvement 
is more likely reached if a viewer has shared attributes or life experiences with the 
constructed TV persona (Brown, 2015).  Lu (2013) states, “Blogs, or websites containing 
online personal journals, are a form of popular personal communication with immense 
potential for health promotion,” as well as, persuasiveness due to the potential for blogger 
identification among audiences (p. 142). One study found that readers of health blogs, 
who had or were experiencing similar health-related issues, were more likely to be 
persuaded by concepts or treatments the blogger was promoting than readers with non-
health-related issues. Furthermore, the study found that narrative blogs generated more 
positive thought and stronger blogger identification than non-narrative blogs (Lu, 2013). 
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Here we begin to see the deep impact a journalist’s online narrative, through blogs, 
micro-blogs, and other social networking platforms, could have on followers 
understanding of health.  
The concept of involvement is often the basis of celebrity and health research. It’s 
found that celebrities have major influence on how fans know and understand illness. 
Lerner (2006) discusses what he calls the “n of 1” phenomenon. He states that celebrity 
health news is often seen as the “definitive example of an illness, its prognosis, and its 
treatment” (p. 2). He warns that this phenomenon can have major implications because 
celebrity health cases are often deemed more newsworthy and “overshadow evidence-
based medicine” (p. 6). Several studies have analyzed how identification in celebrity fans 
can influence how they react to and understand illness. Angelina Jolie’s announcement of 
carrying a mutation in the BRCA1 gene, which is a major indication of breast and ovarian 
cancer, led to a major increase in women screening for the gene mutation themselves. It’s 
a phenomenon that’s now known as the “Angelina Jolie Effect” (Kosenko et al., 2015; 
Roberts & Dusetzina, 2017). Movie star Hugh Jackman has taken to social media after 
each of the six basal cell carcinoma diagnoses (skin cancer), abbreviated BCC, and 
surgical interventions to warn of sun exposure and promote the use of sun protection. A 
study that looked at internet searches about skin cancer after each of Jackman’s Twitter 
announcements found “6 notable peaks in popularity for the search term basal cell 
carcinoma, each corresponding to one of Hugh Jackman’s BCC Excisions” (Rahmani, 
McArdle, & Kelly, 2018, p. 1040).” The study claims, “by openly sharing his 
experience of diagnosis, excision, and recurrence of BCCs, Jackman has increased 
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public awareness of BCCs” (Rahmani et al., 2018, p. 1040). One study looked at 
baseball legend Mark McGwire’s impact on the understanding of supplement use and his 
charity of child abuse prevention. The study found that fans who had high identification 
with the sports star had a better understanding of supplement use, and child abuse 
prevention causes (Brown et al., 2003). Similar findings were found in a study of a 
Brazilian soccer star’s fans and their understanding of drug abuse and drug prevention 
(Brown & Chavan De Matviuk, 2010). Brown and Basil, leaders in celebrity and health 
communication research, wrap up a summary of their research by stating, “What all these 
studies show is that ordinary individuals develop close emotional and psychological 
bonds with famous people they admire and then seek to role model their lives” (Brown & 
Basil, 2010, p. 602). 
While celebrities are praised for their transparency through these ordeals, 
controversy also arises. For example, several critics saw Angelina Jolie’s BRCA1 
account as a ploy to promote genetic testing; a test for which she was found to have 
monetary ties to the owners (Beck, Champman, & Simmons, 2015, p. 8). Further, in 
the book Celebrity Health Narratives and the Public Health, the authors highlight the 
struggles of celebrities like Michael J. Fox and his disclosure of Parkinson’s disease. 
Through the analyses of artifacts such as his announcement of illness in the special 
interview with Barbra Walters, to his book, Lucky Man, the authors reveal that “those 
in the spotlight must implicitly wrestle with what to share, what to conceal, and why 
and how to do so” (Becket al., 2015 p. 5). In other words, disclosures can move the 
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publics image of a celebrity from entertainer to the former entertainer with an illness, 
leading the celebrity to carefully craft their new persona in order to not hurt their 
career. Therefore, the disclosure may not be fully transparent as they claim to be 
(Becket al., 2015).  
The above studies indicate that celebrity disclosures of illness and hardship 
can have positive influences on the public such as increased awareness of an issue, or 
in the case of Fox, led him to testify before Congress in hope of gaining more federal 
funding for research. However, celebrity disclosures of health could have a hidden 
agenda, such as selling or promoting a product for which they are aligned. The above 
studies point to the importance of understanding narrative messages of health among 
journalists as they could exert influence over audience members. Journalists deal in facts 
and truth, but when one is trying to make sense of a shocking or overwhelming situation, 
whether consciously or not, a retrospective understanding might not be the full truth. 
Couple this issue with the formation of identification between followers who have shared 
experiences with these journalists and there is great potential harm to audience members 
understanding of health.  
Framing Theory 
Framing, a concept often used in media and health research, means to “highlight 
certain aspects of an issue” in order to bring attention to the issue (Littlejohn, Foss, & 
Oetzel, 2017, p. 165). Framing theory is commonly used in social science and mass 
media research because the media are thought to tailor messages in a way that makes 
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parts of an issue more salient while excluding other parts of the issue. This, in turn, can 
hinder how an audience member interprets, learns about, and remembers a story 
(Littlejohn et al., 2017; Entman, 1993). The media are thought to frame messages through 
their selection or exclusion of sound bites and visual images, headlines, story structure, 
the stylistic choices they make when writing a story, or the camera angles they choose, 
particularly during live events. Framing analysis is important in social science because it 
allows one to perceive how communication of information can influence human 
consciousness (Entman, 1993). 
Framing has developed and evolved over the years, with scholars bringing new 
and important understanding to the phenomenon. Goffman (1974) is said to have created 
the framing analysis concept. He states that individuals make sense of life experiences 
through what he calls “schemata of interpretation,” or “frames,” which help individuals 
“locate, perceive, identify, and label” information or occurrences that they encounter 
(Goffman, 1974, p. 21). Gitlin (1980) was the first to apply the theory to news discourse. 
Gitlin (1980) states that framing is the “persistent selection, emphasis, and exclusion” of 
information (p. 7). It is a process commonly used by journalists because they must take 
large amounts of information and summarize it quickly to efficiently transmit it to the 
audience. Gamson’s biggest benefaction to framing is the idea of “symbolic devices” 
(Gamson & Modigliani, 1989). He states these symbolic devices indicate the presence of 
a frame. Symbolic devices are catchphrases, metaphors, visual images, exemplars, and 
depictions used within a message (Gamson, 1989, p. 158).   
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Entman’s (1993) definition of framing is often considered the more modern 
concept of framing. He states that to frame is to select some aspects of a perceived reality 
and create a narrative in which those aspects are more salient. He continues: to frame is 
“to promote a particular problem definitions, causal interpretations, moral evaluations, 
and/or treatment recommendation” (Entman, 1993, p. 52). Entman (1993) explains that 
we give frames more salience by their placement and repetition in a text, but also by how 
they are accompanied by culturally familiar symbols. Frames can determine what an 
audience notices more, how they remember an event or issue, and also how they act on an 
issue (p. 53).  
 Reese (2007) states that “frames are organizing principles that are socially shared 
and persistent over time, they work symbolically to meaningfully structure the social 
world” (p. 150).  Unlike Entman (1993), Reese (2007) tries to create a bridging definition 
of framing that can reach across disciplines, stating that framing is a theory that can 
connect methods and disciplines to help better understand a complex process and push a 
theory forward. This definition avoids rooting frames in some static feature of either 
media texts or individual’s psychological elements – they are the manifestation of both 
those principles. A broader definition of framing leaves more room for interpretation, 
captures a more dynamic process of negotiating meaning, and highlights the relationships 
within discourse.  
 A news frame, according to Pan and Zosicki (1993), is a cognitive device used in 
the retrieving, encoding, and interpretation of information. Pan and Zosicki (1993) argue 
that news frames are evoked by journalists’ due to their routines of work and 
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conventions. There are several ways in which researchers conduct framing analysis 
within news discourse. Some studies use the generic news frame, which looks at the 
broad structural themes in a message, such as, conflict, responsibility, human interests, or 
economic themes. Other studies take an issue-specific news frame approach which is 
more flexible and depends on the particular phenomenon that one is studying (Pan & 
Zosicki, 1993). Other researchers look at episodic and thematic frames in news discourse. 
An episodic frame is a message that gives specific details of an event or happenings, 
whereas a thematic frame takes an event and places it in a more cultural or ideological 
perspective (Pan & Zosicki, 1993; Kwon, Chadha, & Pellizzaro, 2017).  
Visual framing is also important when discussing news discourse. The media use 
visual images to help tell a story. Pictures give news the appearance of authenticity by 
reproducing reality and also communicate actuality. Visual frames give the audience the 
impression that they are participants in events (Brosius, Donsback, & Birk, M., 1996). 
One study found that visuals can enhance the learning of verbal information, but only 
when the pictures support the information in the text (Brosius, Donsback, & Birk, M., 
1996). However, visual frames can reinforce cultural or cognitive themes, which may not 
be referred to in media texts (Messaries & Abraham, 2001; Parry, 2010). Furthermore, 
studies have found that visual frames are often overlooked or are easily ignored by the 
audience, meaning they are unaware of their manipulation (Mandell & Shaw, 1973; 
Messaris & Abraham, 2001; Fahmy, 2004). Therefore, it is important to understand 
visual frames within news discourse, on-air and online, due to its potential influence on 
audience's perception of reality.  
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Prospect Theory. Prospect theory is a specific theory of message framing, often 
used in health communication and health promotion research. It was coined by 
Kahneman & Tversky (2013) and looks at how messages are framed in uncertain 
situations. They state that individuals are irrational decision makers who make quick 
decisions based off of heuristics and cognitive shortcuts. These heuristics can be 
influenced, positively and negatively, by message frames (p. 342). Therefore, a 
journalist’s message could greatly influence an audience member’s understanding of 
health.  
Kahneman & Tversky (2013) use what they call gain and loss frames to analyze 
health messages. A gain frame is a message that suggests you will gain something if you 
evoke a certain behavior (p. 342). For instance, if you exercise for 30 minutes a day you 
will feel better and lose weight. A loss frame suggests you will lose something by not 
evoking a certain behavior. For example, if you do not get screened for breast cancer 
yearly you increase your risk of catching cancer at a later stage, and in turn, increase your 
chances of not surviving the disease. 
 The “Angelina Jolie Effect” study contains an example of a celebrity’s use of a 
loss frame and its influence on audience behavior. Again, Jolie announced she tested 
positive for the BRAC1 gene mutation and that she had opted for a double mastectomy to 
prevent her chances of breast cancer. Jolie stating that she opted for the surgery in order 
to decrease her chance of getting breast cancer led to a large uptick in women being 
tested for the gene and also opting for surgery. This study shows the potential influence a 
journalist, particularly a popular national journalist such as Robin Robert’s or Amy 
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Robach, could also have on audience members who consume their stories of illness and 
personal hardship. Furthermore, a meta-analysis of several studies found gain-frame 
messages were more likely than loss-frame messages to encourage preventive behaviors 
of several illnesses, such as, skin and lung cancer or diabetes. However, the meta-analysis 
found no effect of either gain or loss frames when it came to individuals’ attitude of an 
illness or intentions to invoke early detection behavior, such as yearly breast screenings 
(Gallagher & Updegraff, 2012).  
Similar to the gain and loss frame, which is goal oriented, studies suggest that 
individuals could make different decisions if the health information is framed using 
positive or negative attributes to discuss illness. Positively framed messages of treatment 
are thought to lead to more positive perceptions of effectiveness than negatively framed 
messages (Oxman et al., 2011). However, a meta-analysis of studies using positive or 
negative frames found there was little to no difference in persuasiveness or difference in 
behavior between the two frames (Akl et al., 2011).  
 There are other common health frames found in news discourse: lifestyle, 
political/economic, and medical. A lifestyle frame attributes illness to a person’s lifestyle 
or personal choices, such as smoking leading to lung cancer or a poor diet leading to 
obesity. A political/economic frame attributes illness to a person’s environment, such as 
if they live in a highly polluted city, or do not have access to clean drinking water. A 
medical frame attributes illness to one’s genetic or biological factors that one has no 
control over (Riles et al., 2015).  
 One content analysis looked at how contemporary news outlets frame cancer. The 
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researchers then conducted a multi-message experiment to determine how news frames 
influence individuals’ perceptions about cancer and those with cancer. The study used the 
above frames in their content analysis and found that the medical frame was most often 
used, but this frame was the least likely to evoke an emotional response or influence an 
audience member. If the political/economic or lifestyle frame was used, it could influence 
how a person perceived the illness, how a person perceived the victim of the illness, and 
how the person perceived policy and research issues surrounding the illness (Riles et al., 
2015; McGinty et al., 2016).  
 Another study discerned how news outlets framed the opioid crisis here in the 
United States. The researchers constructed a coding scheme that measured four domains 
that could influence public attitudes about health and social issues: causes, solutions, and 
consequences of the problem and persons who used opioids.  Despite medical experts 
calling the issue a “public health crisis,” the media framed the issue as a “criminal justice 
problem.” The most common solution to the issues, found across the news discourse, was 
a “law enforcement solution,” rather than a “health or medical” solution (McGinty et al., 
2016).  
In-depth interviews with journalists from broadcast, print, and radio found that 
journalists are aware of the construction of health frames when developing content. 
Journalists said they often evoke “public impact” and “personal behavior change” frames 
when constructing health messages because they are more “palatable” for audiences 
(Wallington et al., 2010).  
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Finally, one study that used prospect theory found that anonymity when blogging 
about health is correlated with self-disclosure. Bloggers who indicated illness-related 
embarrassment relied on anonymity, which increased the likelihood of self-disclosure to 
an audience when blogging (Rains, 2014).  Using several experiments, one study found 
that a character’s decisions, not the story’s frames, influenced a reader’s judgments more, 
suggesting that framing effects will be different depending on the character and their 
narrative. Also, framing effects will differ between narrative message and non-narrative 
messages (Steinhardt & Shaprio, 2015).   
The above studies indicate that certain media frames can influence audience 
understanding, reaction to, or action on certain issues. Therefore, personal health 
messages from journalists may have the potential to influence how individuals 
understand and act on illness or health crises. Much of the current literature focuses on 
news stories containing health messages, leaving personal messages of health by 
individual journalists unacknowledged.  
Research Questions 
The above literature validates the importance of understanding message 
construction of health discourse by journalists. Several studies have found that narrative 
health content found on social networking sites is popular. Narrative storytelling is very 
influential with discerning how readers come to understand illness, those who have an 
illness, or act on preventive behavior of an illness. Even more influential are narrative 
stories of health by celebrities as ordinary people form identification with these 
individuals which influences their understating of health and actions towards health 
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issues. Furthermore, it is found that expression through narratives brings meaning and 
sense to a storyteller’s experiences, allowing them to better form their identity during and 
after illness. However, the process of sensemaking is retrospective and often based on 
plausibility, meaning not all accounts are 100 percent accurate which could lead to 
misconceptions.   
Research concerned with how journalists are using social media professionally 
find an increase in personal self-disclosures about themselves outside of their work as 
journalists. A break, one might consider, from the traditional journalistic norm of 
objectivity. The research also finds an abundance of influences on a journalist’s personal 
and professional expression on their professional social media pages: upbringing, online 
environment, journalistic norms, organizational pressures, audience engagement, 
employment status, and experience with online platforms. These influences are reinforced 
when the theoretical lenses of self-presentation and emotional labor are applied to 
journalistic content. The capabilities of social media to allow more transparency and 
engagement with one’s audience, along with a journalist’s understating of traditional 
journalistic norms, leaves journalists struggling with deciding what information to bring 
to the front of stage, and what to leave behind the curtain.   
While several studies have given insight into why individuals share their health 
messages, none are found to narrow in on why journalists break from the traditional 
professional norms of objectivity and independence and share their story of illness or 
personal hardship. However, before we can understand motive, we must first understand 
what journalists are sharing about their health. Due to the new-found prevalence of self-
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disclosure and personal expression among journalists online, we are left wondering how 
these journalists are navigating between personal and professional expression online 
when faced with a deeply personal and emotional dilemma.  
This study explores personal narratives expressed within a professional context by 
examining broadcast journalists’ health messages on their professional social networking 
platform. This study brings a deeper understanding to the complex navigation between 
personal and professional expression online, the changing journalistic persona in the 
digital age, and the potential influences on message construction which can ultimately 
impact audience members understating of health.  
This study looks to close a gap in the above literature by exploring narrative 
messages of illness or personal hardship by on-air broadcast journalists, with the 
following research questions: 
R1: What themes emerge from broadcast journalists’ online communications and 
self-disclosures about personal health issues?  
R2: What forms of personal or professional expression emerge from broadcast 
journalists’ online communications about personal health issues?  
R3: What influence over message construction can be discerned from broadcast 
journalists’ online communications about personal health issues?  
R4: In what ways, if any, do disclosures and/or expression differ between male 
and female broadcast journalists? 
R5: In what ways, if any, do disclosures and/or expression differ between local 
and national news organization broadcast journalists? 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHOD 
 This study employed qualitative content analysis. In an overarching definition, 
Leavy (2017) defines qualitative research as an inductive approach, “aimed at generating 
meaning and producing rich, descriptive research” (p. 124). A qualitative approach is 
often used when one is trying to explore, robustly investigate, learn about a social 
phenomenon, unpack meanings or build depth of understanding about aspects of social 
life (Leavy, 2017; Babbie, 2014). Unlike quantitative research, which focuses on 
individual elements, qualitative researchers seek the “big picture” (Creswell, 2015, p. 4), 
often addressing open-ended “what” or “how” questions that seek to explore, describe, or 
aim to understand complicated social phenomena (Leavy, 2017). Creswell (2015) adds 
that qualitative research focuses on a central phenomenon that emphasizes the voices of 
participants, looks at how processes unfold, focuses in on a small number of people or 
sites, creates multiple perspectives or views of the phenomenon, contrasts different views 
of the phenomenon, and studies sensitive topics. 
Qualitative research has been employed by researchers for hundreds of years, 
becoming a “self-defining field of inquiry” in the late twentieth century (Brinkmann, 
Jacobsen, & Kristiansen, 2014, p. 19; Creswell, 2015). The rich history of qualitative 
research has created several schools of thought and an ever-expanding definition of what 
qualitative research “is” and how should it be conducted (Brinkmann et al., 2014; Flick, 
2002). The qualitative approach is deeply rooted in hermeneutics, the art of 
interpretation; phenomenology, the study of the world as it appears to persons 
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consciously within it; and pragmatic philosophy, a “tradition that is concerned with 
practical outcomes of human action and which is therefore also concerned with the use 
value of science and practical evaluation of ‘truth’” (Brinkmann et al., 2014, p. 20-24). 
The qualitative approach was chosen for this study because of these aforementioned roots 
which value the “importance of people's subjective experiences and meaning-making 
processes,” such as the disclosure of one’s experience with illness or personal hardship 
(Leavy, 2017, p. 159).  
The philosophical tradition of pragmatism makes the qualitative approach 
appealing because of its emphasis on “abductive procedures,” in which one does not 
favor “any specific part of the methodological toolbox” (Brinkmann et al., 2014, p. 24). 
Rather, the approach emphasizes “incorporating many methods of data collection, using 
multiple methods, and drawing on the strength of each method to understand the problem 
at hand” (Creswell, 2015, p. 9). Leavy (2017) agrees stating, “qualitative research 
projects often follow malleable designs in which the methodology is revised in accord 
with new learning acquired as the research unfolds,” making strict procedures or 
templates, as with quantitative design, problematic when one is dealing with the 
complexities of social life. Erving Goffman, a leader in qualitative social science, is 
known for his “obscure approach to research methodology and ways of reporting 
findings” (Brinkmann at al., 2014, p. 27). A critic of strict design in qualitative research, 
Goffman (1963) states “a loose speculative approach to a fundamental area of conduct is 
better than a rigorous blindness to it” (p. 4).   
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The goal of this research study is to better understand meaning and process that 
can be derived from the participants’ disclosure of personal experiences to a large 
audience. Therefore, due to the individuality of each participants’ experiences and telling 
of those experiences, this topic requires an exploratory, non-restrictive design, making 
qualitative research design the logical and appropriate approach (Creswell, 2015; Leavy, 
2017; Babbie, 2015). 
Qualitative Content Analysis 
An inductive analysis of the content collected was chosen for this study. This type 
of textual content analysis “is usually appropriate when existing theory or research 
literature on a phenomenon is limited” (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005, p. 1279). Qualitative 
content analysis focuses “on discovering the meaning within texts and analyzing their 
communicative content” (Kuckartz, 2014, p. 31). Texts can include existing data such as 
newspapers, textbooks, or online content. Texts can also include “data that the 
researchers gather themselves, such as interviews or observations” (Kuckartz, 2014, p. 
32). The advantages to this approach “is gaining direct information from study 
participants without imposing preconceived categories or theoretical perspectives … 
Knowledge generated from content analysis is based on participants’ unique perspectives 
and grounded in the actual data” (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005, p. 1279-1280).  
An inductive approach is used when one is reasoning from specific observations 
to general patterns, leading to representative observations, and a possible explanatory 
theory (Babbie, 2015). Presently, research focuses on how the media as a whole frames’ 
health stories and how these news stories can influence audience members. Little is 
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known about the content or themes contained in narratives of health created by individual 
journalists suffering from illness or hardship. Therefore, an inductive content analysis 
appears to be the appropriate approach for “allowing the categories and names for 
categories to flow from the data” that is individualistic (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005, p. 
1279).  
Participants, Setting, and Sampling  
 This study is concerned with TV news anchors and reporters who have 
experienced and disclosed personal illness or hardship on their professional social media 
pages. To define personal illness or hardship we, simply, turned to Webster’s dictionary. 
Illness is defined as “a disease or period of sickness affecting the body or mind” (In 
Merriam-Webster.com, 2017). Therefore, personal illness was defined as a disease or 
period of sickness, such as cancer, stroke, chronic illness such as Crohn's Disease, 
alcohol/drug abuse, or dealings with anorexia/bulimia that was experienced by the TV 
news anchor or reporter themselves. Hardship is defined as “something that causes or 
entails suffering or privation” (In Merriam-Webster.com, 2017). Therefore, personal 
hardship was defined as a difficult experience, something causing an emotional strain, 
dealt with by the TV news anchors and reporters such as the loss of a child, a child 
dealing with chronic illness, or a situation in which the TV news anchor or reporter dealt 
with the loss of his or her limb. Professional social media pages were defined as social 
networking sites that include blogs; and microblogs such as Facebook, Twitter, and 
Instagram.  
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As noted, studies often treat news organizations and their journalists as a 
homogenous group, combining broadcast, newspaper, radio, online websites, and wire 
services together (Cook, 2006). However, subgroups of news organizations and journalist 
differ on their approach to social media (Sacco et al., 2016).  This dissertation focused on 
one subgroup, on–air broadcast journalists, which consists of TV news anchors and 
reporters around whom the newscast revolves. TV news anchors and reporters are 
considered important to news consumers as they are the faces of the newscast, and how 
viewers decide which newscast to watch (Cathcart, 1969; Houlberg, 1984). Studies 
indicate TV news anchors and reporters are encouraged to maintain a social media 
presence (Lysak et al., 2012). It is thought that these journalists maintaining an online 
presence raise their profile within a community which can lead to a boost in TV 
viewership and online readers (Bradshaw et al., 2005). From this point on in this 
dissertation, the term “journalist” refers to the subgroup of broadcast news journalists 
who appear on-air and online for an audience.  
Professional social network pages (e.g. Facebook) and microblogs (e.g. Twitter) 
are comparable to personal profiles in how they appear, but are tailored towards 
businesses, brands, celebrities and organizations, leading to different privacy measures. 
As described earlier, fans of a newscaster “like” their professional page on Facebook, 
rather than ask to be friends with someone with a personal profile (Facebook, n.d.). 
Professional social networking pages, on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, are verified 
for authenticity by the social networking company. To summarize the process again, 
verification is indicated by a blue check mark next to the page name (Facebook, n.d.; 
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Twitter Help Center, n.d.). This is done so consumers know they are reading from and 
interacting with the “real” person or business as there are fake or satirical profiles present 
online. Pages differ from profiles as anyone can like or follow a page without permission. 
Profiles often have privacy measures. For someone to follow content from a particular 
person they must be approved to do so by that particular person (Facebook, n.d.; Twitter 
Help Center, n.d.). Blogs are websites that “contains online personal reflections, 
comments, and often hyperlinks, videos, and photographs provided by the writer” (In 
Merriam-Webster.com, 2017). The default privacy settings of blogs are public allowing 
anyone to read their contents. Hyperlinks to blogs are often provided on one’s social 
networking pages (In Merriam-Webster.com, 2017; Sundar, Edwards, Hu, & Stavrositu, 
2007).  
Purposive sampling using multiple search strategies and a limited snowball 
approach was used to find enough TV anchors and reporters for a robust study. This 
sampling method began with a small group of TV anchors and reporters known to the 
researcher. Then numerous Google searches were used to construct a list of broadcast 
journalists who have disclosed illness or personal hardship on their professional social 
media pages (see Table 3.1). The researcher began with acquaintances (e.g. former co-
workers) who have self-disclosed personal illness and hardship on social media 
platforms. These TV news anchors and reporters led the researcher to other journalists 
who fit the study parameters. Google searches using such query parameters as 
“journalists with illness,” “journalists with cancer,” and “journalists’ accident” yielded 
additions to the list. The search culled information from the website TVSpy.com, which 
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“covers the inner workings of the local TV news industry” and often posts articles about 
on-air journalists who have experienced health scares, illness, hardship, and have opened 
up about the experience to their audiences (TV Spy, n.d.). This yielded a list of 26 on-air 
broadcast journalists. However, after the initial immersion into the data collected, two 
journalists were eliminated from the study. One journalist was eliminated due to lack of 
maintaining professional social media pages, meaning they only maintained personal 
profiles that were closed to the public. The other journalist was eliminated because they 
only posted about their illness once, the link contained in the post was broken and the 
content could not be viewed properly. Therefore, the final list of names was brought 
down from 26 to 24 TV news anchors and reporters.  
A robust range of professional journalistic backgrounds, demographics, health 
issues, and social media platforms used by the journalists emerged (Table 3.1). Of the 24 
TV news anchors and reporters: 17 work for local news organizations, 7 work for 
national news organizations (e.g. FOX, ABC, NBC), 15 are female, 9 are male, 12 
experienced a form of cancer, 12 experienced another illness or personal hardship, all 24 
use Facebook, 23 use twitter, 19 use Instagram, and 4 blogged. This range allowed for 
insights into differences or similarities among different professional journalistic 
backgrounds (local vs. national) and demographics (male vs. female) in the findings, as 
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Table 3.1 
  
List of journalists and their demographical data. 
 
Journalist Gender Local/National Employer Job Title Illness/Hardship Facebook Twitter Instagram Blog 
Adrienne 
Alpert F Local 
KABC, Los 
Angeles, CA Reporter Leg amputation Yes Yes Yes No 
Alex 
Jokich F local 
WWMT, 
Kalamazoo, MI Reporter thyroid cancer Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Alicia 
Smith F Local 
WXYZ, Detroit, 
MI Anchor 
Skin Cancer (Basal 
Cell Carcinoma) Yes Yes Yes No 
Amy 
Robach F National ABC News Anchor Breast Cancer Yes Yes Yes No 
Bret Baier M National Fox News Anchor 
Child with heart 
defect Yes Yes Yes No 
Carolyn 




Reporter Breast Cancer Yes Yes Yes No 
Chris 
Mortensen M National ESPN Reporter Throat Cancer Yes Yes No No 
Courtney 
Godfrey F Local 
KMSP, 
Minneapolis, MN Reporter Leg amputation Yes Yes Yes No 
Crystal 






lymphoma Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Darrell 
Greene M Local 
WHBQ, Memphis, 
TN Anchor Stroke Yes Yes Yes No 
Gray Hall M Local 
WPVI, 
Philadelphia, PA Anchor Brain Cyst Yes Yes Yes No 
Hilary 




Anchor Crohn’s disease Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Hoda 
Kotb F National NBC News Anchor Breast Cancer Yes Yes Yes No 
Hosea 
Sanders M Local 
WLS-, Chicago, 
IL Anchor Prostate Cancer Yes No No No 
Jacqueline 




gist Breast Cancer Yes Yes Yes No 
Janice 




(MS) Yes Yes Yes No 
Jennifer 




Reporter Eating Disorder Yes Yes No No 
Kelly Frey F local 
WTAE, Pittsburg, 
PA Anchor Breast Cancer Yes Yes No No 
Miles 
O'Brien M National PBS News Reporter Arm amputation Yes Yes Yes No 
Randy 




gist lymphoma Yes Yes No No 
Rob 




blood disorder) Yes Yes Yes No 
Robin 
Roberts F National ABC News Anchor 
Breast Cancer & 
Myelodysplastic 
Syndrome Yes Yes Yes No 
Scott 
Swan M local 
WTHR, 
Indianapolis, IN Anchor Health Scare Yes Yes Yes No 
Stacey 
Skrysak F local 
WICS, 
Springfield, IL Anchor Death of Children Yes Yes Yes Yes 
* All designations are at the time of the journalist’s dealings with an illness or hardship. For instance, when Alex Jokich was dealing with thyroid 
cancer, she was a reporter at WWT in Kalamazoo, MI. Presently, she is an anchor and reporter at KSTP in St. Paul, MN.  
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Research Design and Data Collection 
 This study was concerned with the disclosure of subjective experiences with 
personal illness or hardship by TV anchors and reporters to the followers of their 
professional social media pages. Therefore, the unit of analysis was the posts, in which 
the TV anchor or reporter self-disclosed their personal thoughts, feelings, and 
experiences while living or dealing with personal health issues on their professional 
social networking pages (SNS) (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram).  
These “health posts” were defined as any social media post by a TV anchor or 
reporter that mentions or discusses their personal experience with an illness or hardship 
such as: cancer, stroke, chronic illness such as Crohn's Disease, alcohol/drug abuse, 
dealings with anorexia/bulimia, the loss of a child, a child dealing with chronic illness, or 
a situation in which the TV news anchor or reporter dealt with the loss of his or her limb. 
Initial immersion into the data found that personal health posts often contained phrases 
like: “my health,” “I would like to share my story with … ,” “my health issue,” “my 
disease,” “my battle with,” “my doctor says.” Personal health posts also include hashtags 
such as #Crohns, #beatcancer, and #survivor. Often, TV anchors and reporters discussed 
newsworthy health stories on their social media pages. For example, in 2015 the 
American Cancer Society released new guidelines for breast cancer screenings. Many 
women in this study shared these new guidelines on their professional social media 
pages. However, for the purpose of this study, these posts were only considered “health 
posts” if the TV anchor or reporter related the news story back to their own personal 
struggle with the particular illness. For example, when Janice Dean, meteorologist for 
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Fox News, shared a link to a news story about a new FDA approved Multiple Sclerosis 
(MS) treatment she shared the link to this story on Facebook with the caption “Exciting 
new therapy for those of us living with #MS.” The pronoun “us” showed that she was 
linking the story back to her own struggles with Multiple Sclerosis.  
The researcher began data collection with posts derived from the 24 TV anchors 
and reporters professional Facebook pages. Data collection began with Facebook because 
all 24 TV anchors and reporters maintained a professional Facebook page and more 
health posts were submitted to Facebook. Meanwhile, only 23 maintained professional 
Twitter pages, and only 19 maintained professional Instagram pages. As Facebook was 
the platform of choice amongst this community of journalists beginning the data 
collection and analysis with this platform was deemed appropriate.  
I used Facebook’s Netvizz, an application program interface (API), to collect 
Facebook posts from the TV anchor and reporters’ professional pages. At the time of data 
collection, Netvizz collected links to Facebook posts and the date of each post. The API 
collected a post message, as well as links to pictures, videos, and hyperlinks that are 
contained in the post. Netvizz also collected the number of likes, comments, reactions, 
and shares for each post (Rieder, 2013).  
 Data collection was tailored to the individual anchor or reporter. Data collection 
began with the TV anchor or reporter's initial “health post,” as in the first post found in 
which the TV anchor or reporter disclosed or announced their illness or hardship to their 
online audience. For example, on July 16, 2016, local tv news reporter, Alex Jokich, 
posted to her professional Facebook page. It stated, in part,  
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Loyal viewers and friends, Over the past few years, I've shared a lot of my life 
with you, both on the air and online. I've always loved connecting with local news 
viewers and for that reason, I'm going to keep sharing -- this time, something very 
personal. Four weeks ago, I was diagnosed with thyroid cancer. 
 
Another example would be what Courtney Godfrey, a local news reporter, posted to her 
professional Facebook page on September 22, 2017. She wrote, in part, 
On Sept. 15, I was doing what we do most weekends here in Minnesota--
wakeboarding, skiing, floating, cruising. It was another perfect day on the lake, 
until the unthinkable happened. I’ve spent the last week in a hospital room, 
surrounded by family and friends, going through the ups and downs that come 
with losing a limb. 
 
The researcher found that all but one journalist, Rob Stafford, posted their first health 
post on Facebook first. Stafford chose to post his initial announcement of illness to his 
Twitter audience four months prior to posting about his illness with his Facebook 
audience. Therefore, his date range for data collection for Facebook was redone after this 
discovery to make sure we did not miss any health posts on Facebook. Overall, initial 
health posts were either posted on the same date or after the initial health post to 
Facebook on all other platforms. Therefore, the data range for collection was the same 
across platforms.    
The date for which data collection ended for every TV anchor or reporter within 
this study was January 11, 2018. This was the day that I began using NetVizz for data 
collection. I chose January 11 to avoid different data collection end dates for each 
participate because some subjects have been battling illness or hardship for years prior to 
this study, while some were still in treatment with no way for the research to know when 
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treatment would end. The January 11th end date was a way to maintain some control over 
the amount of data collected.  
Overall, it is important to note that the length of data collection was different 
among the 24 journalists, as each participant was diagnosed and battled with illness or 
hardship at different times and for different lengths of time. Some participants of the 
study are still struggling with illness, particularly those with chronic illness such as 
Crohn’s disease or the loss of a limb. This study is a qualitative analysis that focuses on 
the individuality of the people and their personal struggle with illness or hardship. 
Therefore, this method was deemed appropriate, and with it I was able to reach 
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Table 3.2  
Data collection start and end date across the journalist’s platforms.  
Journalist Start Date End Date Journalist Start Date End Date 
Adrienne Alpert 9/15/2016 1/11/2018 Hoda Kotb 9/14/2010 1/11/2018 
Alex Jokich 6/1/2015 1/11/2018 Hosea Sanders 9/2/2017 1/11/2018 
Alicia Smith 12/14/2015 1/11/2018 
Jacqueline 
Bennett 8/10/2017 1/11/2018 
Amy Robach 4/24/2014 1/11/2018 Janice Dean 10/16/2015 1/11/2018 
Bret Baier 8/18/2013 1/11/2018 
Jennifer 
Epstein 8/16/2017 1/11/2018 
Carolyn Johnson 2/18/2016 1/11/2018 Kelly Frey 3/10/2017 1/11/2018 
Chris Mortensen 9/21/2016 1/11/2018 Miles O'Brien 2/2/2015 1/11/2018 
Courtney 
Godfrey 9/22/2017 1/11/2018 Randy Ollis 5/3/2017 1/11/2018 
Crystal Harper 5/6/2017 1/11/2018 Rob Stafford 3/1/2017 1/11/2018 
Darrell Greene 11/15/2017 1/11/2018 Robin Roberts 2/21/2014 1/11/2018 
Gray Hall 10/1/2017 1/11/2018 Scott Swan 5/2/2017 1/11/2018 
Hilary Zalla 10/4/2017 1/11/2018 
Stacey 
Skrysak 6/23/2013 1/11/2018 
  
The date of a TV anchor or reporter’s first health post was often found within an 
article about the journalist on the website TVSpy.com which, as noted, “covers the inner 
workings of the local TV news industry” (TV Spy, n.d.).  If a date of a TV anchor or 
reporter’s first initial health post could not be found through these articles the Facebook 
page search tool was utilized. This search bar allows the researcher to search for 
keywords within posts on a particular page. The tool then compiles all the posts, made to 
an individual's page, that contain that particular keyword(s). I then sifted through the 
posts to find what was believed to be the first post in which the TV anchor or reporter 
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disclosed their personal illness or hardship. Keywords used within the search tool were 
tailored to the individual journalist’s illness or hardship. For example, if the TV anchor or 
reporter was suffering from cancer, the term “cancer” was used. If I still did not feel that I 
had found the initial announcement of illness or hardship, I used more specific search 
terms, such as, “breast cancer.” The Facebook search tool was also utilized to confirm 
through another source that the initial “health post” date found within the TV Spy articles 
corresponded with what was found during the Facebook page search.  
Data collection for two of the journalists within this study was slightly different. 
This difference was due to the fact that these journalists were diagnosed with illness or 
experienced hardship before Facebook was created in 2004 or open to non-college 
students in 2005. Janice Dean, a meteorologist for the national morning news program, 
Fox and Friends, was diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis (MS) in 2005. Local anchor 
Adrienne Alpert lost her leg in a news truck accident in May 2000. Due to special 
circumstances with these two women, the Facebook search tool was utilized in the same 
way as mentioned earlier. However, I looked for the earliest post related to the TV 
anchor’s illness or hardship rather than the initial announcement. The earliest post in 
which Janice Dean discusses her dealings with MS was in October 2015 in which she 
shares a link to a letter she wrote to herself. The letter begins by saying “It’s hard to 
believe I was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis 10 years ago. To mark this milestone, I 
decided to write a letter to that terrified woman (me) in the doctor's office who's just been 
told "You have MS".” The earliest post found in which Adrienne Alpert discuss the loss 
of her leg was in November 2016 in which she posted a picture of herself smiling while 
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riding horseback. The post states, “A personal #milestone -- back on a trail ride -- I hadn't 
ridden a #horse since my accident 16 years ago. My thanks to the wranglers at Triple 
Creek Ranch, A Montana Hideaway who got me back in the saddle.” 
Once a date range for each individual for was determined (see Table 2) the 
Netvizz API was used to collect all Facebook posts within that date range. Data collected 
from Netvizz was put into an excel file. The API collects all posts made by the individual 
during that particular data range. Therefore, posts that were not related to the individual's 
health or hardship were also collected. I screened for and highlighted the “health posts.”  
These health posts were then saved to a separate Excel file and printed for analysis. 
Netvizz collected the date of each Facebook post. That information was used to cross 
reference if the same content was posted to Twitter and Instagram on the same day.  
Next, I began collecting tweets from the TV anchors and reporters’ Twitter pages. 
Using Twitter’s advanced search option, one can search for and collect tweets made from 
an individual's page during a specific date range. I then saved a clean PDF of all the 
tweets collected using this method. The same data range, per individual that was used for 
the Facebook data collection, was also used for the Twitter data collection. All advanced 
searches were saved as PDFs and printed. The method collects all tweets made by the 
individual during that particular data range. Retweets and replies made by the individual 
during this time period are also collected. Tweets not related to the individual's health or 
hardships were eliminated after screening for and highlighting the “health posts” that 
would be used for analysis. As this study analyzed original thoughts and messages made 
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and posted by the individual for their readers, retweets and replies to their posts were 
disregarded.  
Next, posts were collected from the TV anchors and reporters’ Instagram pages 
using a program called Picodash, a paid software program that works similarly to 
Twitter's Advanced Search. Picodash allowed one to search and collect posts made by 
individuals to their Instagram page within a particular time frame. The searches were 
saved digitally as a PDF or an excel spreadsheet (Instagram Search and Explore, n.d.). 
The same data range used for the Facebook and Twitter data collection was used for the 
Instagram data collection. All searches were saved as PDFs and printed. Posts not related 
to the individual's health or hardships were eliminated through screening.  
Finally, all data collected for this study were saved to Google drive, Dropbox, and 
a thumb drive maintained only by me. 
Data Analysis and Interpretation 
Inductive analysis of content allows for codes, categories, and themes to develop 
out of a recursive process of data collection and analysis. This means the coding process 
begins immediately (Leavy, 2017). This study followed Leavy’s (2017) phases of 
analysis and interpretation: (1) data preparation and organization, (2) initial immersion, 
(3) coding, (4) categorizing and theming, and (5) interpretation (p. 150).  
Step one, data preparation and organization, was discussed above. For step two, 
Leavy (2017) suggest doing three passes through the data at the initial immersion stage. 
The first immersion “is vital to get a sense of the data as a whole” (p. 150). The second 
immersion “helps you develop your initial ideas” (p. 151). The third immersion “may 
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help you begin data reduction” (p. 151). Open coding begins at data collection and 
continues through the initial immersion. Strauss & Corbin (1998) define open coding as 
“the analytic process through which concepts are identified and the properties and 
dimensions are discovered in data” (p. 101). Leavy (2017) suggests that, during this 
phase, that the researcher take notes about emergent thoughts and ideas by writing notes 
in the margins, or by circling, underlining, or highlighting words or phrases (p. 151). 
This study followed the steps and advice laid out by Leavy (2017) and Strass and 
Corbin (1998). Open coding and note-taking began during the data collection and 
organization phase of the study. Potential codes began to form while I was shifting 
through the mass data collections looking for “health posts.” These codes, as well as, 
other thoughts and observations were written in a notebook during this process. This 
process of note taking was maintained throughout the analysis phase of study. Further, 
these “field notes” were later typed out into a word document for easier access.   
After the initial immersion into the data, the next part of the coding process 
began. “Coding is the process of assigning a word or phrase to segments of data” (Leavy, 
2017, p. 151). Data segments could mean isolating a single word, phrase, or sentences 
that the researcher finds significant and analytically interesting. These segments are then 
subject to intense scrutiny as they are organized to form codes (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).  
Leavy (2017) states coding procedures should be linked to your research purpose and 
research questions. In turn, the process should be “based on what you want to learn from 
the data” (p. 151).  
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All data collected was maintained in folders organized by the TV anchors’ and 
reporters’ names. Therefore, in alphabetical order, coding began with reading the “health 
posts” collected per individual journalist. It is important to note that during the initial 
immersion into the data, some journalists were found to only post one to three times after 
their diagnoses, while others were found to post frequently during their treatment or 
battle with illness or hardship. If one suffered from a chronic illness, such as Crohn's 
disease, they were found to post more frequently, with health posts spanning over several 
years. Therefore, the length of analysis was tailored to the individual journalist, ending 
when health posts began to taper off, the health issue or hardship reached some sort of 
resolution, or when I had reached saturation within the individual journalist’s health 
posts.  
With the above information in mind, coding began with analyzing the health posts 
made by the individual journalist, collected from their professional Facebook pages. Due 
to Facebook data being collected and exported by Netvizz into an excel sheet, all codes 
for each post were maintained in this Excel sheet, as well as in the researcher's field 
notes. The text, images, videos, and links included in the post were all analyzed. This 
included links to blogs. If a hyperlink to a blog post was contained in a social media post, 
the contents of the blog post was also analyzed. 
Next, the Twitter data collected for each journalist was coded.  During data 
collection and organization, it was found that some journalists only chose to disclose 
through one SNS and others disclosed through several SNSs. Therefore, if the subject did 
not tweet any “health posts,” it was noted. Netvizz collects the date of each Facebook 
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post, making it quite simple for the researcher to determine if the tweet contains the same 
content as, or is a shortened version of a Facebook post made on the same day. It was 
noted if the Twitter content was the same as a Facebook post, a shortened version of a 
Facebook post, a link to a Facebook post, if it maintained the same visuals as the 
Facebook post, or if the content was different. If the content was different it was 
analyzed.  The same coding process was maintained when analyzing Instagram data.  
Overall, the analysis covered 584 Facebook posts, 291 Tweets, 188 Instagram 
posts, and 73 blog posts for a total of 1,136 posts. Analysis of the data found that Tweets 
and Instagram posts were usually a shortened version of Facebook content that also 
included a link to the Facebook post.   
Leavy (2017) suggests that as you code, you engage in the process of categorizing 
and theming your data. Categorizing is the process of grouping similar or seemingly 
related codes together and a theme can be a phrase or sentence that gives larger meaning 
to a code or codes (Saldaña, 2015). Thornton (2006) states after open coding, discrete 
units of data are examined and compared for similarities and differences:  
Those that are conceptually similar or related in meaning are grouped into a more 
abstract classification called categories. The characteristics of a category are its 
properties. The extent to which a property is manifest is its dimensions, which is 
located along a continuum or within a range (p. 193).  
 
The processes of coding, categorizing, and theming happen cyclically in qualitative 
research. Therefore, qualitative researchers engage in memo writing. “Memo writing 
involves thinking and systematically writing about data you have coded and categorized” 
and are “a link between your coding and interpretation” (Leavy, 2017, p. 152). 
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 One uses memo notes to develop meaning out of the coded data and answer the 
question “So what?” The researcher will interpret data by looking for patterns, “making 
notes of anomalous data,” and looking for “links between different categories, concepts, 
and/or themes” (Leavy, 2017, p. 152).  
 Throughout the coding process mentioned above, memo/field notes were 
maintained allowing the categorization process to begin. After the coding process was 
completed, an Excel spreadsheet was compiled in which all codes were organized into 
categories. This helped me see, recognize, and organize the categories into themes (See 
Figure 3.3). Creating and organizing categories in this way also helped to recognize and 
identify a range of expressions, personal or professional, that were found within every 
theme. These themes, categories, and range of expression are explained in more detail in 
the next chapter.   
 































At first, I 
didn't want to 
Share
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS 
The journalists in this study performed three acts when sharing personal health 
information in a public forum: they reported on their illness, they were transparent, they 
justified their actions. Along with those acts came implications and consequences on the 
health content the journalist created for their professional social media pages. Within 
these four themes, 16 categories emerged. Within these themes and categories, a range of 
personal to professional expression was found, as well as indications of influences over 
message construction that included learned professional skills, organizations pressures, 
audience engagement, employments status, online environment, and experience with 
online technologies. These controls over content point to aspects of the journalists’ lives 
influencing what they chose to communicate about their health, whether consciously or 
through training and instinct. 
Reporting 
 The initial announcement. Alex Jokich is an Emmy award winning journalist 
who has worked for several local stations in Michigan and, most recently, Minnesota. 
Jokich is a part of this study because at the age of 28 she was diagnosed with thyroid 
cancer. At the time, Jokich had six years of work experience as a broadcast news reporter. 
She has over 9,000 followers on her current professional Facebook page, over 4,500 on 
her professional Twitter page. She does not maintain a professional Instagram page.  On 
July 16, 2015, she posted the following message to her Facebook and Twitter followers: 
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Loyal viewers and friends, Over the past few years, I've shared a lot of my life 
with you, both on the air and online. I've always loved connecting with local news 
viewers and for that reason, I'm going to keep sharing -- this time, something very 
personal. Four weeks ago, I was diagnosed with thyroid cancer. The first step in 
treatment (at least for me) was surgery, which I had on Tuesday in Chicago. I will 
be off work and off air for a good chunk of the summer :( so I just started a blog 
to keep everyone up to date on my situation. For now, I'm just so thankful for all 
of your love and support! For the full story, here's my first blog post… 
 
This post contained a link to a blog Jokich created to help keep her viewers informed of 
her progress while off air dealing with thyroid cancer. In this first blog Jokich wrote in 
part, 
I felt like I had a million questions when I first found out (that moment is 
probably worth its own blog post altogether!) and I’ve since gotten lots of 
questions from family, friends and viewers about what I’m going through. so in 
true journalistic form, let’s tackle this thing with the 5 W’s (and 1 H). 
WHO — me. duh. 
WHAT — thyroid cancer. bleh. 
WHEN — I got the diagnosis exactly four weeks ago. and I had surgery this past 
tuesday. 
WHERE — my treatment is happening at rush university medical center in 
chicago. I am currently at home recovering from surgery #1 at my family’s home 
in the suburbs. 
WHY — there’s really no good answer to “why” this happened. the doctor tells 
me one of the main causes of thyroid cancer is past exposure to radiation (which 
I’ve had none). beyond that, it’s likely just a freak genetic thing. lucky me 🙂 
HOW — this is the biggest question I’m hearing from people. how did I find it? 
was I sick? did I feel something? crazy enough, the answer is no. I had no 
symptoms whatsoever and never felt a lump or bump of any kind. how I 
discovered this crazy cancer is a story on its own and I will be sure to write about 
that soon! 
 
On the same day, on Jokich’s professional Twitter account, she posted a shorten version 
of her Facebook post with a link to the same blog, which stated, “Loyal viewers and 
friends, Over the past few years, I've shared a lot of my life with you, both on the air 
and…” 
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 The above posts are an example of a journalist choosing to “report” her situation 
to her online audience. Each TV anchor or reporter’s narrative of health began with an 
initial online announcement to their followers that they have been diagnosed with an 
illness or are struggling with some form of hardship. It seems, amongst this studies pool 
of journalists, when deciding to revel a personal situation to their online news audience 
they fell back on their skills as a broadcast journalist and maintained their professional 
persona, at least, at first. As Jokich shows, many subjects reported the facts of what they 
were experiencing with their illness or hardship, covering the standard Five W’s (who, 
what, where, why, when) and one How of storytelling that journalists learn at the 
beginning of their careers. 
Journalism students learn that a good news story gives as much of the most 
important information as possible. This information usually contains the 5W’s and 1H: 
what happened, where did it happen, when did it happen, who is it about, why did it 
happen, and how did it happen (Filak, 2018, p. 37). Journalism students also learn that the 
most effective way to communicate information is with the Inverted Pyramid approach to 
writing (see Figure 4.3). “This writing approach forces you to make choices in the 
ordering of your facts based on descending order of importance. You have to figure out 
what would matter most to your readers and give them the information in that order” 
(Filak, 2018, p. 45). This means, more often than not, you lead your narrative with the 
5W’s and 1H before any other details. These initial narratives of health found within this 
study are reflective of a standard broadcast script, often containing a walk-through of 
how they discovered the illness, what they were diagnosed with, and what their treatment 
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plan was at the time, indicating a need or want to maintain a form of journalistic 
professionalism, even in a time of uncertainty.  
 
Figure 4.3. The Inverted Pyramid. The inverted pyramid is used by journalists to show 
how information should be prioritized and organized when writing a news story.   
 
In the above example, Jokich chose to tell her story through the 5 W’s and 1H 
ingrained in the journalistic style of writing, but we also can discern a rage of expression. 
She gives the facts of her illness in a professional manner but personal expression peeks 
through with the use of emojis, interjections, sarcasm, and humor. While most initial 
announcements analyzed in this study reported an illness or hardship, they fell across a 
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spectrum of professional to personal expression, indicating a struggle or choice to either 
maintain their news persona, the face and personality that their audience is more attuned 
to seeing, or to let their audience “behind the scenes” to a personality the journalist might 
only reveal to those closes to them.  
For example, on December 14, 2015, local news anchor, Alicia Smith, announced 
to her online audience that she has skin cancer. Smith is a 1993 journalism and broadcast 
news graduate from the University of Georgia at Athens. She is an Emmy award winner 
who has worked throughout Michigan as a reporter and anchor. At the time of her 
diagnoses she was the morning news Anchor for WXYZ in Detroit. She has over 14,000 
Facebook followers, over 21,000 Twitter followers, and over 6,000 Instagram followers. 
In her initial Facebook post, she wrote, 
You may have heard by now that I was diagnosed with skin cancer and will be off 
the air for 3 weeks while I recover. The surgery is tomorrow. I wanted to do a 
story about it to share what I’ve learned about basal cell carcinoma. I really hope 
people will see this story and make going to the dermatologist an annual habit. 
Thanks to all the #earlyrisers my co-workers friends and family for your 
wonderful support. It means more to me than you know. It http://bit.ly/1P255Tb 
 
At the end of the post she provides a link to the story she did about herself for broadcast 
but is also posted on her station’s website. Within this broadcast news story, she walks 
through the 5 W’s of storytelling, as well as how she caught the basal cell carcinoma. She 
interviews her doctor about what people should look out for, who is at risk for basal cell 
cancer, and she gives statistics on its commonality. Here one can discern a professional 
form of expression. Smith wrote about her experience with skin cancer as if she was 
telling someone else's story for a newscast. She sticks to facts by having an expert, her 
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doctor, lend her voice to the story for credibility. There is very little expression of 
internal feelings contained within this post, an indication that she chose to maintain her 
professional persona. Her post to Twitter was a shortened version of the Facebook post 
with a link to the broadcast story she produced. An initial post was not made to 
Instagram. 
Like Smith, Rob Stafford is a veteran broadcast journalist. At the time of his 
diagnoses he was (and is currently) the evening anchor for local station NBC5 News in 
Chicago. However, Stafford has experience in the national arena as a former 
correspondent for NBC Dateline. He has a significant social media following with over 
19,000 Facebook followers, over 3,000 Twitter followers, but only 371 Instagram 
followers. In early March 2017, at the age of 58, Stafford announced on-air and online 
that he was diagnosed with amyloidosis, a rare blood disorder that is fought with a bone 
marrow transplant and chemotherapy. In his initial post to Facebook he states, “Dear 
Friends. Here’s some news about me and a medical leave of absence that starts tomorrow. 
This is the story on our website and the letter I sent to the newsroom today. Talk more 
tonight.” The post contains a link to a story on his station’s website, which includes video 
of his announcement on-air at the anchor desk and the letter which he sent to his co-
workers. In the letter he states, in part,  
Before you read some scary stuff online, two facts: I'm an early stage 2 out of 4 
and so far the effects are confined to my kidneys. I'm very lucky. My persistent 
wife, Lisa, gets the credit for the early diagnosis. She pushed me to pursue the 
cause of a slightly elevated protein level discovered during a physical ("Relax. No 
big deal," I said. "I feel fine and I don't have time for this.") Lisa found a smart 
Chicago nephrologist who ordered a kidney biopsy. He sent the sample to the 
Mayo Clinic, which quickly identified amyloidosis, even though it's a tricky thing 
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to diagnose. Again ... very lucky. The Mayo hematologists are among the best 
amyloid experts in the world. They say a bone marrow transplant using my own 
stem cells and chemotherapy is clearly the best option for me. Two-thirds of 
amyloid transplant patients go into remission and my doctors are confident I will 
be one of them. I head to Minnesota first thing Friday and will be off the anchor 
desk for several months as I undergo this procedure, live in a sterile environment, 
rebuild my immune system and recover from the effects of chemo. 
 
Here is a professional sense of expression with small expressions of his internal feelings. 
Personal expression is used when discussing his wife’s push for him to get check out and 
his feeling of being “lucky.” In a professional sense Stafford uses his journalistic 
storytelling skills to walk his audience through how he discovered the illness, how he was 
diagnosed, what his treatment plan was at the time, and even provides a statistical fact 
about the illness. We see the reluctance of a journalist to let down the professional walls 
they built around themselves, deciding to tell their story of health in a more professional 
way. On Twitter, Stafford only submitted a link to the story on his station’s website. The 
online story contained the letter seen above. He did not discuss his health on Instagram. 
Some initial announcements of illness or hardship contained more personal forms 
of expression, with TV anchors and reporters describing their initial feelings when 
discovering illness, or their internal feeling about their treatment plan.   
 For example, Courtney Godfrey, a young local reporter in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, expressed a range of emotion in her initial announcement to her online 
audience. On September 22, 2017, at the age of 30, Godfrey explained to her Facebook 
following (4,010) that she was in a boating accident, causing her to lose part of her left 
leg. The post was not shared to Twitter or Instagram. She wrote, 
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A new chapter. That’s what I’m on. A new way of thinking a new way of doing a 
new way of feeling. On Sept. 15 I was doing what we do most weekends here in 
Minnesota--wakeboarding skiing floating cruising. It was another perfect day on 
the lake until the unthinkable happened. I’ve spent the last week in a hospital 
room surrounded by family and friends going through the ups and downs that 
come with losing a limb. My room was filled with an unimaginable amount of 
visitors, flowers, gifts, caregivers, nurses, and doctors. I may have lost part of my 
leg but I will never lose my spirit. I plan on flourishing - no THRIVING - once 
recovery is over. God has big plans for me. 
 
While Godfrey does explain when, where, and how the accident happened, a personal 
expression takes precedence in this post, rather than a more professional journalistic form 
of expression. In this post one can discern her feelings of optimism about her situation, 
by stating “A new chapter. That’s what I’m on. A new way of thinking a new way of 
doing a new way of feeling.” She also gives her audience a taste of her internal battle 
while dealing with this hardship by stating, “I’ve spent the last week in a hospital room 
surrounded by family and friends going through the ups and downs that come with losing 
a limb.”  
A young member of the 13NewsNow news team in Norfolk, Virginia, took an 
approach that weaves both her professional expression as a journalist and personal 
expression of internal thoughts and feelings. Crystal Harper started her career as a 
meteorologist in the Air Force but switched to local news meteorology after earning her 
B.S. in broadcast and operational meteorology in 2016. On May 5, 2017, she wrote on 
Facebook and Twitter “I have a some very personal and difficult news to share with 
everyone on Daybreak tomorrow [morning news program]. Please join me between 6-
8:00 am on 13NewsNow ❤.” While expressing that she has sad news, an internal feeling, 
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she is also plugging her morning news program and the news station for which she works 
in a professional manner. She posted to Facebook the following day: 
After months of uncertainty lots of tears and countless tests I finally have some 
answers. They aren’t the answers I was hoping for but answers nonetheless. I 
have been diagnosed with stage 2 Hodgkin’s lymphoma which is a cancer of the 
lymph nodes. I never expected to be fighting cancer at 25 years old but I have no 
doubt in my mind that I will beat this! I will have to step away from the weather 
wall once I start chemo in June but I will be back and better than ever as soon as 
possible. Cancer picked the wrong woman to mess with! Thank you to everyone 
for the kind messages. I’m overwhelmed with your love and kindness and I can’t 
thank you all enough for your support through this difficult time. 
 
In this post, Harper, in a professional sense, reports to her viewers her diagnoses and that 
she will be gone from the station as she fights her illness. However, she also expresses a 
juxtaposition of emotions. First, her emotional toll of discovering her illness by 
expressing “uncertainty” and “lots of tears,” but also her optimism in what’s to come by 
stating “I have no doubt in my mind that I will beat this!” and “Cancer picked the wrong 
woman to mess with.” Contained within this post is also a video clip of her 
announcement made on air. In this video clip, again, one can discern the juggle between 
her professional persona as a journalist and her personal more internal feelings. In this 
video Harper states that she is often transparent with her viewers but talking about her 
illness is more personal than she is used to expressing, indicating an initial struggle of 
whether to open up to her audience. She then gives the 5 W’s of her story and states that 
she will step away from the news during her treatment. She shares with her viewers that 
she has learned to listen to her body and that she is confident she will beat this illness. 
Throughout the video she maintained a very calm, serious, and professional presence, not 
indicating a discomfort. At times her cadence even seems as though she is reading a 
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script off a prompter, though we cannot determine this as we cannot see what is behind 
the camera.  
 These initial online announcements give a clear understanding of the first major 
theme to emerge from this study, Reporting. In the posts created by the TV anchors and 
reporters within this study, it was found that they often reported the facts of what they 
were experiencing with their illness or hardship, covering the standard 5 W’s (who, what, 
where, why, when) of storytelling that journalists learn at the beginning of their careers. 
They often reported how they discovered their illness or how their hardship came about. 
They often discuss the treatment that their doctors and themselves have decided on and 
why.  
 A range of professional to personal expressions were found. In some initial 
announcements the narratives were strictly professional. Some broadcast journalists only 
discussed that they were going to be off air for a while, many gave a walk-through of 
how they discovered the illness, how they were diagnosed, and what the treatment plan is 
at the time; again, following their learned journalistic skills. Others took a more personal 
approach, disclosing internal feelings about discovering their illness or internal feeling 
about their treatment plan.  Some initial announcements made by the TV anchors and 
reporters were both personal and professional in their expressions. Some stated that they 
are sharing something more personal than they have ever shared before to their audience, 
and then went in to the 5 W’s of storytelling. This range of expression, a continued 
finding across all themes and categories within this study, points to subjects struggling 
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with whether to maintain or counter their training as journalists. Overall, these findings 
indicate influences over content production. 
Lastly, and also an overall finding across themes and categories, female reporters 
were more likely, through text and visual displays, to disclose internal or personal forms 
of expression. While at times females chose to maintain a professional form of 
expression, examples of males expressing internal feelings and emotions in their initial 
announcements were seldom found. Within this category is a difference between local 
and nation anchor and reporters. The above examples are from all local journalists. 
National anchors never created an initial announcement of illness or hardship for their 
online audience. National journalists seem to save the initial announcement for their on-
air audience only or for the station’s website, rather than creating new content or linking 
a video of their on-air announcement to their professional social media pages.  
Advice giving. In Alex Jokich’s second blog post to followers she continues to 
use the journalistic narrative form of the Five W’s, particularly the How, while weaving 
in her advice for readers:  
Hey everyone! Here’s blog post #2. It covers how I found out I had thyroid cancer 
-- a shamelessly honest story that stems from some freak issues I had on-air last 
year. If there’s one thing I’ve learned through all of this: DO THE FOLLOW-UP. 
Thanks again for all the love and prayers! https://livewiththelatest.wordpress.com. 
 
On Twitter she wrote, “Here's blog post #2. It covers how I found out I had thyroid 
cancer – a shamelessly honest story... fb.me/1MJMtwgh2,” with a link to her Facebook 
post. In the latest blog post, linked in the Facebook post, she explains in more detail why 
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she encourages her audience to do the follow-up as she was not going to do it herself 
until her father pushed her to do so.  
As seen in the above example, reporting can also be seen as a more casual act of 
sharing. Not only do some journalists report the what, where, why, and how of their own 
personal story but they also share what they have learned in the process. Some write to 
their viewers as though they are concerned friends, rather than consumers of news 
content. This more casual form of personal storytelling can be seen as TV anchors or 
reporters give their audience advice about dealings with illness or hardship, through a 
range of expression.  
For example, Hilary Zalla is a local Traffic anchor at 10News in Tampa Bay, 
Florida. She began her career as a journalist in 2011 working for two Midwest stations 
before moving to Tampa in 2014. Zalla suffers from Crohn’s disease and is open about 
her battle with her online audience through her blog. Within her blog she often discusses 
methods she uses to maintain health while dealing with Crohn's disease. In a blog titled 
How Yoga Changed My Life, which she promoted on her Facebook page she wrote,  
I noticed a change in my thought process outside the studio. I could control 
ruminating thoughts better. I could control my reactions to stressful moments 
better. I cared about myself more and stopped being so hard on myself. I cared 
about other people more. I smiled more. I loved my family and friends more. I 
started eating healthier. I stopped feeling ANY Crohn’s Disease symptoms like 
colon pain and fatigue. I had more energy. 
 
Another blog post, titled Keeping Your Gut Happy: How to Feed Food Cravings the 
Healthy Way, she said,  
Now as an adult living with Crohn’s Disease, I have to be more mindful in how I 
indulge in food. I learned a while ago that the food I put inside my body affects 
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the way I feel physically and mentally. This is true whether you have Crohn’s or 
not. Food affects our mood, stress response, energy levels, sleep patterns, and so 
much more. I have learned to feed my cravings by tricking them with healthier 
foods. I want to share some of my food alternatives with you and would love to 
hear yours, too! I am not a dietitian, so the following is only what works for me. 
 
In the rest of the blog post she lists her tips and tricks of fighting cravings, much as 
though she were writing a story for her station’s website or for a news broadcast. In 
another post to Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram she wrote, “Here is your Holiday 
Crohn's Guide! Click here: http://bit.ly/2A8YPbP The last thing you want is a Crohn’s 
Disease flare-up to kick off the new year. Here are six tips to help you stay flare-free this 
holiday season.” The above examples show a navigation between personal and 
professional forms of expressing her advice to others dealing with Crohn's. She is giving 
her personal tips and tricks that work for her, using her professional platform as a 
journalist to help others, but recognizes and states that she is not an expert and only 
sharing what works for her personally. These examples illustrate a complicated bob and 
weave between being transparent about her disease and personal experiences but also 
trying to maintain her journalistic style of writing. 
 In part of a video embedded in Crystal Harper’s initial Facebook announcement 
of being diagnosed with cancer, she said:  
I do want to say that it is so important that you listen to your body. Um … I knew 
something was wrong and you kinda have to be your own best advocate sometime 
and push to get those tests done. So um … always listen. If you feel like 
something is wrong, it probably is and make sure you get it checked out. 
 
Later in a more personal blog entry she goes into more detail about why she encourages 
everyone to listen to their body:  
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I learned a scary statistic recently. 1 in 2 people will get cancer in their lifetime. 1 
in 2. That is a LOT of people. One day, I hope that there will be a cure for cancer 
and I hope that day comes very, very soon. Even better, I hope that one day we 
can prevent cancer altogether. Nobody should have to go through this, but until 
that day comes we all need to be aware of what’s happening in our bodies. Many 
of you heard my story about being misdiagnosed for months. For a while, I had a 
lot of anger towards this doctor. If he pushed to have more tests done, not only 
would I be finished with treatment by now, but the chemo regiment also would’ve 
been less intense. Now that I’ve had time to let it sink in, I realize it’s not fair to 
blame him. I know my body better than anyone else and I knew something wasn’t 
right. Eventually I did push to get more tests done, but I should’ve done so right 
away and that’s my purpose for writing this. If you know something is wrong, 
please go get it checked. If you don’t get the answers you want, get a second, 
third and even a fourth opinion if that’s what it takes. It will be inconvenient and 
medical bills can add up, trust me I know, but it will be worth it. All I ask is that 
you be your own best advocate and always be aware of your body. You know it 
better than anyone. Also, make sure your loved ones do the same. This is going to 
sound dramatic, but it’s true- It could easily save your life. 
 
Here is another example of the delicate weave of personal and professional expression. 
Harper lead her narrative with statistics about the issue in a professional manner but 
dived into a personal account of her misdiagnoses and the internal feeling that came with 
that experience. She openly expresses that she is using her professional platform as a 
journalist to bring awareness to these issues. Like Zalla, Harper acknowledges that she is 
using her professional online platforms in a way that may not be in line with maintaining 
journalistic values of objectivity and neutrality. She acknowledges that she is allowing 
her emotions on a topic dictate her content but sees this less professional approach as a 
way to inform the public, which is the job of a journalist. Again, journalist’s telling of 
their personal health issues becomes a complicated journey of choices of when and where 
to act in a professional and personal manner.  
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Kelly Frey is a local news anchor for WTAE in Pittsburgh who is also seen giving 
advice to her audience. Frey was diagnosed with breast cancer in February 2017. This 
study found that she was highly active, transparent, and personal with her online audience 
through the course of her treatment. However, it was also discovered that Frey developed 
this online presence previously, as she’s dealt with hardship before her cancer diagnoses. 
In her bio on the WTAE website she discusses how she is the mother of two children. Her 
oldest was born with a rare brain malformation in 2009, leading to Dandy Walker 
syndrome and epilepsy. Before her cancer diagnosis, Frey often discussed what it was 
like to be a parent of a special needs child in a separate Facebook page called “Building 
for Bennett.” Yet she discussed her dealings with illness on her professional social media 
pages as a broadcast journalist.  
In a lengthy Facebook post, Frey wrote about her many lifestyle changes since 
being diagnosed with breast cancer. She discussed how she adjusted her diet by 
“eliminating sugar and gluten and buying more organic gmo certified products.” She also 
stated that she is drinking more water and taking vitamins and supplements. “Soon I’ll be 
tackling toiletries and overhauling my make-up” she wrote. “Little by little I hope to 
retrain myself to eliminate harmful habits and substitute much more healthy changes.” 
She even promoted a program at the hospital in which she is patient:  
The Glimmer of Hope Foundation has sponsored a massive grant program at 
Magee Women’s Hospital-10 Sessions with a Doctor of Acupuncture Frances 
Desmone. With the average session if you were paying out of pocket usually 
costing anywhere from $60-$90 well you can see the value. So now that I’m done 
with chemo and my surgery I signed up. Once a week you’ll find me laying under 
a heat lamp with tiny needles stuck in my ear legs arms and head. And yes-there’s 
a teeny tiny prick but that goes away once they’re in. You feel a rush of blood 
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about 15 minutes in. It’s wild. And it’s the most relaxing utopia I’ve had in quite 
some time. 
 
Again, we see a navigation between personal and professional expression as she gives 
personal accounts of what she is doing in her everyday life, outside of work, to get 
healthy, but she also promotes a program at the hospital in a professional journalistic 
manner to help those dealing with similar illness. This serves as another example of a 
journalist using their professional platform to help others like them.  
 While women expressed advice in both a personal and professional manner, men 
and national TV anchors and reporters took a more focused professional approach to 
expressing advice. For example, local news anchor for FOX13 in Memphis, Tennessee, 
Darrell Greene took a solely professional approach when discussing his experience of 
having a stroke. Greene has close to three decades of experience as a local broadcast 
journalist and chose to only post about his illness three times on Facebook. All posts 
coincided with a broadcast news story he created and was about to air during a newscast. 
In these Facebook posts he shared his experiences and lessons while dealing with a stroke 
surround by statistics, facts, and knowledge from experts that he gained through 
developing his news story. During a Facebook Live event, before his story went to air 
during the newscast, Greene said, “But, um, you know if there, if there's one message that 
I could get out tonight by sharing my story it would be, guys, check your blood pressure. 
Um, because blood pressure, high blood pressure, is what caused my stroke.” Greene is at 
the anchor desk in his suit and tie during this Facebook Live event. He goes on to answer 
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a few viewer questions and gives statistics for the story airing later that night. After his 
co-anchor, Mearl Purvis joined him at the anchor desk, a transcript shows this exchange:  
Greene: “Um, Mearl did a piece earlier today on the new parameters of blood 
pressure.  And um, if you think for a moment that your blood pressure is a little 
out of whack, I mean look, you don’t have to, you know, go shell out a couple 
hundred bucks at the doctor. Um, all you have to do to start go to any, almost any 
drug store, any grocery store, near the pharmacy they all have those little sit-down 
kiosks. Take 90 seconds and slide your arm into the cuff. Sit down there for a 
moment, check your blood pressure.”  
Purvis: “Check it three times, check it three times. One of my doctors … I have 
high blood pressure … and one of the doctors said you don’t have a true reading 
until that third time … Because, yep, and then you can average them out. I hope 
you are doing that.”  
Greene: “So do that. I mean every chance you get. I mean that’s literally free 
health care.”  
 
Also, taking a professional approach to giving advice is local news meteorologist Randy 
Ollis, who has been a meteorologist for WISH-TV in Indianapolis since 1984. He gives 
advice in a video posted to Facebook and Twitter. In what seems to be a behind the 
scenes cell phone recording of his initial announcement of illness on air, Ollis addresses 
the male viewers, saying, "Unlike most guys, I called the doctor right away." He later 
advises,  
[D]on’t shrug it off, because the kind of cancer that I have here, the doctor … I 
asked the doctor, what happens if I don’t do anything? And he said, and that is a 
fast stage 1, you won't be around a year from now. So I thought that’s not a good 
option. 
 
Lastly, a Facebook and Twitter post by ABC’s Good Morning America anchor, Amy 
Robach, contains a link to a video in which she passes along tips about what she has 
learned while dealing with cancer. “I want to share a couple of my tips with all of you on 
what I’ve learned about living a better life … Laugh more … Love more … Yell less … 
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Control how you react … No security … Don’t die before you die …” While this video 
lists her personal thoughts and memories of dealing with cancer it is presented in a 
professional manner. Robach recorded the video in her dressing room at ABC. Her hair is 
styled, her makeup is ready for broadcast, and she is professionally dress. The video 
looks professionally recorded for the GMA page, and her cadence sounds scripted, as if 
she is using a prompter. At the end of the video, Robach plugs her book, saying, “And I 
hope this book inspires other people to live differently, everybody to live better, because 
we all have it in us, and I hope that by sharing my journey with you, your journeys 
become a little bit better.” The text below the video indicates when the book goes on sale 
and where it is sold. This post has an overall professional feel. While she is giving 
personal advice gained from her experience with cancer, it is presented in a professional 
journalistic manner, as she maintains her professional look and location.  
Overall, the subjects of this study countered their journalistic training, to varying 
degrees, to discuss personal experiences with their followers on social media while facing 
life-threatening illnesses or hardships. These findings are in line with previous research 
that indicates females are more likely to disclose personal informational than males 
(Lasorsa, 2012). In the case of Zalla and Harper, we see a similarity to a study that found 
journalists were cautious of disclosing personal thoughts and feelings, adding disclaimers 
to their social media platforms that statet ideas and opinions were their own, not tied to 
their organization or their work as journalists (Hanusch, & Bruns, 2017). In the case of 
Frey, who had been using social media to discuss personal manners for some time, it 
seems that length of time using a platform may increase a likelihood of personal 
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disclosures, which is in line with previous research (Dueze, 2008; Hedman, & Djerf-
Pierre, 2013; Djerf-Pierre, Ghersetti, & Hedman, 2016).  
Please don’t stare. On October 30, 2017, Godfrey reported to her Facebook, 
Twitter, and Instagram followers a feeling of discomfort while out shopping with her 
mom. Godfrey, still recovering from the loss of part of her leg, was in a wheelchair 
during this outing. She wrote to her online audience, 
You should have seen the looks in the shoe section when I rolled in! . Public 
service announcement: instead of staring, whispering, or trying not to look, how 
about you say “hi,” even ask what happened if you’re so curious. I’ve been in 
your shoes -- uncomfortable even embarrassed. You see me coming and don’t 
know what the proper thing to do is – pretend like you don’t see me so I feel 
“normal” or “unnoticed” (that’s the one I usually went with pre-amputation) or 
say “hi” so coolly that you hope they won’t notice that you see something 
different. I’m here to tell you that at least in my case I’d love to tell you how I’m 
doing maybe even how I ended up here. I’m not looking for your sympathy I’m 
just looking to go to the mall the grocery store or where ever it may be without 
feeling eyeballs all over me without feeling like my presence somehow made you 
uncomfortable. I’m just like you. There’s no need to stare. . . . . #amputee 
#newamputee #kindness #manners  
 
The post contains a picture of Godfrey smiling in a wheelchair without her prosthetic leg, 
with shopping bags in her hand, in the shoe section of a department store. This is an 
example of the subcategory labeled Please Don’t Stare. Many of the female subjects told 
of feeling uncomfortable or different when out in public because people stared at their 
missing limb or bald heads (if they were seeking chemo for the treatment of cancer). 
They shared their feelings about these public situations, but also expressed how they wish 
others would conduct themselves when confronted with illness or hardship. Using their 
platforms as journalists, they act to bring awareness to these situations and change the 
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stigma of illness or hardship, and in turn, change individuals’ initial reactions. While 
Godfrey's post was mostly a personal expression of an experience outside the newsroom, 
almost all other examples by the other women expressed internal feelings tied into their 
work as broadcast journalists.  
 An example of this mixed personal and professional expression can be seen in a 
post deemed viral by several news articles. It was created by meteorologist Janice Dean 
who is part of the morning news program called Fox and Friends on the national Fox 
News channel. Dean was diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis and dealing with its effects 
on her body since 2005; only a year after Facebook was created and before the platform 
was open to non-college students with a university e-mail address. Unlike most national 
news anchors within this study, Dean frequently discussed her illness with her online 
audience with the earliest post dating back to October 2015. The post, deemed viral, was 
submitted to her professional Facebook page on January 8, 2018, and reads [as written], 
Here’s some of the fun compliments I get on my FACEBOOK page:  
Dear Janice please stop allowing fox to dress you in those short skirts. They are 
not flattering on you. Your an attractive lady love the 80’s hair but your legs are 
distracting every time you walk on screen.  
And here’s my response: Hi JoAnn Fox doesn’t dress me. I dress myself. I’m 
sorry if you don’t like my legs. I’m grateful I have them to walk with [referring to 
her battle with MS]. You’re right. I don’t look like the typical person on TV and 
I’m proud to be a size 10. Imagine that! You can always turn the channel if you’re 
offended by my huge legs. Hope you don’t mind. I may share your post with 
everyone on my FB page. All the best Janice.  
 
On January 10, 2018, Dean posted to Twitter: 
As someone who was diagnosed with MS over a decade ago, I know my legs 
could give out on me at any time. So I am grateful for my big, strong legs that 
keep me standing tall, help me walk, dance, kick and make snow angels. I am 
Blessed. 
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The text is accompanied by a screen shot of the above viral Facebook post. Three days 
after the initial Facebook post went viral, Dean wrote, “Proud of my #bigstronglegs now 
more than ever!” The post links to a story on the network's website about her previous 
viral post and her battle with MS. Dean’s public response to criticism is initially based in 
the context of her work – “I dress myself” and “I don’t look like the typical person on 
TV” – but still contains her personal expression of being proud. As the story went viral, 
her messages turned more toward dealing with MS on a personal level, leaving out the 
context of her work as a journalist.  
 Another example of personal expression in the context of journalistic work is seen 
in Stacey Skrysak’s posts. Stacey, who lost two of her triplets shortly after childbirth, 
almost lost her own life as well. After being away from the camera for 10 months, she 
wrote, “New blog post is up – I share why returning to work was such a big deal for me 
…” This post links to her new blog post where she expresses her understanding of people 
feeling uncomfortable around her after knowing what she is dealing with:  
Before I returned, I sent out an email to the entire staff at the station. I know that 
people can feel awkward with me because of my situation, so I wanted to clear the 
air. I shared how excited I was to get back to work. But most importantly, I talked 
about my children. People get scared to bring up my pregnancy or my children, 
since Abby and Parker passed away. But I reminded them how much I love to talk 
about ALL of my kids, not just Peyton. When my coworkers ask me about my 
triplets, it helps to keep their memories alive. As I said in the email, I’m the same 
old Stacey, just with a few more tears. 
 
Acknowledging the uncomfortable feelings of those around a cancer patient, Crystal 
Harper wrote a Facebook post that stated, “As a cancer patient myself, I know we aren’t 
exactly the easiest people to deal with. Edit: To be fair, if anyone wants to share advice 
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for cancer patients from a friends/family/caregiver’s perspective, I'm all ears!” This post 
linked to her latest blog post where she wrote, “It’s awkward, isn’t it? You find out 
someone you care about just got diagnosed with cancer. It’s terrifying and you want to be 
there for them, but you don’t know what to do, say, or even how to act.” She then 
explained the difficulties of maintaining relationships as a cancer patient: 
That takes me to the biggest piece of advice I can give if you know someone 
fighting cancer: just be there. Be there for them in a way that money can’t buy. 
The one thing in the world that cancer patients need more than anything is 
emotional support. We have so many brand new emotions and feelings running 
through our bodies and half of the time, we don’t even understand them ourselves. 
How do you deal with something that you don’t understand? I’m not sure how to 
answer that yet, but what I will say is we aren’t always looking for advice. 
Sometimes we simply just need someone to listen and care. There have been 
times when I’ve tried to talk to people about some of the emotional stress I’m 
dealing with and it goes so very wrong. I’ve been told I’m just throwing a pity 
party for myself. I’ve also been told (indirectly) that I was a burden for talking 
about my problems when other people also have things going on in their lives. 
The reactions I have gotten have sometimes been things like “here we go 
again…” or “yeah, yeah, you’re going through a lot… we know” in a sarcastic 
tone. I get it and I’m sure they aren’t completely wrong, but it’s frustrating and so 
isolating because I don’t know how to handle it. I’ve never felt more alone in my 
life and I think other cancer patients would agree. While it’s true that when one 
person has cancer, everyone around them also has it, everyone else has it in a very 
different way. Think of cancer as a big puzzle. Everyone the patient knows gets a 
piece of the cancer puzzle, so to speak. Coworkers get a piece, friends get a piece, 
family members get a few pieces and they’re all trying to figure out where their 
piece belongs and what to do with it. The thing is, the patient has the full puzzle 
to deal with and is trying to put all of those pieces together. 
 
Harper then leaved her audience with a final piece of advice: 
Take time out of your day to make a phone call. Go visit your friends dealing with 
cancer (as long as you’re not sick!!). Learn how to listen without trying to solve 
their problems. Give them a long hug. Realize that just because you may not 
understand what they’re going through doesn’t mean it’s insignificant. Ask 
questions and make sure they’re ok, especially if you can tell something’s 
bothering them. Ignoring that only makes them feel like you don’t care. Have 
patience with them and simply just be there. They’ll appreciate it more than you’ll 
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ever know. EDIT: I do have to say that I have many people who have been there 
for me emotionally. They know who they are and I appreciate you all! Also, 
please don’t take this as me downplaying what the friends and families of cancer 
patients are going through. It’s tough on everyone and I’m fully aware of that. I’m 
simply offering advice from my perspective that I truly feel would help everyone 
involved. To be fair, if anyone wants to share advice for cancer patients from a 
friends/family/caregivers’ perspective, I’m all ears! 
 
Versions of this post were submitted to Twitter and Instagram.  
Only the female subjects expressed feelings of being uncomfortable or different 
when out in public or in certain work situations when dealing with illness or hardship. 
The above examples indicate that local female TV anchors and reporters are found to be 
more transparent and personal with their audience about this feeling and situations than 
men, which is in line with previous research (Lasorsa, 2012). Women are using their 
platforms as journalists to call out those in society – quite possibly audience members – 
who have made them feel uncomfortable. However, they turn the uncomfortable 
situations into lessons by sharing advice in hopes of changing the situation for others 
dealing with the same issues. There is a range of expression as they report their feelings 
on the situations depending on whether they were in or outside the newsroom.  
Overall, giving advice is another way the TV anchors and reporters reported, 
stating what they have learned during their experiences dealing with illness and hardship. 
They are sharing what methods of healing personally work for them (e.g. doing yoga, 
lifestyle changes, must-haves when going to chemo treatment, music playlists that pump 
them up before chemo). Females seemed more willing than males to give personal 
advice, surrounded by the disclosure of thoughts and feelings that occurred during their 
experience. Males seemed to only give advice from personal experience if it was 
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immersed in facts or statistics gleaned from newsgathering and was to be used within a 
story created for a newscast. Drawing on their journalistic training, this professional act 
brings more credibility to their advice giving. With the exception of Janice Dean, national 
journalists were less likely to give advice, in the context of personal health or illness, to 
their online audience. Overall, we see a range of expression indicating various degrees of 
professional and personal influence over content. 
Milestones. In a Facebook post containing text and a photo, Rob Stafford, 
showed an expression of excitement. He wrote, “My latest biopsy shows we've reached 
remission!” along with a photo of him smiling with his doctor and wife.  Stacey Skrysak 
expressed excitement amongst the difficulties of losing two of her children by writing to 
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, in part, “A wonderful milestone getting us through the 
heartache-- Miss Peyton is two months old today! She’s still only 2 1/2 lbs but she is a 
strong girl.” 
Almost all TV anchors and reporters in this study reported milestones as they 
were reached during their treatment and recovery of illness or hardship. Milestone posts 
contained acknowledgement of accomplishments met during physical therapy or chemo 
treatments. These posts could also be an acknowledgment of their “anniversary,” such as 
being cancer free for a year, or reflect on how far they have come since the day they lost 
a limb or had surgery. They could also report to their online viewers that they are back 
on-air after being away during treatment. Across all TV anchors and reporter’s health 
posts we see a range of expression from personal to professional.  
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For example, in a post only to Facebook, Godfrey took a more personal approach 
and wrote, “One week with my prosthetic: My walk is looking more natural and I’m 
feeling more confident. I’m still unable to let go of the bars and there’s still plenty of 
discomfort but it seems to get better every day.” She expressed personal confidence and 
discomfort. This post contained a video clip of her during physical therapy walking in 
between two bars with her prosthetic leg. The video gives a glimpse of her life outside of 
work as a journalist as she goes through recovery. Her facial expression shows her 
determination but also the discomfort she is experiencing.  
In a Tweet also shared to Facebook, national FOX news anchor Bret Baier, wrote 
a reflective post about his son’s open-heart surgeries and where his son’s health is today:  
9 years ago today @amyhbaier and I took our son Paul home from the hospital for 
the first time after the 1st of his 3 open heart surgeries. He’s now a thriving 
handsome 9-year-old boy. No matter what happens day to day --we are very 
blessed #perspective. 
 
The post is accompanied by two photos. The first one shows Baier’s son Paul as a baby 
hooked up to monitors in the hospital. The second shows Paul in then-present day 
standing, smiling, and posing for the camera in a suit at what looks like someone's home, 
giving viewers a glimpse of his life outside of work.  
Some milestone posts took a more professional approach by the TV anchor or 
reporter, championing their return to work or by using their illness as a gateway or 
jumping off point to promote work they are doing as a journalist. For example, after 
Jokich recovered from her surgeries, she posted to Facebook and Twitter: 
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YAY! As you may have noticed I’M BACK! After a long hiatus I’m looking for 
story ideas today. Help a sister out and send me some at AJokich@wwmt.com :) 
And thanks everyone for the warm welcome back to the news grind! 
 
While showing her personality through interjections, the post predominately is being used 
as a news-gathering tool for her work.  
 Other posts mixed personal and professional expression. For example, while 
national news anchor Amy Robach is announcing being cancer free for three years, she 
also uses the following Facebook post to promote a story about another woman who is a 
cancer survivor:  
As I celebrate my 3 year breast cancer anniversary this weekend I am so happy to 
be able to share one incredible 27-year-old woman’s survival story. She found her 
own cancer and her message is one for women of all ages!  
 
On Twitter she wrote, “As I celebrate my 3-year breast cancer anniversary can't wait for 
you to meet 27 year old @livhutch who has a message for all women!” This post links to 
her broadcast story shared on the ABC Network’s website. Another national news 
anchor, Robin Roberts, diagnosed with breast cancer in 2007 and then myelodysplastic 
syndrome (type of cancer) in 2012, takes the same approach by writing only to Facebook:  
I am grateful for the excellent medical treatment I received when I was diagnosed 
with MDS. Two years later I’m blessed to be doing as well as I am. I will 
continue to bring awareness in the hope that ALL MDS patients have the same 
access to quality care. Blessings..RR http://rocknrobin.tv/mds-world-awareness-
day/ 
 
The link within this post directs to Roberts’ production company’s website, showing an 
effort to use illness to promote professional work.  
Milestones were reported by both males and females, as well as local and national 
TV anchors and reporters within this study. Almost all social media posts had a form of 
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personal expression when discussing accomplishments made throughout one’s dealing 
with illness or hardship. This may indicate that because these achievements are such a 
deeply important part to dealing with illness or hardship, one feels that is okay to break 
from a professional persona. The milestones are always a happy event worth celebrating, 
meaning the journalist, male or female, feels more comfortable expressing happy rather 
than deeply sad feelings. The examples suggest that local journalists are more 
comfortable with communicating in a personal manner, independent of their work as 
journalists. In contrast, the national journalists linked their achievements regarding illness 
or hardship to their related work as journalists, suggesting that national journalists are 
more prone to professional influences. 
Gratitude. On January 15, 2016, Chris Mortensen announced through ESPN's 
website that he was diagnosed with throat cancer and would be stepping away from his 
on-air work as he sought treatment. Mortensen is an award-winning sports journalist who 
has over two decades of experience, mostly as a reporter for ESPN. He has a large 
following with over 3,500 Facebook and 2.3 million Twitter followers. Mortensen does 
not maintain a professional Instagram page. This study only found two health posts by 
Mortenson that were shared solely to his Facebook following. One post was only a link to 
a story written about his battle with cancer by a reporter from Sports Illustrated. The 
other post, the initial health post, was not made until about eight months after his 
announcement on ESPN.com:  
If I ever took a personal milestone for granted or with any degree of casualness 
that all changed in early January when I was diagnosed with a fairly advanced 
Stage Four throat and oropharyngeal cancer. When you see your wife crumple in 
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devastation upon hearing that news you realize that a heart shared with the love of 
your life truly beats as one. And it breaks as one in those moments. Today has 
been special the 32nd anniversary with my bride Micki truly a milestone to savor 
more than ever considering we did not really even know if we would get to this 
day. During an incredibly personal challenge with this disease we learned to truly 
lean on our faith and trust in the Lord on our spiritual leaders on tremendous 
doctors and support staff on family and friends on the prayers of strangers and 
certainly on the love we have for each other. I witnessed my wife watch her 
husband reach dramatic depths of health decline and she rose to the occasion. 
When I eventually made it home from M.D. Anderson Cancer Center after a 
lengthy hospitalization Micki would provide me nourishment and medication 
several times day and night through a feeding tube that remained in place for 
months until it was finally removed in late August. We lived by blocks of hours 
not necessarily by days and weeks and we still do in many ways as I work through 
a challenging recovery. Anybody who has had a crippling disease fully 
comprehends the wear and tear on the care-giver. The Lord’s strength grace and 
mercy has surely blessed us just as He blessed me with Micki my caregiver and 
my wife of 32 years.  
 
In this post, Mortensen reports on his illness: what he was diagnosed with, the evolution 
of his treatment and recovery, and how he made it through. He’s reporting a milestone in 
his personal narrative of health and what helped him (advice) to persevere. However, the 
overall message of this post is his internal feeling of gratitude for his wife and her role as 
his caretaker, rather than about him and his illness.  
Almost all health posts collected and analyzed from the TV anchors and reporters 
in this study reported some form of gratitude, an internal feeling, toward those involved 
in their recovery. Such gratitude was often directed toward the journalist’s family and 
friends, thanking them for their continued support and help through their current trials. 
Some posts expressed gratitude by reporting the effects of illness on family members, 
rather than the effects on the journalists themselves, in an act of recognizing how hard an 
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illness or hardship is on everyone involved. For example, in a Facebook-only post by 
Godfrey, she expressed gratitude for the work her sister has done for her:  
Family has been my rock during recovery, and they have stopped at nothing to get 
me back to being me again. I had unimaginable pain today so my older sister 
insisted on massaging my calf. Thanks to her I found reprieve from the pain even 
if just for a moment.  
 
The post continued with a picture of only Godfrey’s sister. While she is seen massaging 
Godfrey’s leg, Godfrey’s face is not within the frame, making the post solely about a 
family member. 
In a personal expression of gratitude for her doctor, local news anchor Kelly Frey 
wrote in part, 
Dr. Johnson is the co-director of Magee Women's Breast Cancer Program with a 
team of other fabulous surgeons, oncologists, other doctors and of course nurses 
and staff. He just happened to be the first available appointment when I called the 
hospital to start my treatment. But I don't think that was by chance. He is always 
to the point and straightforward. Some might not like that approach, but it's 
perfect for me. He has guided me thru this time with humor and wit and I've 
enjoyed sparring with him back and forth. And something I wish I had taken a 
picture of-the tiny dry erase boards he uses to draw out and explain your 
diagnosis. My diagnosis had so many issues and I asked so many questions, Dr 
Johnson was using his hand to erase and squeeze in info wherever we could. I still 
remember laughing at the end of that initial stressful appointment and saying "I'm 
going to get you a bigger erase board when this is all done! 
 
She goes on to explain her relationship with her doctor through her cancer treatment and 
what his bedside manner meant to her. The post ended with, “And THANK YOU to the 
countless Doctors, researchers, nurses and staff who support all of us on our journey in 
one day the hope of finding a cure!!!Ps-Dr Johnson, I still owe you that dry erase board. 
😉😘.” A picture of her smiling with Dr. Johnson and a nurse accompanied the post. Frey 
is in her hospital gown, with only a small amount of hair on her head, but has makeup on 
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and she is wearing jewelry, as well as giving a thumbs up to the camera. This post is 
deeply personal as is goes beyond expressing gratitude to express her relationship and 
feelings towards her doctor. The post is also individualized to her, discussing her own 
personal experiences with her doctor. It shows her personality outside of work as a 
journalist through its individuality, use of humor, and emojis. 
Local news anchor Randy Ollis takes a similar but slightly more professional 
approach. He wrote to Facebook, “The doctors at St. Vincent Cancer Center have been 
fantastic. They let me record my radiation session today. This is about 10 minutes in 
length. Thank God for equipment and doctors that save lives.” The post contains a video 
clip in which Ollis walks his online audience, step by step, through his radiation 
treatment, talks about what his radiation treatment feels like to him, and thanks his 
caretakers. This post contains gratitude, but he uses his platform and storytelling skills as 
a journalist to educate his audience. The same text with a link to his Facebook post is on 
his professional Twitter page.  
Another mix of personal and professional expression of gratitude was often 
directed toward the TV anchor or reporter’s viewers for their continued support. In a 
Facebook and Twitter post promoting her latest blog post about dealing with thyroid 
cancer, Jokich wrote, “Thanks again for all the love and prayers!” to her online audience. 
Many posts made by the TV anchors and reporters in this study end with this generic 
form of gratitude. Here are examples: 
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- “Thank you to everyone for the kind messages. I’m overwhelmed with your 
love and kindness and I can’t thank you all enough for your support through 
this difficult time.” - Crystal Harper (Facebook, Twitter and Instagram) 
- “To all of our viewers thank you for all of your messages of support and 
concern.” - Gray Hall (Facebook, Twitter and Instagram) 
- “Thank you all so much for the outpouring of love! I read each of your 
comments and I am so overwhelmed by your support. It means so much to 
me! <3 <3” - Jacqueline Bennett (Facebook) 
- “I’m bowled over by the words of love support & encouragement. I will try to 
thank you individually.” - Miles O’Brien (Facebook and Twitter) 
These expressions are personal in nature, often expressing gratitude, feelings of being 
overwhelmed, or love, but also engage the audience in a professional manner, allowing 
the audience to feel as though they are part of the healing process.  
 Another mix of personal and professional gratitude took the form of thanking 
one’s coworkers. For example, Frey, who only discussed her illness on Facebook, wrote:  
Thanks ladies for your incredible support every morning and to the entire morning 
show crew newsroom, early birds, and assignment desk gurus. You’ve allowed 
me to be as normal as possible through this. I couldn’t ask to be surrounded by a 
better group of people. And since I just wrapped up chemo karaoke and arrived at 
the hospital (I’m writing this in the parking lot)...it’s time to go knock out 
#5!!!!!!!!! 
 
This post was accompanied by a photo of Frey without her wig and in sweats about to go 
to her chemo treatment. She is surrounded by the women of the morning news team in 
the studio. Everyone’s hair is styled, they all have makeup on, and all are in professional 
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work attire. While Frey is being transparent about what she looks like off air, as she 
heads to treatment, a professional expression is presented through the photo’s setting in 
the studio, and her promotion of station co-workers.  
A mix of personal and professional expression of gratitude was often used when 
the broadcast journalist acknowledged their caretakers, as in doctors and nurses who 
helped them through their recent trials. These acknowledgements often contained praise 
for actions taken for those in need. For example, Adrienne Alpert is a veteran, award-
winning, local news reporter in California. In 2000, at 46 years of age, Albert was badly 
burned. While out reporting, the mast of a live truck hit a power line. The accident led to 
the amputation of part of her right leg and part of the left arm. While the accident 
happened before social media made an appearance in 2004, Albert does occasionally 
address her accident with her online audience. In a post only to Facebook, she wrote, “It's 
#NursesWeek, American Nurses Association -- It's an opportunity for me to repeat my 
#thankyou to all the #nurses whose care got me out of the hospital a lot sooner than 
expected 17 years ago.” Rob Stafford also took this approach, writing only to Facebook, 
“Happy Friday. Starting round 7 of chemo this morning. Thanks to my doctors and nurses 
at Rush for some great results. See you on the news in 2 weeks!” Both posts express 
gratitude as well as professional information, such as when one is heading back to work, 
or details about a newsworthy event, such as nurses’ week.  
Skrysak took this approach, thanking the doctors and nurses in NICU by creating 
a broadcast news story about them on-air and online. In a Facebook post she wrote: 
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I am so honored to be a voice for premature babies infant loss and the infertility 
community. I have a unique platform where I hope to use my experience to make 
a difference. I hope you have time to watch part one of my series N.I.C.U: Stories 
of Hope & Miracles . It’s an emotional look at what parents and babies go through 
in the neonatal intensive care unit. I met wonderful parents during my time there 
and the doctors and nurses have become friends for life. 
 
A shortened version of this post was shared to Twitter, “I am so honored to be a voice for 
premature babies, infant loss and the infertility community. I have a unique… 
http://fb.me/6zqmkOWL,” linking to the Facebook post. In these posts she links to a story 
she produced in which she promotes a local hospitals’ NICU and the caretakers there. 
While the news story was created and structured in the traditional journalistic way of 
storytelling, it was filled with spoken feelings of thanks for those who helped her during 
her time in NICU. She is seen hugging and crying in an emotional reunion with the 
doctors and nurses who helped her. 
In sum, there is a navigation between personal and professional as some 
journalists expressed gratitude while promoting their reporting or journalistically 
engaging with the audience. While males did express gratitude, females were more likely 
to show appreciation by talking about other feelings, such as being overwhelmed and 
loved. When promoting a story they created for on-air, females were seen through text 
and visuals to express a range of emotion besides gratitude. For example, Skrysak was 
visually crying as she thanked the nurses in the NICU within her news piece. By 
comparison, Randy Ollis takes a moment to thank his doctors for helping him beat 
cancer, then uses the rest of the post to report on how his treatment works and the process 
of radiation. No difference between local and national journalists was observed within 
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this category. Overall, females remained more personal than males, suggesting that 
professional training may influence males more than females.  
The “normal.” Like gratitude, the internal feeling of normality was often 
reported by TV anchors and reporters who dealt with illness or hardship.  This expression 
was often personal in nature and was accompanied by other internal feelings.  TV 
anchors and reporters described how they felt “back to normal,” no longer feeling ill after 
treatment and getting back to their regular routines prior to their diagnosis or hardship. 
For example, Harper wrote to Facebook and Instagram: 
You guys know I try to keep things positive but sometimes you just need to keep 
it real instead. I’ve been quiet on social media because the past 10 days absolutely 
sucked for me. BUT I’m finally starting to feel like a human again (lol) so 
hopefully the next few days will be much better. Hope you are all having a great 
week! 
 
Godfrey wrote to Facebook and Instagram several weeks after losing her leg:  
Today marked my first one foot swim. Once I got over how weird it felt it was so 
incredible to feel my left leg moving and my heart pumping. Weightless in the 
pool I wasn’t focused on my discomfort or worried about falling. I was just 
another swimmer getting my workout in! 
 
After bringing her surviving child home from the NICU, Skrysak wrote a blog post to 
Facebook: 
It’s 11pm and I’m sitting in my office, keeping an eye on the infant monitor. Mr. 
Skry is sound asleep and Miss Peyton is in her crib dozing before her midnight 
feeding. I actually feel like a real parent!! I have waited so long for this feeling. 
Knowing that I can hold my child at any time, brings tears of joy to my eyes. The 
spit up and diaper explosions are happy occasions around this household. It’s 
taken four long months, but Peyton is finally home where she belongs. 
 
Other expressions of normality were more professional in nature, tied to being back to 
work. For example, Jacqueline Bennett, a meteorologist for local news station NBC 
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Boston, was diagnosed with breast cancer only six weeks after she received news that she 
was pregnant with her second child. During the span of this study Bennett posted a social 
media update on her illness and treatment about once a month. In one of those Facebook 
posts she wrote as if chemo was a completely normal part of her life. She said, “On my 
way to cancer treatment today I heard a really awful explanation of what bombogenesis is 
on the radio. It does NOT mean winter hurricane.” The post continued with her 
explaining her argument as a profession meteorologist.  
Skrysak took a similar approach in a blog post which was promoted on Facebook:  
Working parents: How do you do it?!?! I returned to my television station last 
week after a 10 month hiatus and the first week back was a complete blur. For the 
last several months, my days have consisted of changing diapers, doing laundry 
and feeding my daughter. Most days I would shower, but rarely did I get all “done 
up”, since we were confined to the house.  Talk about a complete change! My 
days now require a shower, high heels, a business suit and a ton of hairspray and 
makeup. Not that I’m complaining though…It is great to be back into my new 
normal. 
 
This idea of “my new normal” was often expressed by the TV anchors and reporters. 
They shared their routines during treatment to feel “normal.” For example, Harper 
explained in a blog post promoted on her Facebook page that even though she is not 
working during chemotherapy wearing her wig made her “feel normal” and gives her 
“more confidence” every day. In a Facebook post deemed viral by a TVspy.com article, 
Kelly Frey wrote,  
Baring it all... I’ve stopped and deleted and then rewritten this post already several 
times. It’s hard. A little uncomfortable. And about as revealing as I can get. Me. 
No makeup. No eyelashes. No eyebrows. No hair. This video is how I really look 
right now. This is chemotherapy. But with my last big chemo (hopefully) this 
Friday I figured it was a good time to be REALLY real. Don’t get me wrong I do 
feel great about myself. In fact sometimes I forget how different I do look until I 
pass a mirror. And I get more relaxed with my new image everyday but it is still 
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different and it’s taken time to absorb. Everyone is different....how we handle this 
process and what we do. And my prayer in sharing a small part of what I do every 
morning to get ready for work (in the wee morning hours)...is that it will help 
others who can relate and to provide a behind the scene look at breast cancer. I’ve 
had mini meltdowns during this time. I’ve glued an eyelid shut. I’ve drawn my 
eyebrows on two sizes too big... or worse-lopsided! I’ve felt really sick some 
mornings or exhausted or battled a constant bloody nose. But working and the 
process of getting ready with my colleagues has always been therapeutic for me. 
So I enjoy this and I m thankful and I press on! If I wasn’t on Tv would I do all 
this? Probably not. In fact I leave my wig at work and most weekends you’ll find 
me absolutely make-up free. But again I’ve found that doing what makes me feel 
good during this time...what makes me feel pretty or healthy or whole...is 
important. And putting my best face forward every morning at work and feeling a 
little bit normal is healing. So this is for you-fellow bald chemo buddies. And for 
every survivor who is nodding their head saying Yep! Been there done that. 
Cancer may change the way you look on the outside but it doesn’t take anything 
away from who you are...rock on! 
 
Linked to this post is a video of Frey putting on her makeup and wig to get ready for a 
newscast. She only speaks to the audience in the beginning, explaining what she is about 
to show them, and at the end of the video, to reinforce that this is her morning routine 
while she continues to work as an anchor.  Even though this post is deeply transparent 
and full of personal feelings, it is still linked to her professional role as a journalist and 
involves an effort to educate the audience on the struggle of those dealing with illness in 
a professional light.  
The expression of normality was stated more by females than by males, and more 
by local than national journalists. I attribute this finding to females and local journalists 
writing in a diary format, often updating the audience on their daily life and routines 
during treatment, which is in line with findings from a previous study (Trammell, & 
Keshelashvili, 2005). Males and national journalists posted less frequently and refrained 
from posting their personal life and routines outside of work. While more females shared 
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feelings of normality, these posts landed within a spectrum of personal to professional 
expression, indicating a struggle between personal and professional influences over 
content.  
Visual Act of Reporting. Frey’s last example (the viral post showing the process 
of getting camera-ready while going through chemo) indicates that reporting on one’s 
illness often contains visual element rather than only text. This observation is reasonable 
considering all broadcast journalists are trained to have visuals supporting their text 
within a story. Pictures or videos contained in many of these posts support the TV anchor 
or reporter’s narrative. Pictures often showed the participants caretakers, such as family, 
friends, doctors, and nurses. When explaining the process of their treatment the 
participants would provide pictures or video showing the steps in the process, what the 
hospital looks like, or the chemo chair and room they were, or what they are doing in 
physical therapy.  
Visual reporting has elements of personal and professional forms of expression. 
The pictures and videos supported text in a professional journalistic manner, but some 
visuals depicted internal feelings of gratitude toward their caretakers, or expression of 
excitement or determination when hitting a milestone. For example, on October 22, 2017, 
WPVI-Philadelphia news anchor Gray Hall experienced a health scare live on TV. A cyst 
in Hall’s brain led to pressure build up, which led to slurred and stammered speech as he 
began the afternoon news. After receiving surgery and battling a bacterial meningitis 
infection in the hospital, Gary made his way home. He wrote to his Facebook and 
Instagram followers:  
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Happy Thanksgiving to you and your family. What a blessing it is to be able to 
post this picture of my family. Happy to say I am getting better each day after 
surgery. I am so thankful for my wife. She has been so strong, encouraging, 
supportive and the glue that has held our family together in this difficult time. 
Please count your blessings. #healthiswealth  
 
The picture submitted with this text has Hall smiling with his family, which supports the 
optimistic message and also conveys his internal feelings of gratitude to be with his 
family. In Godfrey’s initial health post, only shared to her Facebook audience, she said,  
I’ve spent the last week in a hospital room surrounded by family and friends 
going through the ups and downs that come with losing a limb. My room was 
filled with an unimaginable amount of visitors, flowers, gifts, caregivers, nurses, 
and doctors. 
 
One photo accompanying this post shows Godfrey in her hospital bed surrounded by 
flowers. Other photos show her surrounded by smiling friends and family with her in a 
wheelchair, the collection of flowers ever present in the background. All photos support 
the text given within the post and also portray her internal feelings of appreciation for her 
supportive friends and family.  
Pictures often accompanied a TV anchor or reporter’s excitement over reaching a 
milestone during or after treatment and hardship. For example, Alpert posted, “A 
personal #milestone -- back on a trail ride -- I hadn't ridden a #horse since my accident 16 
years ago. My thanks to the wranglers at Triple Creek Ranch, A Montana Hideaway who 
got me back in the saddle.” The text was accompanied by a photo of her smiling while on 
horseback. Godfrey posted,   
This photo was taken this past Saturday. Five weeks since the accident. Thanks to 
a group effort by my husband and friends, I got off the couch, put some makeup 
on and went for my first restaurant outing since the amputation. There were some 
stares, as I feared there would be, but we had a great time! Plus, I’m slowly 
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learning to ignore the stares and get comfortable with leaving the house despite 
not having a prosthetic yet.  
 
The post was accompanied by a photo of her dressed up, drink in hand, with her friends 
at the dinner table, all smiling. The photo supports the text and reinforces the fact that she 
is trying to ignore her internal feelings of discomfort while out in society by posting a 
picture of herself without a prosthetic to the larger online audience.  A version of this 
post was submitted to Twitter and Instagram.   
Posts discussing the activities or methods the TV anchor or reporter would use to 
heal or feel normal physically and mentally were often accompanied by pictures or 
videos. Zalla wrote to Facebook:  
NEW BLOG: How Yoga Changed My Life . “I noticed a change in my 
thought process outside the studio. I could control ruminating thoughts better. I 
could control my reactions to stressful moments better. I cared about myself more 
and stopped being so hard on myself. I cared about other people more. I smiled 
more. I loved my family and friends more. I started eating healthier. I stopped 
feeling ANY Crohn’s Disease symptoms like colon pain and fatigue. I had more 
energy." 10News WTSP #Yoga #Health #Lifestyle #TampaBay  
 
This post was linked to her blog post containing photos of her doing yoga poses. The 
photos support the text in a journalistic matter. All photos look professional, as though 
they were taken by a professional photographer. The photos support the text that 
expresses her opinions of how yoga helps her manage a chronic illness.  
Other visuals were used to show how treatment was conducted. For example, 
Stafford used text and photos to explain the process of his rare cancer treatment. In a 
Facebook post he states,  
Harvest time at Mayo Clinic. Doctors need 6 million stem cells from the line in 
my left arm by weeks end. The machine on my right separates the stem cells and 
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sends the rest of the blood back into my right arm. 5 hours a day on the machine 
until we reach the goal. Amazing process!  
 
The text is accompanied by a photo of him in the hospital bed hooked up to the machine. 
He is smiling with his wife by his side.  Three days later Stafford wrote,  
Good to Go👍Nurse Jane Kreofsky and this incredible machine pulled 8,570,000 
stem cells from my blood this week (needed at least 6 million) Now headed for 
surgery to put a line in my chest to administer chemo before transplant on 
Tuesday. We are overwhelmed by your prayers and support and the medical 
science that makes this possible. THANK YOU❤  
 
This text is accompanied by two photos. One is of nurse Jackie and the machine. The 
other photo is of Stafford in a hospital gown, giving a thumbs-up with a smile. His arm is 
around his wife who is also smiling. Stafford commentes on the process of his treatment 
with the use of visuals to back his report, while also expressing through text and visuals 
his gratitude for his supporters, maintaining a middle ground between personal and 
professional expression.  
Chemo countdown poster. A popular milestone post among cancer patients in this 
study was made into a subcategory labeled chemo countdown poster. Almost all female 
cancer patients in this study would update their audience on their latest chemo treatment, 
posting a picture of them in a chemo treatment chair holding a poster that was counting 
down the number of treatments they had left. A poster could say “1 down, 9 to go.” I 
compiled a few chemo countdown poster posts into Figure 4.4. These posts were more 
personal than professional, showing subject without hair and makeup, comfortable, non-
professional clothing, and while some are smiling in these pictures, others are not. The 
pictures show the participants not as professional journalists, but rather as cancer patients.  
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Figure 4.4 Chemo Countdown Posters. Several cancer patients would count down their 
chemo treatments and celebrate their last treatment through images posted to Facebook 
and Twitter. 
 
Chemo countdown poster posts continued throughout a subject’s cancer treatment 
and often ended with a milestone post celebrating that they were in remission or were 
found to be cancer free. For example, Harper posted on Facebook, Twitter, and 
Instagram:  
WE did it! I am cancer free! I say "we" because I definitely didn't do this alone. I 
owe a huge thanks to everyone reading this right now because whether you realize 
it or not, you have helped me get through the worst months of my life. The words 
"thank you" just don't really seem to be enough, but I appreciate every single one 
of you. I can't wait to get my new life started as a SURVIVOR!! ❤  
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This post was accompanied by a photo of Harper with her back to the camera with her 
hands up in the air in triumph. The back of her shirt says “survivor” (see bottom left 
photo in Figure 4.4).  
On the other hand, Randy Ollis did not post chemo or radiation countdown 
pictures throughout his treatment, but often gave short video updates regarding his 
treatment status. These videos were often recorded in his living room where Ollis is 
usually seen on his couch in athletic wear with his dogs or grandchildren present. These 
videos are short updates to Facebook and Twitter where he opens up his home to his 
viewers, giving them a glance into his home life outside of work. Once he has completed 
radiation treatment, a video was posted of him ringing a bell in a hospital (see bottom 
middle photo in Figure 4.4). He wrote:  
Yeah. I just completed my last radiation treatment this afternoon and, like chemo, 
got to ring the bell. I thank the good Lord for giving me the strength to endure 
these past few months. Thanks to all of you for your concern and prayers. Also a 
big thank-you to my wife Alison who was by my side the entire way. I love you 
Alison. God is good. 
 
The chemo countdown poster posts are personal in nature, often showing the journalist as 
a cancer patient rather than a professional at work, but they also support the text in a 
professional manner and engage the audience, allowing them to feel as though they are 
part of process.  
  Badge of honor. In February of 2016, local Los Angeles anchor and reporter 
Carolyn Johnson announced to her online following that she was diagnosed with breast 
cancer and only two weeks prior had a tumor removed. Johnson only discussed her 
diagnosis and treatment three times with her audience. The first post was her initial 
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online announcement of the diagnosis. The second post discussed her radiation treatment 
which required her to carry a card containing a scannable barcode, a mandatory tag to 
assist hospital personnel to recover her health records during treatment. Her last post 
discussed her personal emotions attached to this card: 
Take it home and shred it” The small orange card almost fits in the palm of my 
hand-- but it’s not something I want to hold on to. I tried to give it to one of my 
radiation technicians on my last visit last week. No she said. Take it home and 
shred it. So why haven’t I? I’m not sure. I’ve had it since mid-March--actually 
two of them because I misplaced the first one early on in the course of my 
treatment and had to get a duplicate; those who know me well would have 
expected this. I used it every day for nearly 5 weeks swiping the bar code to check 
in another swipe to call up my treatment plan. 2 days before my last treatment I 
needed a new label-- the bar code was starting to rub off a bit like my skin which 
was also showing signs of wear and tear by then. On the last day I brought a box 
of cupcakes and wrote a note of thanks to my team of radiation technicians who 
made me feel as comfortable as possible from day one to twenty-two. While I 
miss our chatter about our children weekend plans and restaurants, I hope I never 
need to see them again. 22 and done. I know many more blood tests 
mammograms and MRIs are in my future but hopefully the radiation is behind me 
for good... And with it the cancer that caused a hiccup in my life but also made 
me realize how fortunate I am. I think I’m ready to shred that card. 
 
An image accompanying the text shows Johnson’s “small orange card” sitting on top of a 
shredder. The image frames that decisive moment; she is “ready to shred that card.” It is a 
milestone that marked the end of her radiation treatment.   
 Milestones are sometimes expressed visually through a badge of honor. For 
example, a local news anchor and reporter Jennifer Epstein’s online disclosure of 
personal health on Facebook revealed a long battle with food, alcohol, and other 
substances. On August 16, 2017, she wrote, 
I share so much of myself with all of you, but there is one piece of my life that 
I've always left out. Today, I'd like share that part of me with you. I suffered in 
silence for over a decade. For as long as I can remember I had an unhealthy 
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relationship with food. The older I got, the worse it became. I was either 
restricting, over exercising, or bingeing and purging. I wanted to stop, but I just 
couldn't. I hated myself for what I thought was my lack of willpower. I started 
using alcohol and other substances to numb my pain. The more I acted out, the 
more I felt empty and depressed; my life was unmanageable. Then one day I 
surrendered; I found the courage to ask for help. I checked into a treatment center 
that specialized in eating disorders, I went to counseling, and I met other people 
who shared my same struggles. I learned that my problems had nothing to do with 
weakness or willpower. I learned to love myself again, to live one day at a time, 
and to see life through grateful eyes and a loving heart. Thanks to amazing friends 
and family and an incredible support system, today I am proud to celebrate 7 
years happy, joyous, and free. 
 
This post contains a picture of Epstein holding her seven-year sober chip. Epstein is 
smiling with her hair styled, makeup on, and dressed professionally, consistent with a 
camera-ready appearance. She disclosed a deeply personal battle with illness but 
displayed her badge of honor in a more professional manner.  
In a more humorous display, Harper wrote to Facebook and a shortened version to 
Twitter, “I’m just going to throw this out there- I decided to start a new trend. But 
seriously, if someone can make mom jeans popular, I think I can make the neck bandage 
take off 😜.” The accompanying picture is a selfie taken by Harper where she is pointing 
to her bandage on her collarbone, smiling with her hair styled and makeup applied. 
Harper is ready to go on air to perform her duties as a local meteorologist as evident by 
the microphone clipped to her dress within the photo. In a later post, she explained that 
the bandage is covering her chemo port.  
Another badge of honor example was the display of an injury. For example, 
Courtney Godfrey wrote in part:  
This picture truly represents how much more independent I’ve become just in the 
last week (don’t worry, mom is right outside of the frame, ready to catch me!) and 
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how far I’ve come in my healing journey!! Still a long way to go, and a lot of 
tears of frustration, but I’m getting there!!  
 
The text is accompanied by a picture of Godfrey in a yoga pose, standing on one leg with 
her hands in the namaste position. Her injured leg, wrapped in a bandage, is visible. A 
version of the post was submitted to Twitter and Instagram with the same image. Dealing 
with a similar hardship is Alpert. She posted on to Facebook, “Sometimes I’m excited 
about new shoes—today, I’m excited about getting a new leg. This is step one—casting.” 
The text is accompanied by a picture of her injured leg with a cast over her stump; a 
prosthetic leg is lying next to the injured leg. Both of these posts display the TV anchor 
and reporter’s injury as though it is a badge of honor, both indicating excitement in 
events around their injury. The expression is personal in nature but engages the audience 
in a professional manner by updating them on progress or milestones made.   
 The visual act of reporting shows journalists trying to maintain a balance of 
personal and professional expression. Visuals support text in a professional manner by 
showing activities such as their treatment processes. Females often took a more personal 
approach willing to show what they looked like outside of the job with no hair or 
makeup. Visuals allowed for more transparency between the audience and broadcast 
journalist. More often than not, visuals gave the audience a glimpse of the journalists 
outside of the newsroom and allowed the audience to feel as though they were on the 
journey with the journalists through their narrative of illness or hardships. I did find that 
national journalists were more likely to display themselves in a professional manner. 
Most visuals and images display them professionally dressed and on set in the studio 
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showing a professional journalistic persona, indicating they are influenced by more 
professional constraints.  
Transparency  
Feelings and emotions. In a blog post written by Crystal Harper, followers read, 
“All of a sudden, tears started pouring out of my eyes. I went into the bathroom and 
wasn’t able to do anything except wait until the tears stopped flowing. It was like I had 
no control over my own face.” In another blog post Harper wrote,  
I woke up Monday morning feeling stressed and anxious about my upcoming 
chemo treatment. Anxiety isn’t something I’ve ever dealt with before and to be 
honest, I just don’t know how to cope with those emotions. I tried to take my 
mind off of my upcoming chemo treatment by enjoying my morning coffee 
outside while Chloe ran around the yard. I also give myself pep talks before every 
treatment. “It’s going to be ok, you’re almost done, you’ve made it through 7 of 
these already and you can do this.” Still, I spent the next 2 hours crying and I 
couldn’t stop. The tears just kept coming. 
 
Harper disclosed to her online audience the feelings of sadness and anxiety, examples of 
the deeply personal and internal feelings while dealing with cancer. The disclosure of 
feelings and emotions are the journalists being Transparent about life and feelings 
outside their role as a journalist. While examples of transparency are seen in the above 
sections, this theme highlights the journalists’ actions to create open and honest 
discussion about their internal experiences by creating a window into their lives for their 
audience to be involved in or witness. These acts of transparency allow the audience the 
opportunity to read and see raw, unfiltered emotions and feelings, making the acts more 
personal in nature than professional. These acts were found mostly in blogs and posts 
containing videos. 
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 Feelings and emotions were defined by the researcher as an act by the TV anchors 
and reporters to write out or verbally state their internal feelings and emotions, including 
both positive and negative expressions such as: the feeling of hopelessness, being 
fortunate or lucky, doubt, pain, emotional ups & downs, mental/internal struggle, 
suffering in silence, dark thoughts, survivors guilt, the expression of “what ifs,” “why 
me,” “might look strong on the outside by not on the inside,” and, finally, the expression 
of a juxtaposition of feelings. 
The following are examples of deeply personal expressions of feelings and 
emotions expressed by some of the TV anchors and reporters: 
- “I was also really mad at myself for being so naive! Naive to assume that just 
because you are getting drugs that make you go bald, throw up, have dizziness 
and light smell sound sensitivity and headaches for days...that the drugs are also 
killing the cancer.” - Kelly Frey, Facebook Post, expression of anger after not 
receiving positive test results 
- “Today I put my pain aside and got in touch with my inner Picasso thanks to an 
amazing artist friend [name withheld]¨ And you know what happened? I cried. I 
let my feelings pour out onto that canvas. It’s just a bunch of random brush 
strokes and truly it looks horrible but it felt really good.” - Courtney Godfrey, 
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, expression of release 
- “It was June 23rd; a day I will never forget. It will always be my triplets birthday, 
but also my daughter Abigail’s death date. A day that is supposed to be the 
happiest moment in life, now a day that will forever be clouded with grief. It’s 
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like oil and water, they never mix together. The joy of a birth and darkness of 
death should never mix together. But for my family, it’s a reality we will always 
be reminded of, every year on June 23rd.” - Stacey Skrysak, text in blog, 
juxtaposition of emotions 
- “The grief I felt, and still feel, is hard to put into words. My throat closes and 
tears well up in my eyes at the mere thought of my two angels. And nearly 4 
months after they were born, the pain is just as raw as that first day.  Some nights, 
I find myself inconsolable.” - Stacey Skrysak, text in blog, expression of grief 
 The above expressions are deeply personal to the TV anchor and reporter’s 
experiences with illness or hardship. However, it is important to note that some 
expressions of feelings and emotions related to the subjects’ professional work as a 
journalist. Many participants expressed worry or fear of how the illness or hardship 
would affect their ability to work and their professional persona would be affected. For 
example, in a letter written by Dean, posted to her Facebook and Twitter pages with a 
link to the FOX News website, she reflected on the thoughts she had after being told she 
has MS. In the letter she stated, in part, “And the career you’ve worked so hard for here 
in New York City? That’s probably not going to work out either.” Harper worries her 
career as a meteorologist at a local TV station and her military career would be affected. 
In a blog post shared on her Facebook page, she wrote, “At this point, the bad news just 
kept piling up and it was starting to weigh me down. All of these goals that I’ve had for 
myself were starting to seem out of reach.” In a video post to Facebook, Stafford is 
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interviewed by a co-worker. The collogues discussed what Stafford can eat and drink 
now that he is feeling better and Stafford stated: 
I’m reading Springsteen's autobiography and I can read again. A month ago, I 
could not read. I would read a page and it would be like what? My chemo brain 
couldn’t focus, and I couldn’t remember it so. Yeah, and that was scary because 
we do read for a living.   
 
In a Facebook Live event, Darrell Greene, answers a viewer’s question. His co-worker, 
Mearl Purvis, reads the question to Greene: 
Purvis: “and, what, did you have any, uh, lasting effects like speech affected by 
your gait or anything like that?”  
Greene: “That was my biggest fear.”  
Purvis: “I know.”  
Greene: “Um, because they told me in the hospital, they said, you know your 
speech might not be affected now, you know, in a couple of days, we don’t know 
because that’s the biggest question is that 48-hour window where they don’t 
know. And I, uh, was, I won’t say terrified, but I was gratefully concerned, that 
my speech might be affected because my mother had a stroke, she had a 
hemorrhagic stroke.”  
Purvis: “I know.”  
Greene: “Two falls before I had mine.”  
Purvis: “I know.”  
Greene: “Now, granted I’m adopted so we don’t know if there’s a family history 
there, but her speech was affected. And part of her facial expression was affected. 
And you know that would have been, I hate to think of it in such, you know, 
trivial terms now, but that would have been a career injury. I wouldn’t be sitting 
here if that would have happened.”  
Purvis: “You know, I like to think that with a little bit of your face affected your 
handsome and your very smart and the smoothest talker in the land.”  
Greene: “I don’t know about that.”  
Purvis: “um I think, I think, this company would, I think this company would, 
they would rise up and want to be first. It was just, and want to be first, if it was 
just mild.”  
Greene: “I should have given, I should have given you this caveat. I should’ve, I 
should’ve said …”  
Purvis: “you would have walked away yourself.”  
Greene: “I would of, yeah, I don’t know if I would have had the confidence …”  
Purvis: “Probably.”  
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Greene: “to come out, in front of you guys, and ... and. Talk about the things that 
we have to talk to, um, you know, with that going on.” - he then goes on to pitch 
his story airing later that night.” 
 
Females were more likely to express personal feelings and emotions when explaining 
what it was like to be diagnosed initially. Men were more likely to discuss the internal 
feeling of fear that their illness would affect their job, indicting professional pressure 
influenced men’s disclosures more than women. Rarely did I find national journalists 
expressing deep internal feelings or discussing fear of the illness or hardship affecting 
their job.  
Self-disclosure is tied to our goals and how we plan to meet and maintain those 
goals (Berg & Derlega, 1987). For journalists, this is often tied to maintaining high 
engagement with the audience and promoting oneself.  Therefore, the lack of disclosures 
found by national journalists within this study is in line with previous research that states 
local journalists are more likely to disclose information about their jobs and personal 
lives than their national counterparts because national journalists are thought to have a 
built-in celebrity status and fan base and do not need to disclose as much information 
about themselves to gain or maintain online viewership (Lasorsa et al., 2012; Carpenter et 
al., 2016). 
  The Facebook Live. The above example of Darrell Green’s use of Facebook Live 
brings us to our next act of transparency. Several TV anchors and reporters used 
Facebook’s real time, live video chat feature to update their audience on their current 
health or to show their treatment in real time. When using Facebook Live, followers of 
the TV anchors and reporters receive notifications that the journalist is now live on 
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Facebook. Followers can join the live event at any time. After the live event has ended, 
the video remains within the user's Facebook feed so anyone can watch previously live 
event at any time in the future.  
Facebook Live is a visual act of transparency, providing a real time window into 
the TV anchor and reporter’s life and dealings with illness or hardship. The real time 
video allows viewers to see non-verbal expressions made by the journalist as they discuss 
thoughts, feelings, happenings, and more. The feature also allows viewers to interact with 
the journalist in real time. Viewers can write comments to the TV anchor or reporter 
during the Facebook Live event. The TV anchor or reporter can see these comments in 
real time through the Facebook Live feature and choose to respond to their viewers if 
they so wish. The Facebook Live event can bring a range of personal expression through 
non-verbal cues but also a professional form of expression through the use of audience 
engagement.   
In a personal form of expression, I could visually see, in real time, a TV anchor or 
reporter tearing or choking up as they discussed their illness or hardship. For example, 
the headline to a Facebook Live post by Godfrey read, “Warning! You're about to see me 
ugly cry: I've received SO MANY deliveries during my recovery but this one really got 
me yesterday. To all of you who have sent gifts and well wishes, THANK YOU!” In the 
video you see Godfrey laying on a couch at home, in athletic wear, hair brushed back in a 
ponytail, and she doesn’t appear to have makeup on. In a minute-long video, she says, “I 
just continue to be amazed by the outpouring of gifts. I’m surrounded by flowers and I’m 
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getting food, and fruit, and candies, and gifts, and meals and dinners every day,” shaking 
her head in disbelief. She continues,  
And today I got something that just … I just opened this and I’m so amazed. My .. 
the station that I worked for in Louisville Kentucky just sent me … I don’t know 
… this has to be more than a hundred personalized cards. All well wishes. All 
from all the people I’ve worked with.  
 
Godfrey holds up a handful of cards, fanning them out for the viewers to see. Then she 
begins to visibly cry. You can see the emotion in her face and hear it in her voice. She 
continues,  
And just to know that this many people are thinking about me and want me to get 
better … it’s so cool and it really helps me in the fight every day. So thank you 
for all the thoughtful gifts and cards and everything.  
 
With tears of thanks, joy, and pain still on her face and in her voice, the video ends.  
 Other Facebook Live events had a mix of personal and professional expression. 
This mixed form of expression was often seen when cancer patients went live on 
Facebook as they shaved their head. Due to the effects of chemo, cancer patients begin to 
lose chunks of their hair and bald patches begin to form. Patients usually opt to shave the 
remaining hair off their head. While this is a deeply personal event for a cancer patient, 
many of the TV anchors and reporters within this study let their viewers join in on the 
occasion. The journalists often stated that they were using the platform to destigmatize 
the event, usually with humor, that is often met with reluctance by cancer patients. The 
journalists were often surrounded by family and friends and the event often contains a 
rollercoaster of emotions, including visual tears, choking up, or a look of confusion as the 
cancer patient tries to sort out their internal feelings about their “new look.”  
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For example. Kelly Frey held a “head shaving party” in her home, surround by 
her friends and family. She chose to stream the event on Facebook Live. At the beginning 
of the stream she says:  
All right here we go. I got a party behind me, but I know you are just seeing me 
now and we are live in my house. I’d like you all … um … to uh just join us on 
the fun today. Little bit of tears in here, but I’m getting ready to shave my head 
because the time had officially come. 
 
You see her wipe two tears away from her eyes. She then hands the phone over to a 
coworker to film the event. Right before a friend or family member starts the hair 
clippers, Frey says to the Facebook Live audience:  
Um but were Live in my house getting ready to do it and I just want to say this is 
truly for everybody, and I mean everybody, who has ever had to go through this. 
Ok? I don’t go Facebook Live very often. You guys know that. Only for 
extremely poignant and important moments.  
 
Then, to show how extreme hair loss is when you go through chemo, she beings showing 
what happens when she runs her fingers through her hair. Showing chunks of hair held in 
her hand. But she explains that it’s “ok” because that means “the chemo is working.” 
Frey states, “I knew it was going to reach this point and that’s ok.”  
When Frey’s done getting her head shaved, she gives a toast thanking her friends 
and family for all the support. In her voice you can physically hear her begin to coke up, 
but she quickly makes a joke and begins to laugh. Next, her young daughter brings her a 
note. Kelly quickly grabs a tissue. Hugging her daughter and holding back tears, she 
reads, “my mom loves me. I love the way you feel. I love the way you need? Is that what 
is say? [asking her daughter] Kneel? Yeah? [she continues reading the note] I love the 
way you love.” She pauses unable to hold back the tears. She addressed the audience 
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within her home and online, “these are tears of joy.” She continues to read the note, “I 
love the way that you’re strong. And I love the way you heal.” She then kisses and hugs 
her daughter tightly. Silence falls over the room filled with bystanders. Behind her tears 
and sniffles she says, “you’re an amazing little girl. And can I tell you something? I love 
how you are my strong girl and you will always be my baby. And mommy is always 
going to be here for you.” Then something inaudible is heard from a bystander in the 
room and everyone laughs. Still wiping away tears, Frey then says goodbye to her 
Facebook live audience: 
Thank you, every buddy. I know I haven’t really seen everything, um, on here. I’ll 
go back, um, and look at stuff a little bit later [referring to viewer comments]. 
Um, we're going to eat some dinner now, little bit. And um, and just kind hang 
out. But I just wanted to say thank you to every buddy. Woo, my daughter just 
made me cry. That was big time but um thank you to everyone who has been 
joining us. Um, and truly what I said earlier. This is for everyone out there who 
has to go through this. I debated whether I wanted to do it on Facebook Live 
cause I normally don’t do a lot of Facebook Live [laughs]. But I think this what, 
what, breast cancer is and that’s ok.  
 
She tells everyone she will see them all tomorrow morning on the news, alluding that she 
will be wearing a wig. She says thanks and blows her Facebook Live audience a kiss and 
signs off.  
 Frey tries to engage her online audience throughout the event in a professional 
manner by introing the event and signing off from the event, as if she is doing a live 
report for a newscast. However, the nature of Facebook’s Live streaming service provides 
a window into her home, showing how she interacts with her family outside of work, 
allowing the audience to see and hear her emotions throughout the event in real time. 
Professional and personal influences on content are displayed as Frey tries to maintain 
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her professional TV persona when talking to her audience directly through Facebook 
Live, but the situation of being in her home with family and friends watching her lose her 
hair to cancer allows for personal influences, such as being a mother, to take over.    
 Facebook Live events were also used to show and explain the process of a TV 
anchor or reporter’s cancer treatment. Harper went live from her chemo room for her last 
treatment. Using Facebook Live she walks her online audience through the step by step 
process of how her chemo treatments work, what each injection she’s receiving is, and 
what it does in her body. She shows the needle that goes into the port in her chest which 
delivers, what she calls, the “poison” that kills the cancer. She thanks her nurse for 
helping her through the process and gives the nurse a gift. She tries to read viewer 
comments as she streams in real time but begins to tear up. She then says, “today has 
been very emotional day.” She pauses and sniffles as she tries to hold back the tears that 
are beginning to form. Her mom, who is present in the room, then tries to cheer Harper 
up by telling everyone she is going to sing a song later. Harper continues, “Um so, I just 
remember some of my earlier treatments and how it felt like this day would never come.” 
Her Mom says, “but it’s here, it’s here.” Her mom hugs her as she becomes more upset. 
Harper continues, “they’re happy tears. I’m not upset. It’s just been, it’s been a really 
rough sixth months and, um, I know a lot of people have reached out to me and are also 
going through chemo and um it does end,” she says with a smile on her face. “It feels like 
it’s never going to, but it does and it’s a really awesome feeling.” Harper wipes away her 
tears and then jokes that she has even lost her nose hair from chemo, so snot runs down 
her nose more easily. She walks the audience through what happens next after this last 
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chemo treatment, telling viewers when she will know if she is officially cancer free and 
when she will be back at work. She hands the phone over to her mom. Her mom says 
thank you to all the viewers that have given their support to her daughter through this 
process. Harper ends the video reading and answering viewer comments.  
 Again, a professional form of expression is seen when the Facebook Live stream 
is used to educate the audience in the chemo treatment process and by engaging with the 
audience in real time by answering their questions. However, the last chemo treatment is 
a deeply emotional event and a window opens up for the audience. They are able to see 
and hear her internal emotions through verbal and nonverbal communication. Through 
Harper’s interactions with her mom, the audience is provided a window into her life 
outside the newsroom. The struggle to maintain a professional persona while dealing with 
a life-threatening illness remains prevalent.  
 Other Facebook Live events were used solely in a professional sense. They were 
used as a tool for the TV anchor or reporter to educate their audience on the illness they 
were fighting. For example, a headline to a Facebook Live post by Smith read, “Viewer 
Discretion Advised: I'm getting a skin biopsy! Wear your sunscreen people! ” Within 
the Facebook Live video, we hear Smith remind her online audience that she had a 
cancerous spot removed from her upper lip about six months ago but during today’s 
checkup her doctor decided to remove a spot on her forehead to be safe. Smith continues 
to stream live on Facebook as the doctor walks the viewers through what she is doing as 
she removes the spot-on Smith’s forehead. After the procedure is done, Smith interviews 
the doctor about what viewers should be doing to protect themselves from skin cancer. 
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Smith is using her personal experience with cancer and her platform as a broadcast 
journalist to inform and educate her audience. No internal thoughts, feelings, or emotions 
are expressed as Smith maintains her professional persona throughout the Facebook Live 
event.    
 Hall used the streaming platform to update his audience that he’s back at work 
and to thank them for their support as he was recovering. The Facebook Live event is 
held at the anchor desk with the anchor team. Hall is in his suit and tie, and answers 
questions from his co-anchors in a professional manner. Ollis holds his head shaving 
event from his station’s studio as the Facebook Live stream is in correlation with the 
cable broadcast of his news show. Everything is very light and happy in this real time 
stream. No tears are shed. Lots of laughs and jokes are heard. All in a very professional 
manner with no personal or internal feelings disclosed.  
 Overall, Facebook Live Events can show a range of personal to professional 
expression. Females were more likely than males to show a more personal, transparent 
form of expression such as crying live with their audience watching. Males were more 
likely than females to use Facebook Live in a professional way, using it to educate the 
audience about treatment, and using it to show them live from the studio working a 
journalist. They are never seen displaying deep emotions like crying. National anchors or 
reporters were not found to use Facebook Live. I found that professional training 
influences males and national broadcast journalists’ online content more with local 
female journalists putting journalistic norms aside, allowing their audience to see a more 
personal, authentic side to their illness or hardship. 
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 Faith and Religion. A blog post by Alex Jokich stated,  
I was reminded that this burden is not all mine to bear. In my first Facebook post 
about thyroid cancer (the night before my first surgery), I quoted john 16:33. I’ve 
always loved this verse. In fact, I even had it hanging up in my freshman dorm 
room at Pepperdine (I used to love making signs. skinny tip markers are my jam). 
It reads…“I have told you these things so that in me you may have peace. in this 
world, you will have trouble. but take heart! I have overcome the world.” I don’t 
know about you, but to me that is a cool sip of water… on a post-surgery scratchy 
throat… on a chokingly humid July day in Chicago. It’s calming. and comforting. 
and a total relief. 
 
The disclosure of one's faith and/or religion was another act of transparency present 
within the data. Some TV anchors and reporters openly stated their faith, shared passages 
from the bible, and acknowledge their belief in God and Jesus. Below are a few examples 
of faith and/or religion disclosed by some TV anchors and reporters:  
- “During an incredibly personal challenge with this disease we learned to truly 
lean on our faith and trust in the Lord on our spiritual leaders on tremendous 
doctors and support staff on family and friends on the prayers of strangers and 
certainly on the love we have for each other.” - Chris Mortensen, Facebook post 
- “Jason and I sat and prayed a long time on Thursday. I also had a really good cry. 
We know that God is taking care of me. There is a beautiful reason for what we 
see as a sudden "detour." We are simply praying for my ultimate healing and for 
His grace to carry us through. We already see evidence of that everyday.” - Kelly 
Frey, Facebook post 
- “Had a wonderful time sharing my testimony in regards to battling cancer this 
morning at Friendship Baptist Church in Franklin. What a great bunch of 
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people(the Baptists sure know how to feed you). Thanks again for having me 
out.” - Randy Ollis, Facebook and Twitter post 
- “Emerging from the hospital today after the health scare of my life. Hours after 
anchoring a newscast, I suffered internal bleeding that caused me to lose 50% of 
my blood. Doctors told me if the bleeding continued during the ambulance ride, I 
would not have survived. A team of talented medical pros stabilized me and set 
me on the course for treatment with a good prognosis. I spent nearly a week in the 
hospital and will be recovering and concentrating on regaining my health. As a 
Christian, there is only one explanation. Jesus saved me. He's my healer. My 
hope. My strength. (“O Lord, if you heal me, I will be truly healed; if you save 
me, I will be truly saved. My praises are for you alone!” Jeremiah 17:14)” - Scott 
Swan, Initial Facebook and Instagram post  
- “Don't bury the lead. A college professor gave me that advice. And it's become a 
mantra in my TV news career too. In other words don't put the most important 
fact in the middle or end of a story. Put it in the opening sentence. So when I give 
my testimony the most important fact always comes first. Jesus saved my life. By 
my count it s three times. Once as a young boy when I accepted Christ as my Lord 
and Savior. A second time when He healed me from nearly ten years of panic 
attacks that drove me out of broadcasting temporarily. And most recently when 
He kept me alive during a life-threatening internal bleeding incident. Being a 
news anchor is my profession. But sharing my faith is my purpose. On August 23 
I ll give my testimony during an 11:45am luncheon at East 91st Street Christian 
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Church. On August 27 I’ve been asked to share my story during three morning 
services (8:15am 9:30am and 11:00am) at St. Luke United Methodist Church. My 
message will focus on how I leaned on God during these trials. How pursuing 
Him led me to discover peace in the storm. How prayer brought me into God's 
presence. And how praise music continues to be the soundtrack of my life. If 
you're in Indianapolis I invite you to attend either of these events. My goal will be 
to encourage you when you face a storm. And I promise I won't bury the lead. 
#LeanOnHim #DontBuryTheLead #ShareYourStory” - Scott Swan, Facebook 
post  
As deemed by the above examples, it was found that males were more likely to disclose 
their faith and religion. Females were often seen disclosing the feeling of being 
“blessed,” and were more reluctant to tie this feeling to their believe or involvement with 
a religion.   
Scott Swan, a local news anchor in Indianapolis, Indiana, was greatly open about 
his faith and religion with his online followers. Swan is an awarding winning journalist 
that has worked across the country for different stations since 1985. As mentioned in the 
above example, he experienced an artery burst in his stomach causing internal bleeding. 
That landed him in the hospital in May 2017. From his initial online announcement to the 
end of the data collection for this study, Scott contributed his survival to God. Out of the 
21 health posts collected from Swan, all but one post mentioned his faith, God, or listed a 
passage from the bible. Now, Swan tours different church groups and shares his 
“testimony” about how God saved his life. He shares these events with his large online 
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following (19,319 Facebook followers, 16,216 Twitter followers, and 3,125 Instagram 
followers).  
Journalists often report on issues and events surrounding a wide range of religions 
and beliefs, but less likely are we to see a journalist tie themselves to a religion or belief 
to not appear slanted or bias. The transparency of personal faith and religion seen within 
this study was very interesting to me.  This study cannot determine why some journalist 
broke from their professional training to express their personal faith, I assume it is tied to 
the process of sensemaking. In the process of sensemaking, using the framework of faith 
or religion in a shocking or surprising situation allows people to “comprehend, 
understand, explain, attribute, extrapolate, and predict” a situation (Starbuck & Milliken, 
1988, p. 51; Meryl Louis, 1980). Therefore, when grappling with a frightful life altering 
situation the personal influence of faith or religion may overlap one’s professional 
training and believes. In turn, this sensemaking process can influence the journalist’s 
online content. This expression was seen in only local broadcast journalists. National 
journalists were not seen to disclose faith or religion.  
Justification 
Why I share. In late February 2017, veteran news anchor for ABC7 Chicago, 
Hosea Sanders was diagnosed with prostate cancer. Several weeks later Sanders, who has 
worked in the industry since 1980, posted to his Facebook audience (25,527 followers) 
the following message: 
Friends, I will be taking some time off from Eyewitness News. Several weeks ago 
I was diagnosed with prostate cancer. I will be undergoing surgery on Wednesday 
morning as part of the treatment. I'm in the care of some outstanding professionals 
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and I'm very optimistic about the outcome. My doctors tell me that African-
American men are especially at risk of developing prostate cancer. My father was 
one of those men. I share this information to remind you to get yourself checked 
out. It's a simple blood test. It could save your life. Thank you for your support 
and prayers. I will see you soon. Hosea 
 
Justification for why one was sharing their personal story of illness or hardship to their 
online followers was found in much of the content analyzed for this study. The TV 
anchors and reporters felt a need to rationalize their actions of self-disclosing personal 
information to their audience through textual and visual expressions on their professional 
social media pages. A range of expression, from personal or professional, was found 
within this category. Some journalists expressed wanting to personally connect with 
others in similar situations, allowing them to feel not alone or understood. Some 
journalists expressed sharing their story was therapeutic and they hoped it will also help 
someone dealing with a similar situation. In a personal expression of why she choose to 
share, Crystal Harper posted to Facebook:    
What’s everyone up to today? I’m working on my blog with my little co-writer 
[referring to her dog] and as I’m sitting here typing I just wanted to say thank you 
to everyone who actually takes the time to read it. Writing has been so therapeutic 
to me but it helps to have so much support from you all. I’m also wondering if 
anyone has any suggestions for future blog posts. Is there anything that you’re 
curious about? I admit that I’m doing this partially because it really helps me but 
I’d love to say that I helped someone else along the way. What should my next 
post be about? 
 
Courtney Godfrey posted to Facebook:  
I simply cannot respond to all your well wishes but I want each and every one of 
you to know how full of gratitude I am. My only goal in sharing my story of hope 
and recovery is that it will help someone else going through a tough time. It’s a 
heartbreaking event but it won’t break this heart! 
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The introductory example from Hosea Sanders is personalized as he disclosed that his 
father was also diagnosed with prostate cancer. Sanders then explains that he his sharing 
his experience with illness to encourage others at risk to get screened. 
In a mix of personal and professional expression, many subjects stated that they 
are sharing their experiences in order to bring awareness to the illness or hardship and 
those dealing with similar situations. In a similar expression that weaves between 
personal and professional, other TV anchors and reporters shared their experiences 
meeting others dealing with a similar illness or hardship. The broadcast journalists shared 
why they enjoyed and appreciated encountering those that understood what they were 
going through, and they reported the experience as though they were telling or promoting 
a news story. The TV anchor or reporter shared the other person's experiences as they 
would in a feature news story. 
For example, Miles O’Brien is an award-winning correspondent for PBS 
NewsHour who specializes in reporting science, technology, and aerospace. In 2014, 
television equipment fell on his left arm causing injury and compartment syndrome. This 
led to the amputation of part of his arm. While this study only found four health posts 
made by O’Brien, one of those post, to his 11,973 Facebook followers, shared another 
amputee’s post. O’Btien validated the young man’s decision to amputate a limb:  
HT to Hunter Treschl - a brave resilient young man. He saw the stark choice and 
made the right decision. Soon enough he will find it little more than an occasional 
inconvenience. Every day is a gift...no matter how many limbs you have. 
 
Dean shared a link to a story done by fellow journalist Neil Cavuto on Facebook and 
Twitter. The caption read, “A brave and inspiring piece by the man that helped me 
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through my #MS diagnosis. He’s one of my heroes. Love you Neil Cavuto.” She 
expressed her personal thanks for Cavuto sharing his experiences with MS with her, and 
she also promoted his story for others in a professional manner. In a similar form of 
expression, Godfrey wrote to Facebook and Instagram:  
What a joy to host Boston Marathon bomb survivor and founder of the The 
Heather Abbott Foundation Heather Abbott in Minneapolis this weekend. Heather 
and I were connected only days after my accident and we immediately clicked. 
I’ve leaned heavily on her for advice and support but until now it’s been over the 
phone. I can’t wait for more visits and to get more involved. (And yes that leg 
she’s showing is a prosthetic!)  
 
A shortened version of the above post is posted to Twitter. Later, Godfrey stated to all 
three social media platforms, “Miss Abri kicked cancer’s butt and now she’s kicking butt 
as a new amputee. Check out all she’s doing to eradicate childhood cancer on her page 
Team Abri SHE inspires ME.”  Through these post, Harper and Godfrey are connecting 
with others through their illness and hardship but also promoting their story and 
charitable work in a professional manner. 
Harper explains that she finds sharing her story is important because she found it 
encourages others. In a post following a story she did on a young cancer survivor, she 
stated to Facebook and Instagram,  
Remember the young cancer survivor who gave me her gymnastics medal? We've 
been keeping in touch and this week she sent me another gift! Notes like this 
make it all worth it. I've quickly learned that our actions will either inspire others 
or discourage them so stay strong even when you don't feel like you are. You 
never know who may be watching  
 
During his treatment for rare blood cancer, Stafford shared several stories to Facebook of 
others dealing with the same illness. It’s an act to share other stories like his, but also an 
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act of encouragement for himself as he continues treatment. For example, he wrote, 
“Congratulations to 23 year old Mackenzie Boedicker.....a fellow amyloidosis patient 
who achieved remission after a stem cell transplant at Mayo this year. She’s getting ready 
to apply to medical school!” A later post by Stafford read, “Brooks Strong! The boy on 
the right was diagnosed the same day I announced my situation and was out celebrating 
Halloween with his sister this week. Great to see!” In a similar expression of 
encouragement, Baier posted to Facebook:  
A memorable trip to the Great Wall yesterday was made even more memorable 
when this woman came up to me and told me about her personal experience with 
#CHD. She’s survived congenital heart disease and now leads an active life. We 
exchanged stories about Paul [his son dealing with congenital heart disease] and 
her own personal battle. It’s amazing to hear halfway around the world. 
#specialheart. 
 
Swan, in a personal expression of faith but a professional promotion of a speech he is to 
give, posted to Facebook and Instagram:  
At the beginning of every year I pray that God would give me the opportunity to 
share my testimony. Then when churches call and ask me to speak I see that as 
answered prayer. It doesn’t matter where these churches are located I go. Because 
I trust that God opened the door and has a reason for me to attend. In nearly every 
instance someone attends who felt prompted to show up or had a similar story to 
mine. Those divine appointments are awesome. So I look forward to driving to 
Star Baptist Church in Decatur County on Sunday morning. My message may 
have changed given the internal bleeding incident that I survived. But my calling 
remains the same. God is the reason I’m still here. He healed me. My artery may 
have burst but I remain His vessel. I can’t wait to share how to lean on God 
through the hard times. He’s my rock. I will sing of the Lord’s great love forever. 
With my mouth I will make your faithfulness known through all generations. 
(Psalm 89:1) 
 
A shortened version of this post was submitted to Twitter.  
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  In a professional expression justification, journalists acknowledged that they are 
using their platform and role as a journalist to evoke change, bring awareness, and 
educate others of illness or hardship. For example, Smith, in a Facebook post containing 
a link to a broadcast story she did for her station, wrote,  
You may have heard by now that I was diagnosed with skin cancer and will be off 
the air for 3 weeks while I recover. The surgery is tomorrow. I wanted to do a 
story about it to share what I’ve learned about basal cell carcinoma. I really hope 
people will see this story and make going to the dermatologist an annual habit. 
Thanks to all the #earlyrisers my co-workers friends and family for your 
wonderful support. It means more to me than you know. It http://bit.ly/1P255Tb 
 
About six months later she used Facebook Live to show and walk everyone through a 
skin biopsy she received. Ollis took a similar approach by going live on Facebook to 
show his radiation treatment. The accompanying text read, “The doctors at St. Vincent 
Cancer Center have been fantastic. They let me record my radiation session today. This is 
about 10 minutes in length. Thank God for equipment and doctors that save lives.” He 
spends most of the video walking the audience, step-by-step, through the ins and outs of 
the radiation session. Baier shared a link to an interview he conducted on his Facebook 
page. In accompanying text read,  
I wanted to share this interview with Paul’s [Baier’s son] surgeon Dr. Richard 
Jonas who works at Children’s National Medical Center here in D.C. The 
transcript from the interview is also in the book out #June3rd. #SpecialHeart 
#CHD #heart http://bit.ly/1nakTV0 
 
In a later Facebook post he wrote, “Join me tomorrow at 12pmET for a Facebook Q&A 
to discuss my new book out June 3rd-- Looking forward to sharing my story and hearing 
from so many of you who have shared your stories about heart disease. #SpecialHeart 
#FoxNews.”  
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All of the above text is written in a professional journalistic manner. While the 
topic is linked to their personal experiences, they are using their platform as a broadcast 
journalist to share and educate about illness and hardship. Skrysak used her experience 
with hardship, her role as a journalists, Facebook and Twitter to promote a broadcast 
story she did on the NICU. After the story aired on TV, she wrote a longer post to 
Facebook that read, in part:  
I’m so glad that I was able to give a peek into the world of the neonatal intensive 
care unit. Click the link below to see the second part of my series. I interviewed a 
mother who spent 9 months visiting her baby in the hospital before finally taking 
her home. Little Lyndie was Peyton s first friend since we shared a Nicu nursery 
with her family early on. One of the blessings to come out of my experience is the 
life long friends I have made with some of the moms there (Katie and Brittny). 
We share a unique bond that only a few people truly understand. I’m working on 
my blog and will have it up posted tomorrow. Grab a tissue I share what it was 
like for me to return to the Nicu for work. www.perfectlypeyton.com 
 
Again, while the story involves her own telling of experiences, it is packaged in a way 
that is made to be promoted to an audience, encouraging them to view her journalistic 
work. 
Many of the participants included some form of justification to why they were 
discussing their personal experiences on their professional social media platforms. Some 
expressions of justification were more personal than others. While a distinct difference 
was not found between males and females, I did find that national journalists were more 
likely to use education as a justification while local journalists cited helping and 
connecting with others like them. Also, national journalists were more likely to share in 
professional manner by linking their illness to a news story or interview they created for 
the station for which they work than local journalist. Overall, broadcast journalists taking 
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the time to justify why they chose to share their life altering experiences on their 
professional platform indicates they felt a need, whether they recognize it or not, to 
justify a break for traditional professional norms. These justifications highlighted the 
range of expression found within the study. For some, a more personal need for 
connection with others influenced their content decisions. For others, recognizing their 
role as a professional journalist could help others led to more a professional approach to 
content.   
Positive Outlook. In a blog post titled “Giving Thanks,” that was linked to 
Facebook, Skrysak shared: 
After the experience I have endured, how could I be thankful for so much? Well, 
Mr. Skry and I look at life as a glass half full. Sure I have those “why me?” 
moments, and I’ll continue to for a long time, but we have chosen not to dwell on 
the agony and pain we’ve gone through. We do have SO much to be thankful for 
this year. Number one–Peyton. When I think back to the day the triplets were 
born, it’s hard to ever imagine us being here on Thanksgiving, with our princess 
by our side. For a girl who should not have survived that first night, she is proving 
to the world how strong and brave she is. She continues to jump over every hurdle 
that comes her way, with grace and whole a lot of spunk! And while I will always 
be heartbroken over Parker and Abby, I’m so thankful for the time I had with 
them (and for my family who got to meet them). Abigail came out a fighter, 
kicking and squeaking. I will always admire her strength and remember her for 
saving the lives of her brother and sister. I’m thankful for the two months I had 
with Parker, that will easily last a lifetime.  I’m thankful for every moment we 
shared with him, from holding him to changing his diapers. And I can’t forget 
myself. I’m so thankful for my health and being able to bounce back. Ryan almost 
lost three children and a wife on June 23rd. I’m so lucky that my brush with death 
was short lived. Only a few months later and I feel like my old self. That leads me 
to Mr. Skry. I’m thankful for an amazing husband. This experience can destroy a 
marriage, but instead, it has strengthened ours. Ryan has shown strength when I 
needed it most. He is the perfect father and every moment I see with him and 
Peyton melts my heart. Finally, I’m thankful for the opportunities that have come 
out of our not-so-perfect experience. Most recently, being part of the Children’s 
Miracle Network family. For years, I’ve been on the other side of the spectrum. 
I’ve hosted the MDA telethon and done stories on families facing various 
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challenges in life. Never did I think that I would one day become one of those 
families. Through our experience. I’m meeting some very special people. I am 
getting to know other families who have overcome so many obstacles. They give 
me so much hope for the future. I can’t wait to look back a year from now and see 
all that I will be thankful for. Things are only look up for the Skrysak family! 
 
In another blog post, Skrysak described why the NICU is her “happy place.” An 
astonishing expression of an internal feeling to me, as the NICU is where she watched 
two of her children die. In the blog post she paints a vid picture of what being in the 
NICU looks and feels like:  
For 100+ days, the nurses have treated my children like one of their own. When 
my son passed away, they cried tears of sadness with me. But the NICU isn’t a 
sad place. In between the surgeries and the chaos, I’ve been able to see my 
children grow in slow motion. A simple moment like a child opening her eyes for 
the first time, means so much to us. It didn’t happen when my babies were first 
born, instead weeks after they first arrived. The day my daughter first cried was 
an emotional milestone. It didn’t happen the night she was born, it wasn’t until 
she was nearly two months old when we first heard a soft squeak. The precious 
moments many parents take for granted, have been documented day after day in 
the NICU. Just this week, our doctor shared the news that she thinks our lone 
survivor will be coming home within a month. I sobbed right then and there. Not 
just because Peyton was going to finally start her life outside of the hospital walls, 
but because I will have to leave my new family behind. The NICU is a tight knit 
community, where those first few moments of life will stay with you for an 
eternity. It’s a place where I’ve made lifelong friends with nurses and other 
parents in similar situations. And while we will no longer see our new family on a 
daily basis, the NICU will forever hold a special place in our hearts. 
 
These positive outlooks on a horrid situation were an interesting find to me. I found TV 
anchors and reporters would put a positive spin on their situation in order to justify or 
make sense of what was happening to them. In a personal form of expression, the 
participants would often disclose that their illness or hardship brought new appreciation 
or outlook on life. Many described their illness or hardship as “just a bump in the road,” 
“just part of my journey,” or “just a new chapter in my life.”  Many saw a silver lining to 
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their illness or hardship, stating that the situation has taught them to never take life for 
granted. Many stated that they were even proud of or grateful for their illness or hardship. 
One participant called themselves the “luckiest, unlucky person” as their illness brought 
much good out of their bad situation.  
For example, in a Facebook post about her niece Godfrey explained why she 
personally feels a need to maintain a positive outlook:  
People always want to know why I’m so positive despite my recent 
circumstances. She is why. My future children are why. Your children are why. In 
a world that tells our little girls that skinny is beautiful, different makes you weird 
and imperfections should be a point of shame, I’m here to be that influence that 
says otherwise. #cocostrong #niece #liveabetterlife #amputee #amputeelife 
#bestfootforward #outonalimb #dailyinspiration #mondaymotivation 
 
This post contained an intimate photo of Godfrey with her nice in bed hugging and 
smiling. 
In a mix of personal and professional expression, TV anchors or reporters 
discussed new positive opportunities that arose due to their dealings with illness or 
hardship, such as being introduced to and helping charities, or being inspired to start their 
own charities. For example, Harper explained on Facebook and Instagram how her 
personal thoughts and feelings during chemo helped motivate her to start a charity:  
Whenever I was sick in bed after chemo, I’d remind myself that one day I would 
turn this awful thing that happened to me into something positive and I think I 
finally did that. Because of donations made by Susan Pennington Hammersley 
Smokey Conti and Hugh Hightower I am able to send out the 7 remaining warrior 
bags and then some! As you can see I was a bit busy today :) Many other people 
offered to help as well and suggested I set up a donation page so I added a donate 
button to my blog. Any additional donations will go toward making more chemo 
bags not only for adults, but I’ll also be making some for children and I’m so 
excited about it! If you know someone going through chemo send me their name 
and address and I will do my best to get a bag sent to that person. If you feel 
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inclined to donate you can do so via PayPal or credit/debit at https://crystal-
harper.com/warrior-bags/ Thanks in advance to everyone who is willing to help 
make this happen!! 
 
While the motivation was deeply personal, this Facebook post is also pushing the need 
for donations in a professional manner. Skrysak started a charity to aid the NICU which 
she promoted often on her Facebook and Twitter accounts.  
Another example of positivity, with a professional and personal mix of 
expression, Frey wrote,  
As I always say there's a bright side to everything even chemo. I’m loving not 
having hair. Seriously. That goes for - let’s be blunt ladies - not having to shave 
too! But I was starting to loose my eyelashes and I'm still scared at the prospect of 
having to glue on fake lashes for work. I might seal my eye shut or have those 
things falling off on air! So I treated myself instead to having extensions put on. 
It's the little things that boost your spirits. And for now in the wake of some 
unexpected news last week if lush lashes in the midst of chemo do the trick? So 
be it! The fight is still on!! And I’m re-energized and ready! And to everyone who 
has been affected by cancer I encourage you too to soldier on. We got this. Have a 
blessed day everyone. 
 
Frey personalizes the message with humor, explaining that her appearance is low 
maintenance due to the loss of hair from chemo, but she’s worried about her on-air look, 
indicating that she wishes to maintain a professional persona as a journalist. 
Overall, positive outlooks were mostly seen by females in local news and often 
contained a more personal expression of an internal feelings. Males in local news and 
national anchors and reporters were more likely to use a positive outlook in a professional 
manner. They were more likely to express positivity in disclosing their illness by 
educating their audience through their work. Females were more likely to express 
positivity in disclosing their illness as it allowes them to help or start a new charity. The 
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overall expression of positivity is eerily reminiscent of “happy talk,” an addition to news 
broadcasts in the 70s in which the anchor team would chat happily about light news 
topics at the end of segments (Liseblad, 2018; Bliss, 1991). “Happy talk” was highly 
criticized by some journalist as it was seen as more about ratings and less about 
informing the public (Liseblad, 2018; Bliss, 1991; Cronkite, 1976). Therefore, putting a 
positive spin on a life altering situation might not only be influenced by one personally 
trying to make sense of their situation, but might be influenced by learned professional 
skills.  
Implications and Consequences 
At first, I didn’t want to share. Greene suffered a stroke about a year prior 
before he disclosed the situation to his broadcast and online news audience on November 
15, 2017. In a Facebook Live event, along with his co-work Mearl Purvis he explained 
his reasoning for making the choice to disclose:  
Greene: “Honestly, you can ask Mearl, they had to convince me to do this story. I 
did not want to do this story”  
Purvis: “No he didn’t”  
Greene: “Kimberly, says yes [referring to a viewer comment]. The only reason I 
wanted to do this story is to maybe, and I don’t care if it’s just one of you, if it’s 
just one person out there that might go either tonight or tomorrow check their 
blood pressure and say, huh, maybe there’s some things I need to think about. 
Um, you know, that’s ... that’s … that’s the only service we want to provide here 
because this is not, and I can say this until I’m blue in the face, but this is not 
about me. I did not really want to include myself in this story.” 
 
The headline to this Facebook Live event read, “Me live on the main page tonight talking 
with Mearl Purvis about my stroke and our hope that by sharing my story we can help 
people know the warning signs and how to prevent them.” Greene showed an open 
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struggle between maintaining a professional persona – keeping yourself at arm's length to 
the audience by not revealing too much personal information about oneself – but 
recognized the good that disclosing personal information could do for the community you 
serve as a journalist; an implication and/or consequence of wanting to tell a deeply 
personal story on a professional platform.  
In the above three acts – reporting, transparency, justification – we see a range of 
personal and professional expression being issued by the journalists indicating that they 
are negotiation how they tell their personal health narrative on a professional platform. 
Along with this acts and range of expression came implications and/or consequences on 
the broadcast journalists’ online content as they try to maintain their presence as a 
professional and reliable source of information but also as a personable, regular human 
being dealing with a difficult situation. The TV anchors and reporters were seen 
struggling with the recognition that they have to take off the “perfect TV persona mask” 
in order to show their audience what it is really like dealing with this illness or hardship, 
but also trying to maintain their journalistic persona that their audience is accustomed to 
by presenting facts and educating in a professional manner. Many of the above themes, 
categories and examples have illustrated this navigation between personal and 
professional. The remaining categories are all implications or consequences to content 
found within the data that indicate a journalist trying to navigate between personal and 
professional expression.  
The above example by Greene illustrated the first category under this final theme, 
“At first I didn’t want to share.” This category was formed after several TV anchors and 
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reporters expressed that they did not want to disclose their illness or hardship to their 
followers, at first. Some TV anchors and reporters expressed their reluctance to do a news 
story about their own personal illness or hardship. The disclosure was followed by a 
reminder that they are “NOT a doctor,” but are sharing what happened to them, what they 
learned along the way, and what worked for them. I saw this as an effort to not make their 
experiences a news story or be seen as exploiting their illness or hardship for the news, 
indicating a control over online content that is influenced by learned journalistic norms 
and values, such as remaining objective, neutral, and independent.  
For example, Jokich wrote in a blog post, "I really wavered as to whether or not to 
share this news publicly — I didn’t want to scare anyone by it and I really didn’t want 
any forced sympathy from it." She goes on to say that she decided to share in "hopes that 
it will a) keep everyone up to date on my diagnosis/treatment/recovery, b) help me 
express some tough feelings and c) maybe even help someone else along the way." Zalla 
was diagnosed with Crohn’s disease 14 years ago, two years into her career as a 
broadcast news journalist. She did not go public with her chronic illness until nine years 
later. On October 24, 2017, she wrote a guest blog post for the site “Lights Camera 
Crohn’s: An Unobstructed View,” which she promoted on her professional Facebook and 
Twitter pages. A guest blog post is when someone takes over another person’s blog for 
the day. In this post Zalla explains why it took her so long to go public with her disease: 
How did you get comfortable sharing your disease so publicly? Are you afraid of 
being labeled ‘the sick news anchor?’” I get these questions a lot from people. In 
all honesty, I was very nervous taking off my “perfect TV persona” mask and 
unveiling my real, raw truths. But it so was necessary for me and for my fellow 
Crohnies across the globe. Here’s how it happened. I was only 24 years old and 
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working morning news in Dayton, Ohio. I was just two years out of college and 
so proud of my career. I had credibility in my market and was known for my 
bubbly and outgoing on-air personality. I knew the community looked up to me. 
Then, I got my worst flare-up since being diagnosed. I had severe pain, bleeding, 
anemia, and exhaustion. One day I was standing by on camera crouching down in 
pain. The producer was in my ear saying “Stand by, Hilary…5, 4, 3, 2…”. I stood 
up fast and started talking, trying to mask the pain on my face. My bubbly and 
outgoing personality was hanging on by a thread. I had lost 10 pounds and 
viewers started to notice. My hair started falling out because I was so low on iron 
and nutrients. I had to cut my hair short, but tried to keep smiling. I went into the 
hospital and this is where I had a breakthrough. I asked myself, “Who the heck 
are you trying to fool, Hilary?” “Why is it so important for you to portray a 
perfect life?” “Who is that helping?” The answer was simple. I wasn’t  helping 
anyone, least of all me. I realized the energy I was using to hide my disease on 
and off camera could be used to uplift myself and others. I had to accept that 
Crohn’s is a part of me, but it doesn’t have to define me. It is the reason I am 
strong and brave. It is the reason I know my body so well. Then, I realized I was 
blessed with a massive platform to bring awareness to this disease. What better 
way to use television news than to change the world one Crohnie at a time? I 
swallowed my pride, came to peace with my vulnerability, and when I got out of 
the hospital, I asked my station to sponsor my very first Take Steps Walk for 
Crohn’s and Colitis. This was the beginning of “Hilary’s Crohnies.” I exposed 
my disease to the public for the first time that year and never looked back. Since 
then, I have become a public spokesperson for the Crohn’s and Colitis 
Foundation and an advocate for Crohn’s patients. I emcee the yearly Take Steps 
Walk in Tampa and share my journey on social media and television. And guess 
what? The most amazing thing has happened since I came out. My viewers, their 
family and friends, and people from across the world started coming out, too. 
They shared their personal stories with me and I realized so many people are 
affected by IBD. Too many. We just don’t talk about it and that makes us feel 
alone. So, for all you Crohnies out there, listen up! I am here to officially say, 
stamped online forever, I am proud to be The Sick News Anchor! 
 
Both examples by Jokich and Zalla show the anchor and reporter struggling with the idea 
of being transparent about their personal life experience, which can be seen as a break 
from traditional journalistic norms, but also recognizing that they can use their personal 
experience and professional platform to help others, indicating a tug and pull between 
different professional influences.  
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Also, I found a difference between males and females when discussing why they 
chose to share. Greene took a more professional approach by talking about his illness 
from the anchor desk in a suit and tie. He also used Facebook Live to promote his story 
of stroke prevention that was about to air in his broadcast news program. Jokich and Zalla 
discussed their reasonings through blog posts using images of them inside and outside the 
newsroom. These findings back pervious research that states females are more open and 
transparent about their personal lives online. Finally, while all three journalists state 
helping others persuaded them to share, two of them also took the opportunity to promote 
their journalistic work or ventures outside of the newsroom. Which leads us to our next 
category.  
 Use of illness/hardship to promote work or other ventures.  
Promoting of own ventures. TV anchors and reporters promoted their own 
ventures such as a new blogs, fundraisers, charities, or books related to their illness or 
hardship. In a Facebook and Twitter post promoting her latest blog post, Skrysak wrote in 
part, “After years of covering stories about charities I found myself on the opposite side 
of the camera. My family has benefited greatly thanks to the Children’s Miracle Network. 
Find out how we are paying it forward in this week’s blog …” In the linked blog post 
Skrysak stated, in part,   
Next weekend, Ryan and I are taking part in the Lincoln Presidential Half 
Marathon in Springfield. The Children’s Miracle Network has several relay 
teams, who are raising money for the hospital where my family spent several 
months. We are part of “Team Princess Peyton”, along with some wonderful 
friends who are running in honor of our triplets. 
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The blog post goes on to explain that they are starting their own charity to benefit those 
who helped them through the loss of their children. In a professional journalistic tone 
Skrysak explained to readers where donations will go. Then, she gets more personal, 
stating, 
Our Nicu journey has led to a new appreciation for charity. My miracle child is a 
face for one of the many amazing charities that better the lives of so many people. 
We are grateful to become part of the CMN family. Through it, we have already 
met some wonderful volunteers and staff, as well as connected with other families 
who have a miracle child of their own. And while monetary donations help, there 
are so many other ways to give back. From volunteering, to taking part in 
charitable events, the opportunities are endless. So the next time you think of 
giving back to some organization, picture my family. There are many others just 
like us, who are beyond grateful for the generosity of others.  
 
Zalla also promoted a walk for charity on all three of her platforms:   
Join Hilary s Crohnies THIS Saturday for the Take Steps Walk for Crohn’s & 
Colitis in Tampa! Tune into Great Day TB at 9am to learn more about the event 
and how YOU can make a difference. Join my team here: 
http://online.ccfa.org/site/TR/Events/General?px=3439408&pg=personal&fr_id=
7073 10News WTSP Kim Teter 10News Brightside 
 
Harper used Facebook and her blog to promote her “Warrior Bags.” She sends bags full 
of goodies to cancer patients.  
 The broadcast journalists are using their professional platforms, which have a 
built-in fan base, to promote their new charitable ventures. It is not uncommon for a 
journalist to promote or share with their audience how they can donate to a charity to help 
those in need. However, these posts are personal in nature as they are linked to the TV 
anchor or reporter’s illness and their personal motivation to help those like them. Further, 
many are promoting charities establish by themselves rather than charities established by 
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other persons or organizations. Learned journalistic skills, promoting charitable work to 
help others, is influencing content, but is blended with a personal interest.  
Endorsement of charities, products, ect. In a similar fashion TV anchors and 
reporters were found to use personal illness or hardship to endorse already established 
charities, businesses, or products that helped them in their time of need. For example, 
Harper posted to Facebook:  
So many people have been extremely generous lately and some of you have even 
asked about a way to send me money. While I appreciate that so much there are 
people who need the donations far more than I do. Please consider donating to 
Relay for Life on my page below! Anything helps!! 
 
Later she endorsed a hair donation and wig site for cancer patients:  
Also thanks to everyone who donates their hair- I can see first hand now how big 
of an impact it makes! Don t forget- if you or someone you know is going through 
chemo PLEASE call the American Cancer Society for a FREE wig: 1-800-227-
2345 
 
Zalla endorsed a charity event on all three platforms, stating in part, “Wearing purple 
today for Crohn’s Disease and Ulcerative Colitis! The Take Steps Walk is 
TOMORROW!! Join me or donate here: http://bit.ly/2xOTAu0.” Also, in one Facebook 
post Frey endorsed a product and several charity events in support of breast cancer 
research:  
Monkey Farts????? I thought someone was sending me a cruel joke!!  
Nope. It’s just the latest candle by a local candle company Sugar Creek Candle 
Company in Irwin Pa. So let me clear up the confusion. It actually smells like a 
tropical papaya pineapple coconut cocktail. Yum! They sent me this candle and 
another- Save a Pear ... but there’s another meaning there  ...because every 
year portions of their proceeds from these candle sales go to breast cancer 
research. Thank you Sugar Creek for helping to find a cure. And thank you to the 
other individuals and organizations behind these pictures-Debbie and Jim Morton 
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the American Cancer Society and their big walk coming up October 21 at 
Highmark Stadium the Mrs. Claus Club of Bentleyville Georgia Zahn and the list 
goes on! Someday cancer will be no match to modern medicine but until that time 
we will fight support and live with hope. 
 
These broadcast journalists used their professional platforms, which have a built-in fan 
base, to promote enterprises related to their illness or hardship. As mentioned before, it is 
not uncommon for a journalist to promote or share with their audience how they can 
donate to a charity to help those in need. For example, recently news organization 
explained how one could donate to the Red Cross to help those displaced by the 
California wildfires. However, the above health posts are personal in nature as they are 
linked to the TV anchor or reporter’s illness and their personal motivation to help those 
like them. Again, we see learned journalistic skills, promoting charitable work to help 
others, influencing content, but blended with a personal interest. 
A stark difference between local and national broadcast journalists. 
While local TV anchors and reporters are seen promoting established charities or 
creating their own, a stark difference was found with National broadcast journalists. 
National TV anchors and reporters were seen promoting a book about their personal life 
and dealings with illness or hardship. Furthering the difference between local and 
national TV anchors and reporters, is the discussion of proceeds. While local journalists 
who promoted or started their own charity discussed how the money was to be used, only 
one national journalist, Bret Baier, explained where the proceeds from his book about his 
son’s heart defect were going. For example, Amy Robach promoted her memoir on 
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. On Facebook she posted, “Can’t believe the final 
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countdown is on to the release of my memoir #Better. Here we go... I was 40 I felt 
healthy no #breastcancer in my family. I finally got a mammogram thank goodness. 
#Better.” The next seven out of 12 health posts on Facebook, by Robach, are her 
promoting her book. All 12 Facebook posts related to her new book have the same or a 
shortened version summited to Twitter and Instagram on the same day. There is no 
mention if book sales will help cancer patients and if so, where proceeds are going in any 
of the posts.  
 Almost all Baier’s posts in his second year of discussing his son’s heart problems 
are promoting his book or an upcoming book signing, but he is the only national TV 
anchor to state that the proceeds from his book are going to charity. One Facebook post 
read,  
An exciting announcement--something I have spent a lot of time working on---my 
first book will come out in June of 2014! All author proceeds will be donated to 
pediatric heart disease research-- Check out the press release over at 
www.thedailybret.com. 
 
Another post to Facebook stated,  
Bret Baier’s new book is out June 3rd but you can pre-order your copy today on 
Amazon and other retailers. 100% of what Bret receives from the sale of the book 
will go to various non-profit pediatric heart organizations. Visit 
www.specialheartfamily.com for more information including book tour stops and 
signing locations. #SpecialHeart #FoxNews. 
 
On his Twitter page, shorter versions of the above posts are submitted.   
Hoda Kotb, long time host of NBC News morning show, Today, and former 
correspondent for Dateline NBC was diagnosed with breast cancer in March 2007. This 
study only found two posts, strictly to Facebook, with relation to her personal health. One 
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post was about her book and the other was about her attendance at a breast cancer 
survivor event. The posts read, “If you want a beach read (and cheap!) or a huge coaster 
to rest your drink on.....my paperback comes out tomorrow..HODA how I survived war 
zones, bad hair, cancer, and Kathie Lee. love you guys.” The other read, “bcancer [breast 
cancer] event sat night in d.c” and is accompanied by a picture of her with other attendees 
of the event.  
 Robin Robert uses the anniversary of her stem cell treatment to cure her cancer to 
promote her new podcast. In a Facebook post she wrote, 
I often say that this too shall pass. Today is certainly proof of that. At this very 
moment four years ago I was in my hospital room at Memorial Sloan Kettering 
praying that my sister’s stem cells would heal me. I was comforted knowing that 
others were praying for me too. Thank you and bless you for that. In celebration 
of my 4th birthday today I wanted to celebrate others...to share their stories of 
overcoming challenges...sharing their something in hopes of helping others. As 
my momma always said everybody’s got something. That is the name of my new 
podcast launching today. Just as you brought me comfort in my time of need I 
hope these podcasts will do the same for you. It takes courage to believe the best 
is yet to come and we re all stronger than we think. Onward and upward..  
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/id1152082665 
 
Most national journalists did not post often about their dealing with illness or hardship on 
social media. Instead, they chose to write and publish a book about their dealings, and 
when they did, I saw an uptick in their health-related posts. However, the posts related to 
the journalists’ venture outside their role as an employee for a news organization. These 
findings indicate to this researcher that many national journalists use their professional 
and national platform to promote their personal ventures for their own means. With the 
exception of Bret Baier, many of the journalist do not explain if the story of their battle 
with illness will help others through proceeds from these personal ventures. This is an 
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indication that professional norms or values are not controlling national journalists’ 
online content when it comes to personal ventures.  
Personal link to hot news topic. TV anchors and reporters used personal illness or 
hardship to promote their work as a journalist by relating their illness or hardship back to 
hot news topic at the time (e.g. new breast cancer screening guidelines or new advances 
in research). For example, Robach wrote in a Facebook post, “Lots of talk about the new 
breast cancer screening guidelines. What I want all of you to know. READ: 
http://bit.ly/1QUH9z8.” Two days later she wrote, “My Nightline piece about the new 
breast cancer screening guidelines something that hits close to home for me and millions 
of other women. WATCH: http://abcn.ws/1NXvfa7.” Six days later she posted, “In case 
you missed it: My conversation with Dr. Jennifer Ashton about the backlash over 
controversial new breast cancer screening guidelines. WATCH: 
http://abcn.ws/1kVEX0c.” 
Dean took a similar approach by linking a news article to her Facebook and 
Twitter post, stating, “Tremendous news for those of us who live with #MS This could be 
a #breakthrough.” Weeks later posts, “This news is so incredibly hopeful for fellow MS 
patients! And the study comes from my hometown! CBC Ottawa,” and links a news 
article about the study. Like Robach, Dean used her personal connection to MS to 
promote an interview she conducted. She posted to Facebook and Twitter, “Hopeful new 
drug awaiting approval for those living with #MS Thanks to my friend Nancy Davis for 
coming on Fox & Friends to tell us all about it!” Lastly, Miles O’Brien, used his hardship 
to conduct a story on robotic arms. He linked his broadcast story in Facebook and Twitter 
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posts, stating, “Thrilled to get an #Emmys2016 nomination for this series. Testing out 
robotic arms of the future | PBS NewsHour.”  
I found that national broadcast journalists were more likely to link their personal 
illness or hardship to a hot news topic. As noted in Chapter 1, it became common for 
broadcast journalists, when appropriate, to add touches of personalization to their 
broadcasting of news stories in the 60s, such as Walter Cronkite being visibility upset 
when reporting on the assassination of JFK rather than remaining emotionally distant 
from the news as many journalists are taught to do. This personalization was found by 
network managers and media consultants to draw audiences in closer, allowing them to 
form a more interpersonal relationship with the anchors and, in turn, improve ratings for 
the news program (Horton & Wohl, 1956; Ryan, 1999; Allen, 2001; Sterling & Kittross, 
2002; Melzer, 2010; Conway, 2014; Liseblad, 2018). Therefore, the above findings 
indicate professional learned behavior is influencing content. 
Promotion of their news content which is linked to personal illness. TV anchors 
and reporter would post links to stories, done by them, about others with the same illness 
or hardship. For example, Stafford posted to Facebook:  
Meet Ne’Mya Sullivan. She’s doing great after a stem cell transplant. I’ll share 
her journey at 10 tonight in a story that shows the tremendous need to find stem 
cell donors through join.bethematch.org/NBCChicago. And The Icla da Silva 
Foundation. Mya is handling what I went through a lot better than I did and she’s 
9! 
 
Smith wrote in a Facebook post linking to a story by her, “I met the sweetest family last 
week in Dearborn...and what brought us together was skin cancer -- of all things! Click 
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the link to watch Sue Ellis story. http://bit.ly/1RAeT6o.” The same day on Twitter, Smith 
wrote, “Ever meet a person and immediately feel like you've been friends for years? Yep, 
that happened… https://www.instagram.com/p/BCblguqEGE7/.” The Twitter post 
contains a link to an Instagram post, where the text is similar to the Facebook post and 
provides a picture of the family discussed in her story. 
The findings indicate that broadcast journalists used their connections through 
dealings with illness or hardship to create professional content for their media 
organization. They then promoted the news content on their professional social media 
pages. Touches of personalization to news stories are a learned behavior when 
developing a news persona, indicating professional training influenced content. 
Promotion of stories about them and their illness. TV anchors and reporters 
posted links to stories about themselves but done by a co-worker. For Example, Miles 
O’Brien wrote to Facebook, “Thanks to Sanjay Gupta, Roni Selig, Susan Chun, Ben 
Tinker, Caleb Hellerman, and Charlie Moore for such a powerful film. I hope this 
teaches/helps others.” The text is accompanied by a link promoting the above-mentioned 
story about O’Brien and others who have lost a limb. In the same manner, Stafford posted 
to Facebook, “My wife Lisa and I are celebrating more great test results and looking 
forward to watching Allison Rosati’s story on our journey tonight at 10.” Swan posts, “I 
am so thankful for the medical team that treated me.” The post contains a link to a story 
about him and his personal illness that was done by a co-worker.  
 Emotional stories of strive and survival are deemed newsworthy to many 
journalists. Human interests’ stories are popular with news audiences as it’s human 
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nature to connect with others in an emotional way and see other’s problems, concerns, or 
achievements. Here, journalists are taking their co-workers story of illness or hardship 
and turning it into a human interest’s piece. Rather than the journalist within this study 
creating and posting a news story about themselves, there are becoming the story. It is 
almost as though they are outsourcing their personal story.  
This “loophole” indicates emotional labor is at play. Previous studies show that 
journalist’s outsource emotions to others, mainly subjects within their stories, in order to 
remain objective and detached while working on overwhelming emotional stories (Wahl-
Jorgensen, 2013; Hopper, & Huxford, 2015). In this case, the journalists within this study 
are outsourcing their role as a media professional to another journalist, allowing them to 
be more transparent about their situation by acting as the subject of a story, rather than 
trying to maintain their professional journalistic persona. This indicates an awareness by 
the journalists that using their personal story as news content, themselves, might be a 
break in journalistic norms, indicating a navigation between personal and professional 
expression.  
Overall, a difficult navigation between personal and professional expression is 
evident. All TV anchors and reporters within this study made an effort to link their illness 
to a news story, whether done by them or done by someone else. The most notable 
difference between male and female journalists was men took the route of letting a co-
worker tell their story, indicating that professional training may influence men more than 
women. Further, a stark difference between local and national anchors was discerned. 
Local journalists promoted their own ventures but were transparent about why they were 
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starting the venture and where the proceeds were going. National journalists promoted 
their own ventures but lacked transparency about why they started the venture or where 
the proceeds were going. 
Audience Engagement. From the start to the end of her journey with cancer, 
Harper made an effort to involve her online followers in her personal narrative. 
Beginning with her second health post, she wrote: 
I just wanted to say that I am overwhelmed (in a good way!) by all of the love and 
support I’ve received! I’ve been reading through all of your words of 
encouragement uplifting quotes and even personal struggles that some of you 
have chosen to share with me and they all mean so much. I’m doing my best to 
respond to as many as I can but even if I don’t please know that every single 
message will be read. Thank you just doesn’t seem to cut it but I’m at a loss for 
words so a big THANK YOU to each of you!  
 
After her hair began to fall out, Harper took to Facebook and her blog, posting four 
pictures of herself with four different wigs on. She asked her audience to vote on their 
favorite and later announced the winner: 
After reading through comments on a previous post I decided to take the advice 
many gave and try on some blonde wigs. Which one do you like? Also- if you or 
someone you know has cancer contact the American cancer society for a free wig! 
I never know programs like this existed so by sharing this you may be helping 
someone else! The number is: 1-800-227-2345 
 
Towards the end of her treatment, Harper involved the audience in a big moment:  
Tomorrow I go in for my PET scan. I have a feeling I’ll be getting good news but 
a small part of me is still very nervous. I know I’ve asked this before but I’d love 
to hear some of your favorite motivational quotes again or maybe a silly joke you 
love or a piece of advice from someone who’s been in my shoes. I won’t read 
through them until tomorrow (PET scans take FOREVER so I need something to 
keep me busy anyway ). I’m so close to putting this awful chapter of my life 
behind me. Just a couple more days! I’ll update everyone with the results as soon 
as I get them- hopefully by the end of this week  
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On Twitter she shares a screenshot of the above post. Then, after receiving good news, 
she involved her audience, across all three platforms, allowing them to feel as though 
they were part of her recovery: 
WE did it! I am cancer free! I say we because I definitely didn’t do this alone. I 
owe a huge thanks to everyone reading this right now because whether you realize 
it or not you have helped me get through the worst months of my life. The words 
thank you just don’t really seem to be enough but I appreciate every single one of 
you. I can’t wait to get my new life started as a SURVIVOR!!  
 
The above examples show the effort in which a reporter went to engage with her online 
followers through her journey will illness. The effort to create engagement with the 
online audience allowed the TV anchors and reporters followers to feel as though they 
were part of the journalists’ journey. Through posts, the journalists would often state that 
they were reading and responding to comments made by their followers, or the journalists 
would read and respond to Facebook Live comments in real time. Many journalists would 
post that if they haven't responded back yet, they will in the near future. For example, 
Frey posted to Facebook, in part, “From the bottom of my heart I thank you all for the 
beautiful messages and for sharing your stories of survival!!! I am overwhelmed and 
humbled. I’ll slowly read them as I get time during the next few days.” Later she wrote,  
So I'm slowly going thru and reading your comments your promises of prayer and 
incredibly beautiful messages of survival when I can but it is taking me much 
much longer than what it normally would. So forgive me for not responding right 
away but know that I am overwhelmed by the outpouring of well wishes and 
support. 
 
In another effort to bring the audience with them on the journey, some TV anchors or 
reporters would make parts of illness or hardship into an event or “fun.” Two of the 
journalists let viewers vote on and pick which wig they think they should be wearing. 
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Another example would be the head shaving videos by many cancer patients. All letting 
the audience feel like they are involved in the broadcast journalists’ journey and 
narrative. 
I also found visual acts of engagement by the journalists that allowed the audience 
to feel involved. This often took the form of the TV anchor or reporter showing off gifts 
or words of encouragement from viewers, making viewers feel like they are involved in 
the treatment and healing process of the journalists. For example, Stafford posted a video 
to Facebook with the caption “Thank you NBC 5!!!!!!!!!!” I the video we see Stafford on 
a couch in a hotel room surrounded by boxes. He says,  
I can’t believe what my good friends at Channel 5 did for me. I’m a very lucky 
man. I knew that, I didn’t know I was this lucky. It was like Christmas money 
when I got back [from treatment]. All of this stuff, you should not have done this, 
you should not have done this Peggy. I know you organized this. I really 
appreciate it.  
 
He then walks the audience through all the gifts and letters he got from co-workers and 
viewers. Skysack posted to Facebook and Instagram:  
A huge thank you to viewers! My producer brought by cards sent to the station 
and many of them brought me to tears. It means so much to Mr. Skry and I that so 
many people are supporting us in Illinois and across the country. We opened up 
our family to the public and now we think of all you as part of our family as you 
go through the ups and down of this trying time with us. And a big thank you to 
our viewer Katie who knit these adorable hats for P&P. She even made Parker an 
Oregon Ducks football hat! So many kind words from everyone--it makes us 
realize how many good people are in this world. 
 
A shortened version posted to Twitter is linked to the Facebook post. All posts are 
accompanied by photos showing the letters and other gifts she has received.  
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 Very popular among cancer patients is the buzzing of the hair videos, often in the 
form of a Facebook Live event. This was also seen as an act of engagement as it opens a 
window for the audience to be involved in an important moment. As discussed earlier, 
Frey does a Facebook Live event from her home, allowing the audience to be involved 
with her, her family, and her close friends, as she gets her head shaved. She talks to the 
audience throughout the event. Even reading and answering their comments in real time. 
Ollis took a similar approach, having his head shaved in the station’s studio live on air, 
and Facebook, involving both broadcast and online audiences in on the big moment in a 
cancer patients’ treatment.  
 Overall, these acts indicate the new professional norm of audience engagement 
(discussed in Chapter 2) is influencing journalists’ online content of health. I found more 
females and local journalists engaged the audience through posts, which is in line with 
previous research. These posts were often tied to the internal feeling of gratitude as the 
journalist recognized the audience for their gifts and encouraging words. Yet, some 
journalists would involve the audience in decision making, such as allowing them to 
choose what wig they should wear. The researcher did not see an attempt by national 
journalists to engage with their online followers.   
 Humor. An overwhelming attempt at humor through the use of interjections, 
emojis, or visuals was found within the context analyzed for this study. Humor was seen 
as an effort by the TV anchors and reporters to bridge the line between personal and 
professional.  Humor can show more of the TV anchor and reporter’s personality but also 
maintains their TV persona as it is often used in storytelling and in on-air banter between 
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anchors. Humor is also seen as an act of transparency by showing the ups and downs of 
illness or hardship, as in not everything is sad. 
For example, in a visual form of humor, Harper posted a link to a video showing 
her niece putting makeup on her face. The accompanying text read, “Ever since my niece 
saw the video of my mom shaving my hair she has been asking me to do a video of her 
own. We had some fun making this today- we called it Makeup by Mia  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNIkpFDhtsI.” This video is transparent as it allows 
viewers to see her life outside the newsroom but it is also humorous as Mia is too young 
to properly apply makeup. Kelly Frey uses humor through text and emojis: 
Ain't no doubt....it's falling out! A funny chemo update  You just have to laugh 
at life at sometimes. Everyone said about 14 days after your first chemo treatment 
your hair will start to shed. Well I’m there and they were right. My only prayer 
was that selfishly when my hair started to fall it out it would be warmer and it 
would be on the weekend. And guess what? It looks like I'm getting what I prayed 
for! Enjoy the video update....  
 
She takes a similar approach in a later post: 
Cousin It Thing 1 & Thing 2 My poor wigs! I feel like I need some better names 
something a bit more endearing to truly express my fondness for my new luscious 
blond locks. In fact they’re better than my real hair ever was! 
 
In Jokich’s initial blog post about her illness she uses humor through text and 
interjections, bringing light to her personality:  
I felt like I had a million questions when I first found out (that moment is 
probably worth its own blog post altogether!) and I’ve since gotten lots of 
questions from family, friends and viewers about what I’m going through. so in 
true journalistic form, let’s tackle this thing with the 5 W’s (and 1 H). 
WHO — me. duh. 
WHAT — thyroid cancer. bleh. 
WHEN — I got the diagnosis exactly four weeks ago. and I had surgery this past 
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tuesday. 
WHERE — my treatment is happening at rush university medical center in 
chicago. I am currently at home recovering from surgery #1 at my family’s home 
in the suburbs. 
WHY — there’s really no good answer to “why” this happened. the doctor tells 
me one of the main causes of thyroid cancer is past exposure to radiation (which 
I’ve had none). beyond that, it’s likely just a freak genetic thing. lucky me  
HOW — this is the biggest question I’m hearing from people. how did I find it? 
was I sick? did I feel something? crazy enough, the answer is no. I had no 
symptoms whatsoever and never felt a lump or bump of any kind. how I 
discovered this crazy cancer is a story on its own and I will be sure to write about 
that soon! 
 
In another blog post, Jokich uses humorous photos, making a smiley face with sunscreen 
over her scar from thyroid removal surgery. The accompanying caption read, “just don’t 
forget the sunscreen 😊 #smileySPF #thanksmom.” Baier posted a photo of his son in 
recovery after a heart surgery to Facebook and Twitter. The caption stated, “Paul took his 
first walk this morning to the nurse’s station and back - a really big deal (walking to see 
the pretty nurses with a smile and a wink- a total stud) He will be deadly in college.”  
Other acts of humor are often accompanied by a journalist showing off a badge of 
honor. For example, Godfrey makes light of her recent loss of limb by posting to all three 
platforms, “Just because I have five toes instead of ten doesn’t mean I don’t deserve a 
pedicure!” A photo shows her remaining foot getting the nails painted. Harper shows off 
her bandage in a photo after having her chemo port put in. The post to Facebook and 
Twitter reads, “I’m just going to throw this out there- I decided to start a new trend. But 
seriously if someone can make mom jeans popular I think I can make the neck bandage 
take off .” Her post the next day continues her light-hearted joke through text, 
emoticons, and abbreviations. It states “Good morning- what a sunrise!! How’s everyone 
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doing today? I’m having a great morning- PLUS I finally got rid of my neck bandage so 
for everyone trying to copy my latest fashion trend it’s old news now  LOL.” Even on 
a somber day, Skysack takes a lighthearted approach to discussing the one-year 
anniversary of the birth of her surviving triple, but death of another. Skrysak wrote only 
to Facebook: 
“Happy 1st Birthday Peyton, Parker, and Abigail!!! Peyton is eating enough cake 
for her brother and sister in heaven--this girl has her momma’s sweet tooth! A 
year ago today doctors didn’t think any of my children would survive. Yet all 
three made a grand entrance and in Abby’s case she was kicking and squeaking. 
While A was only alive for a few short hours and Parker for two months they 
have left a lasting impression on thousands of people around the world. And my 
precious Peyton--she continues to knock down any barrier in her way. She is the 
definition of a medical miracle: about as young as you can be to actually survive 
with very few minor setbacks. Princess P is so full of life that I know her warm 
eyes and giant smile have a piece of Parker and Abby shining through. I will 
never understand why she was chosen to survive but I know God must have big 
plans for Miss P!” 
 
Overall, humor was found to be a personal expression. The journalists allowed viewers to 
see their life outside of the newsroom, but it is also used in the act of reporting the 5 W’s 
of their story, milestones, or major events during life with illness or hardship. The use of 
humor is seen by the research as a way to bridge a journalists personal and professional 
self. It gives a glimmer of their personality in and outside the newsroom that news 
broadcasts don’t often allow for due to time restrictions. Humor through social media can 
help humanize a broadcasts journalist more as it allows for more transparency and there 
is no tie to a news broadcast. Lastly, females were more likely to be seen using humor 
than males. While we see Baier take a humorous approach, it was less likely to be seen 
by national journalists. 
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 Visual Implications and Consequences. Jokich paints a vivid picture of her 
journey dealing with Thyroid cancer through text, particularly in her blog. However, the 
imagery presented in the blog does not always reflect the type of emotion being describe 
within the text. For example, in one blog post she wrote, 
It’s been a few days since I’ve posted anything. And these few days have been 
nothing short of a rollercoaster (and not exactly the hands up, happy scream, 
can’t-wait-to-get-in-line-and-do-it-all-again kind). Allow me to take you along for 
a little ride Let’s start with the “peaks” of my week… 
 
We see two photos of her smiling with flowers. Then she wrote,  
I am happy. I am home. I can talk. I even have my own little flower patch! 
(complete with several seasons of Dawson's Creek, a lavender neck pillow and a 
new book). Most importantly, my prognosis is good. Like REALLY good. The 
pathology reports from my first surgery came back and confirm that I have 
papillary thyroid carcinoma. This is (more or less) good news. It’s the most 
common type of thyroid cancer — and is very survivable and treatable. So I’m 
throwing a big thumbs up for that. 
 
We then see her smiling with a sheet of paper in one hand and the gesture of a thumbs up 
in the other. She continues, 
I apparently took a lot of thumbs up pics at the hospital. (this one shows what 
seemed like 17 pages of “jokich” bracelets and bar codes that kept my patient info 
in order.) Buuuuuut a rollercoaster isn’t a rollercoaster without some sudden 
drops. and I’ve gotten my fair share of those this week too. My pathology wasn’t 
all good news. it appears I have what’s called a tall cell variant of papillary 
carcinoma. to save you some googling, tall cell basically means a more aggressive 
type of cancer. this particular variant only strikes about 1% of papillary ThyCa 
patients. I should really buy a lottery ticket or something. (quick review: my 
initial thyroid nodule had about a 5% chance of being cancer. it was cancer. my 
cancer had about a 1% chance of being tall cell. it was tall cell. the odds are ever 
in my favor.) 
 
Next, we see a google image of a “tall cell” and she continues with humor, before 
becoming more serious:  
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Tall cell” thyroid cancer looks like this (according to google image). after 
approximately 0 years of medical school, I can tell you this looks to me like a 
pomegranate… #yum. When I got the preliminary results on thursday, I 
immediately burst into tears. In a squeaky little voice (still sore from the first 
surgery), I told my mom I didn’t want to do another surgery. I didn’t want to lose 
the half of my thyroid that was still working. and I didn’t want to be on meds for 
the rest of my life. (for the record, I’m fully aware I sound like a 6 year old.) 
Perhaps the worst part about getting a tall cell diagnosis is the conflicting 
opinions and medical mysteries that seem to surround it. Some doctors say: take 
out the other lobe right away. Others tell me: don’t remove it til you have an 
issue. And perhaps worst of all (at least for an indecisive jokich): it’s up to you.  
But as I weighed the options over the past few days (half a thyroid or none at all? 
Natural hormone or pills forever? Cancer gone for good or maybe cancer comes 
back? Weight gain? tiredness? Months of medicinal trial and error?) — I was 
reminded that this burden is not all mine to bear. In my first facebook post about 
thyroid cancer (the night before my first surgery), I quoted john 16:33. I’ve 
always loved this verse. in fact, I even had it hanging up in my freshman dorm 
room at pepperdine (I used to love making signs. skinny tip markers are my jam). 
It reads…“I have told you these things so that in me you may have peace. in this 
world, you will have trouble. but take heart! I have overcome the world.” I don’t 
know about you, but to me that is a cool sip of water… on a post-surgery scratchy 
throat… on a chokingly humid july day in chicago. It’s calming. And comforting. 
And a total relief. Thyroid cancer was not in my plan. 2 surgeries in 7 days was 
not in there either. Neither was canceling our family vacation, missing a friend’s 
wedding and skipping out on a half marathon I’d been training for. But after lots 
of talks and tears and prayers — I can finally say I’m at peace with it all. I’m 
learning to take heart. and I’m trying to worry less about my trouble… 
 
The post continues as she explains that she is having another surgery the following day. 
Yet no photos accompany this text. In this blog post, Jokich is always smiling or making 
a “funny face” in her photos. Never does a photo back the emotional parts of her posts. 
Jokich is transparent and personal with her audience by disclosing through text her 
emotions but she maintains her TV persona by only visually showing herself smiling. 
This blur between personal and professional expression visually is an indicator of 
a possible implication and/or consequence on how a broadcast journalist should present 
themself on their professional social media pages when disclosing personal narratives of 
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health. In most of the posts that contained photos, the TV anchors and reporters are 
smiling, makeup on, hair styled, in a dress or suit. Even some pictures posted from chemo 
treatments, a physically and emotionally exhausting event, the TV anchors and reporters 
are smiling with their hair styled and makeup neatly done. Particularly, for those who 
remained working as a journalist during treatment, many posts were seen from at the 
anchor desk. All efforts maintain the journalists’’ professional persona and appearance 
but seems contradictory to the tough emotional experiences of illness or hardship. Even if 
the text of a post or blog is deeply personal, full of feelings or emotions, rarely is there a 
photo to back this emotion. However, stark difference is found when one chose to post a 
recorded video or use the Facebook Live platform.  
For example, Frey is transparent with her online followers about her battle 
between showing what cancer looks like and maintaining her image as an anchor. In a 
post that was later deemed viral by several news articles, Fry wrote,  
Baring it all..." I've stopped and deleted and then rewritten this post already 
several times. It's hard. A little uncomfortable. And about as revealing as I can 
get. Me. No makeup. No eyelashes. No eyebrows. No hair. This video is how I 
really look right now. This is chemotherapy. But with my last "big" chemo 
(hopefully) this Friday, I figured it was a good time to be REALLY real. Don't get 
me wrong, I do feel great about myself. In fact, sometimes I forget how different I 
do look until I pass a mirror. And I get more relaxed with my new image 
everyday, but it is still different and it's taken time to absorb. Everyone is 
different....how we handle this process and what we do. And my prayer in sharing 
a small part of what I do every morning to get ready for work (in the wee morning 
hours )...is that it will help others who can relate and to provide a behind the 
scene look at breast cancer. I've had mini meltdowns during this time. I've glued 
an eyelid shut. I've drawn my eyebrows on two sizes too big... or worse-lopsided! 
I've felt really sick some mornings or exhausted or battled a constant bloody nose. 
But working and the process of getting ready with my colleagues, has always 
been therapeutic for me. So I enjoy this and I'm thankful and I press on! If I 
wasn't on Tv, would I do all this? Probably not. In fact, I leave my wig at work 
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and most weekends you'll find me absolutely make-up free. But again, I've found, 
that doing what makes me feel good during this time...what makes me feel pretty 
or healthy or whole...is important. And putting my best face forward every 
morning at work and feeling a little bit "normal," is healing. So this is for you-
fellow bald chemo buddies. And for every survivor who is nodding their head 
saying "Yep! Been there, done that." Cancer may change the way you look on the 
outside, but it doesn't take anything away from who you are...rock on! 
 
The post contains a 22-minute-long video of Frey getting ready to go on air from start to 
finish. She only addresses the audience briefly in the beginning and end of the video to 
explain that she is showing them what she does every morning to get ready. Refer to 
Figure 4.5 to see screenshots of Frey at the very beginning of the video and the very end. 
 
      
 
Figure 4.5. Kelly Fry’s Viral Video Post: Before and After. The figure shows Frey in the 
very beginning and at the very end of her recorded video about what it takes for her to get 
camera ready while dealing with the effects of chemo.  
 
Here one can discern a transition between personal expression, bearing her bald 
head and makeup less face for all to see. To later, a perfectly put together anchor ready to 
bring you the news. The act of recording and posting this video is a navigation through 
personal and professional expression. Frey recognizes the need to be transparent and 
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authentic about illness with her audience, but also present a professional self every 
morning to maintain journalistic integrity while reading the news. 
Internal emotions being expressed visually, mostly in the way of tears, was often 
seen in Facebook Live events. The “in real-time” nature of the platform allows real-time 
emotion to overtake the anchor or reporter’s ability to carefully construct a message that 
would help maintaining their journalistic persona. We see them battle between discussing 
their experience in a professional manner, to the deep emotion over taking them, leading 
to an open and transparent discussion of their personal experiences with illness and 
hardship.  However, the act of starting off trying to maintain a professional persona, then 
allowing emotions to take over, indicates professional training still has an influence on 
their content at first. Finally, in terms of visual expressions, females and local journalist 
were more likely to be seen expressing personal, internal emotions than males and 
national journalists, reinforcing findings of this study and previous studies discussed in 
the literature review.    
Summary of Key Findings  
I found TV anchors and reporters, from local and national news organizations, 
preformed three acts when sharing personal narratives of health on their professional 
social networking platforms: they reported on their illness, they were transparent, and 
they justified their actions. Within these three themes, a range of personal expression – 
disclosures of deeply personal thoughts or feelings – to professional expression – linking 
their illness to their work as a journalist or an effort to maintain their journalistic persona 
– was found. Along with these acts and the range of expression found within, the final 
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theme of implications and consequences on health content by journalist becomes evident 
– creating content that walked the line between personal and professional expression. 
When analyzing this study’s textual content, themes and categories tended to overlap 
each other. Not one post contained just one theme. Some posts could contain several or 
all themes, all interacting with each other. For example, reporting on one’s illness was 
often accompanied by a justification for disclosure. This overlapping nature of themes, 
along with the range of expressions found within this study is illustrated in Figure 4.1 and 
4.2 below. 
Within the content analyzed, I found indications of influences over message 
construction that included learned professional skills, organizational pressures, audience 
engagement, employment status, the online environment, and experience with online 
technologies. These influence over content points the overall finding of this study – there 
is a constant struggle between maintaining a professional persona as a local or national 
TV anchor or reporter, while maintaining an open, transparent, personable presence when 
telling a deeply personal story of illness or hardship with an audience.  
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Figure 4.1. Overlapping Themes. Illustration of overlapping themes that emerged during 
qualitative content analysis.  
 
 
Figure 4.2. Range of Expression. Within each theme a range of personal to professional 




“As I sit in this chair 
and the chemo is 
moving through me, I 
feel pain and sadness 










“I’m been feeling reluctant 
sharing my personal story of 
illness. But I’m sharing in 
hopes of educating the 
public and helping someone 
in a similar situation as 
me.” 
“I decided to do a 
story about skin 
cancer. Hear from my 
doctor on how you can 
prevent it from 
happening to you.” 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
Journalists present news by citing and using personal accounts by witnesses or 
other subjects involved in the news being reported. Long-standing professional standards 
encourage journalists to present news to an audience in a straightforward, accurate 
manner while remaining objective, neutral, and independent. Journalists, particularly 
broadcast journalists, rely heavily on carefully constructed presentations of their 
personalities to exude authority and professionalism. Through training they have learned 
that disclosing too many personal stories about their lives, or their opinions, can bring 
about issues of professionalism and trust with the audience – a challenge that is 
particularly difficult for broadcast journalists who make personality-driven connections 
with their viewers. This study shows professional broadcast journalists essentially 
countering that training, to varying degrees, to discuss personal experiences with their 
online followers on professional social media platforms while facing life-threatening 
illnesses or hardships. The study finds that journalists performed three acts (or actions) 
with their online posts: they reported on their illness, they were transparent, they justified 
their actions. A range of expression – personal to professional – was found within these 
acts, creating implications and/or consequences to the content they created for their 
professional social media platforms. The found themes (reporting, transparency, 
justification, implication and consequences) and the range of personal to professional 
expression suggest different influences over the journalist’s health narratives that they 
share online with their audience. Some of the pressures that could influence a broadcast 
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journalist’s message construction, gleaned for the content analyzed within this study, are 
reflected in figure 5.1.  
 
Figure 5.1. Influences on Journalists Health Narratives. Illustration of potential pressures 
that could influence a broadcast journalist’s message construction. 
 
Due to the potential for audiences to form identification bonds – when a viewer, 
particularly one who shares attributes or life experiences with the journalist’s on-screen 
persona, internalizes and adopts what they perceive as a persona’s ideas, beliefs, values, 
and behaviors (Brown, 2015) – with these journalists, possible negative effects could 
occur. Health and celebrity research tell us identification dynamics bring public 
awareness to certain illnesses and the issues surrounding them when celebrities share 
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their personal narratives (Brown et al., 2003; Kosenko et al., 2015; Roberts & Dusetzina, 
2017; Rahmani et al., 2018). The risk is that those personal accounts can also be seen by 
audiences as the “definitive example of an illness, its prognosis, and its treatment” 
(Lerner, 2006, p. 2) and “over shadow evidence-based medicine” (Lerner, 2006, p. 6). 
Further is the issue of image; “those in the spotlight must implicitly wrestle with what 
to share, what to conceal, and why and how to do so” (Beck, et al., 2015 p. 5). As 
noted in chapter 4, this study found indications that journalists struggle with worries 
of being branded by their illness or hardship rather than by their work as a gatekeeper. 
Therefore, the journalist’s disclosures of health could be carefully constructed in 
order to maintain their professionalism as a gatekeeper while also trying to convey 
authenticity of what life is like while dealing with health issues.  
However, this study only examines the journalists’ online content, a retrospective 
account of their experiences with health, not the perspective of the audience reading this 
content or the journalists’ perspective of when they deem is their authentic self. However, 
due to indications of different influences over the journalists’ online content, this study 
points to potential unintended harm to the audience by journalists’ health disclosures, 
particularly those made in social media settings. By maintaining selection and control 
over content, journalists – those who are seen as gatekeepers of fact and reliable sources 
of information – are not necessarily revealing in those settings a full and objectively 
truthful account of the health issues with which they have had to deal on a personal level. 
However, without further study of the journalist’s perspective of message construction 
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and motivations behind what to disclose or not disclose, we can only warn of the 
possibility.  
Overall, the themes and range of expression found within this study points to a 
battle of self-presentation when one is in a profession such as broadcast journalism. 
When viewing these themes and expressions through the theoretical lenses of self-
presentation and emotional labor we witness a complicated struggle to maintain a 
professional self while acknowledging the urge to connect with others through a deeply 
personal experience. The connection might be with family, friends, or one’s audience. 
Those struggles take place in contexts that show they are handled differently by male and 
female broadcast journalists as is also seen when looking at the messages by broadcast 
journalists who work for local versus national media organizations – all of which is 
consistent with previous research. 
Self-presentation: Slowly Revealing the Backstage 
The theory of self-presentation is a “process of selecting which aspects of one’s 
self to disclose, hide or fake in order to create a positive impression on the audience” 
(Cunningham, 2013, p. viii). Goffman (1959) explains that there are interactions that 
occur on the “front” stage, which the audience sees, and interactions that happen behind 
the curtain, or the “back stage,” to which the audience is not privy. Throughout the 
analyzed content journalists struggled with what to bring front of stage for the audience 
to see. For instance, several anchors and reporters explained why they didn’t tell 
viewers/readers right away, or why they didn’t want to do a news story about their own 
illness or hardship. This was often followed by justifications for why they chose to share 
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a deeply personal narrative of themselves. For example, Jokich wrote in a blog, "I really 
wavered as to whether or not to share this news publicly — I didn’t want to scare anyone 
by it and I really didn’t want any forced sympathy from it." She goes on to say that she 
decided to share in "hopes that it will a) keep everyone up to date on my 
diagnosis/treatment/recovery, b) help me express some tough feelings and c) maybe even 
help someone else along the way.” Greene waited a full year to disclose he had a stroke 
and was battling with the after effects:  
The only reason I wanted to do this story is to maybe, and I don’t care if it’s just 
one of you, if it’s just one person out there that might go either tonight or 
tomorrow check their blood pressure and say, huh, maybe there’s some things I 
need to think about. Um, you know, that’s ... that’s … that’s the only service we 
want to provide here because this is not, and I can say this until I’m blue in the 
face, but this is not about me. I did not really want to include myself in this story. 
 
Others wrote, “I admit that I’m doing this partially because it really helps me, but I’d love 
to say that I helped someone else along the way” and “My only goal in sharing my story 
of hope and recovery is that it will help someone else going through a tough time.” 
Journalists express concerns over sharing their personal narrative, but by making sure 
they justify their actions the journalists show a recognition of drift from traditional 
norms. They ultimately decide that the break is worth possible repercussions: being seen 
less as a journalist and more as a person by their audience. The journalist’s hesitation 
(due to learned journalistic skills and worries of losing their carefully constructed 
persona) suggest there are influences on content. I argue that those influences can skew 
the accuracy of the information contained in journalist’s disclosures to their online 
audience. 
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Theoretically, the front of stage (or on stage) is where one controls their verbal 
and nonverbal cues, such as, clothing, sex presentations, age, or expressions, in order to 
fit in, gain employment, be invited to join a social circle, etc. Back stage is where one is 
more open, free, and authentic (Goffman, 1959). Through the study’s analysis of 
journalist’s individual content – from their initial announcement of illness or hardship 
until the study closed – one could track some journalists slowly opening the curtain inch 
by inch, letting the audience see further back stage. For instance, almost all initial 
announcements began with one reporting their illness or hardship to one’s audience in a 
professional manner (professional expression). Initial announcements read as though the 
journalists were reporting any news content; using journalistic styles of writing like the 5 
W’s and inverted pyramid to explain what was happening to them. Then as they 
continued to disclose happenings involving their illness or hardship, they became more 
transparent and revealed more internal feelings (personal expression) or provided more 
visuals of what they were going through or what they looked like throughout the process 
of treatment.  
While any person dealing with an illness and hardship might report on their 
illness in a similar fashion, the difference for journalists is the act to maintain their 
professional image. With the initial announcement being expressed in a more 
professional manner I see an initial reluctance to self-disclose and an act of trying to 
maintain a professional persona, an indication that traditional journalistic norms and 
training are influencing message construction. However, as time goes on, the journalists 
become more comfortable with their online disclosures as they become more personal 
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with their audience. I suggest that the comfort is due to the online environment itself 
which allows one to express and converse with others like one’s self, which can increase 
self-esteem, positive emotions, and life satisfaction (Reinecke & Trepte, 2014; Grieve & 
Watkinson, 2016; Wang, et al., 2017). While this study did not analyze followers’ 
comments on the journalists’ health posts, one can assume that through the act of 
reporting gratitude toward their audience, they received positive feedback and 
encouragement. Only one broadcast journalist acknowledged and responded to 
constructive criticism from a follower. In a blog post, Harper wrote, 
I haven’t been completely upfront with everyone. Since announcing my diagnosis 
last Saturday, I’ve been commended on staying so happy and positive by 
hundreds of people. For the most part, I do truly feel happy. In fact, I was feeling 
so great at the beginning of this week that just last night I started a blog post about 
why I’m so happy despite my diagnosis. After reading through some of the 
comments on my first blog post, I decided to put that “happy” post on hold, 
especially after having a rough day. The comment below really stuck out to me: 
 
“I hope you write about all your feelings and emotions as well as what 
is going on in your life at the time so that you will be able to help 
others get through their rough and troubling times.” 
 
This process isn’t going to be all sunshine and rainbows and I have 
to stop pretending it is. I guess if I’m going to share my experience 
with everyone, I have to be brutally honest. Here goes… 
 
Harper then launched into the raw emotional toll that she has been experiencing. Here, 
again, is a complicated navigation by a journalist who wants to help others and show the 
true face of illness but seems reluctant at first to break a professional TV persona.   
By tracking levels of expression – professional to personal – from initial health 
posts to the end of data collection, it’s evident that some of the journalists show more 
comfort with personal expression online, and that their comfort increases with time on the 
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platform. This is in line with previous research that suggests disclosures are correlated to 
journalists’ age and skills with technology, but also to their journalistic goals. Studies 
find that the longer one uses social media platforms the more comfortable they are with 
disclosing personal information (Dueze, 2008; Hedman, & Djerf-Pierre, 2013; Djerf-
Pierre, Ghersetti, & Hedman, 2016; Molyneux et al., 2017). Some of the journalists, 
particularly local, females, show the more time they spent disclosing online, the more 
comfortable they became with being more personal on the platforms with their audience. 
This points to the influence of the online environment (refer to figure 5.1) and experience 
with online technologies having a possible nurturing effect on the journalist’s disclosures 
as they became more transparent. However, due to professional norms influencing 
content from the start, the audience is likely still not receiving a full picture of the 
journalist’s health, or what it is like to like to be diagnosed or experience a traumatic, 
surprising event with a particular illness or hardship.   
 An interesting finding, within the content analyzed, was that the decision whether 
to maintain a persona might be related to the expected outcome of an illness. For 
instance, in one post Robin Roberts memorializes Gwen Ifill, former news anchor of PBS 
NewHour, after hearing of her death from breast and endometrial cancer. Roberts wrote, 
I have been devastated since hearing about the passing of Gwen Ifill. She was a 
phenomenal journalist and an even better person. A pioneer for me and countless 
others. I always admired her professionalism at the anchor desk. She was straight 
forward in her reporting but her spirit and heart still came shining through. Earlier 
this year she reached out to me when she was diagnosed with cancer. We had a 
long conversation about being a public figure and facing a life threatening illness. 
Unfortunately I know all too well what that’s like. We laughed about our hair 
going bald or wearing a wig. You don’t want to be treated or looked at differently. 
You don’t want to be a burden to your loved ones friends or colleagues...and you 
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don’t want to be denied the opportunity to do the work that you love. I respect and 
understand that Gwen chose to be more private about her journey. It’s a choice we 
all have the right to decide for ourselves. As my friend Stuart Scott said..you 
don’t lose to cancer..you beat it by how you live and in the manner in which you 
live. Gwen was a shining example of that. So the tears I’m shedding right now are 
tears of immense gratitude for everything Gwen stood for. The outcome was not 
the one we hoped and prayed for..yet her battle her journey was every bit as 
valiant and meaningful. God bless her soul and blessings to all … 
 
There is no screening for endometrial cancer and therefore it is often caught late, leaving 
one’s prognosis grim (Cancer Treatment Centers of America, 2016). TV anchors and 
reporters who receive disappointing prognoses may choose not to disclose any 
information about their illness to their online audiences in order to maintain their known 
on-air presence, rather than connect it with the image of poor health. In this way, 
prognoses, too, may influence health disclosures and a journalist’s decision whether to 
maintain a front or back stage presentation.  
Visual Self-presentation: Transparency Differs Between Text, Images, and Video 
Self-presentation involves the element of control over what one chooses to let 
others see or not see. In practicing that control, the journalists in this study used text and 
image differently in their online content. While through text they might express personal 
feelings about their situation, the feelings were not backed visually. Recall the final 
example from Jokich in Chapter 4 where she blogs,  
It’s been a few days since I’ve posted anything. and these few days have been 
nothing short of a rollercoaster (and not exactly the hands up, happy scream, 
can’t-wait-to-get-in-line-and-do-it-all-again kind). Allow me to take you along for 
a little ride Let’s start with the “peaks” of my week… 
 
We see two photos of her smiling, with flowers. Then she wrote,  
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I am happy. I am home. I can talk. I even have my own little flower patch! 
(complete with several seasons of Dawson's Creek, a lavender neck pillow and a 
new book). Most importantly, my prognosis is good. Like REALLY good. The 
pathology reports from my first surgery came back and confirm that I have 
papillary thyroid carcinoma. This is (more or less) good news. It’s the most 
common type of thyroid cancer — and is very survivable and treatable. So I’m 
throwing a big thumbs up for that. 
 
She then shows herself smiling with a sheet of paper in one hand, and the gesture of a 
thumbs up in the other. She continues: 
I apparently took a lot of thumbs up pics at the hospital. (this one shows what 
seemed like 17 pages of “jokich” bracelets and bar codes that kept my patient info 
in order.) Buuuuuut a rollercoaster isn’t a rollercoaster without some sudden 
drops. and I’ve gotten my fair share of those this week too. My pathology wasn’t 
all good news. it appears I have what’s called a tall cell variant of papillary 
carcinoma. to save you some googling, tall cell basically means a more aggressive 
type of cancer. this particular variant only strikes about 1% of papillary ThyCa 
patients. I should really buy a lottery ticket or something. (quick review: my 
initial thyroid nodule had about a 5% chance of being cancer. it was cancer. my 
cancer had about a 1% chance of being tall cell. it was tall cell. the odds are ever 
in my favor.) 
 
Next, she displays a Google image of a “tall cell” and she continues with humor, before 
becoming more serious:  
“Tall cell” thyroid cancer looks like this (according to google image). after 
approximately 0 years of medical school, I can tell you this looks to me like a 
pomegranate… #yum. When I got the preliminary results on Thursday, I 
immediately burst into tears. In a squeaky little voice (still sore from the first 
surgery), I told my mom I didn’t want to do another surgery. I didn’t want to lose 
the half of my thyroid that was still working. and I didn’t want to be on meds for 
the rest of my life. (for the record, I’m fully aware I sound like a 6 year old.) 
Perhaps the worst part about getting a tall cell diagnosis is the conflicting 
opinions and medical mysteries that seem to surround it. Some doctors say: take 
out the other lobe right away. Others tell me: don’t remove it til you have an 
issue. And perhaps worst of all (at least for an indecisive jokich): it’s up to you.  
But as I weighed the options over the past few days (half a thyroid or none at all? 
Natural hormone or pills forever? Cancer gone for good or maybe cancer comes 
back? Weight gain? tiredness? Months of medicinal trial and error?) — I was 
reminded that this burden is not all mine to bear. In my first Facebook post about 
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thyroid cancer (the night before my first surgery), I quoted john 16:33. I’ve 
always loved this verse. in fact, I even had it hanging up in my freshman dorm 
room at Pepperdine (I used to love making signs. skinny tip markers are my jam). 
It reads…“I have told you these things so that in me you may have peace. in this 
world, you will have trouble. but take heart! I have overcome the world.” I don’t 
know about you, but to me that is a cool sip of water… on a post-surgery scratchy 
throat… on a chokingly humid July day in Chicago. It’s calming. And 
comforting. And a total relief. Thyroid cancer was not in my plan. 2 surgeries in 7 
days was not in there either. Neither was canceling our family vacation, missing a 
friend’s wedding and skipping out on a half marathon I’d been training for. 
But after lots of talks and tears and prayers — I can finally say I’m at peace with 
it all. I’m learning to take heart. and I’m trying to worry less about my trouble… 
 
The post continued as she explained that she is having another surgery the following day. 
No photos accompany this text. Never does a photo serve as a visual back-up for the 
emotional parts of her posts; she is never seen crying or sad, for example. Jokich made 
the decision to be transparent and personal through text but maintains her TV persona of 
a happy young morning news reporter through images. Throughout this study it is clear 
that some (perhaps all) journalists pick and choose what aspects of self, personal or 
professional, and how much of each, to present to their audience.  
Framing research suggests that the news media use visual images to help tell a 
story. Pictures give news the appearance of authenticity by appearing to reproduce reality 
and communicating actuality. Visual frames give the audience the impression that they 
are participants in events, and text is not seen as carrying as much weight as visuals 
(Brosius, Donsback, & Birk, M., 1996). Yet these image-oriented journalists dealing with 
personal health issues are more willing to self-disclose in text than in visuals. For these 
broadcast journalists, their on-air “look” (hair, make-up, dress, demeaner) is an important 
part of their job and professional persona. Perhaps personal expression within text is seen 
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as a compromise between maintaining their professional persona and conveying a 
transparency of what life is like when dealing with a health issue. This would seem to be 
a clear case of learned journalistic skills and developed personas influencing message 
construction.  
 Visual frames can reinforce cultural or cognitive themes, which may not be 
referred to in media texts (Messaries & Abraham, 2001; Parry, 2010). This study finds 
that female journalists, more often than not, chose to always show themselves smiling in 
carefully styled hair and makeup even when displaying a photo from their chemo chair, 
indicating a need to maintain the idea that a woman, particularly on TV, should always be 
“put together;” a cultural norm that is prevalent through much of our society. This is in 
contrast to males, who were almost always seen in their suit and tie from the newsroom 
or anchor desk on set, who might see the need to maintain an authoritative, strong 
presence in keeping with their professional persona and male societal norms of being 
strong and in charge. 
The use of Facebook Live created a break in what was seen of the way cultural 
norms were being expressed through text and images, mostly for women. Several TV 
anchors or reporters used Facebook’s real time, live video and chat feature to update their 
audiences on their current health or to show their treatment in real time. This use of 
Facebook Live is a visual act of transparency, providing a real-time window into the TV 
anchor and reporter’s life and dealings with illness or hardship. The video allows viewers 
to see non-verbal expressions made by the journalists as they discussed thoughts, 
feelings, happenings, and more. Through the theoretical lens of self-presentation, 
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Facebook Live was used as a tool to pull the curtain back and allow the audience to see 
backstage. This was often employed by the women, who used it to bring the audience 
into their home, rather than behind the scenes of their news program, and allow the 
audience to visually witness deep emotions like crying. When the men chose to use the 
Facebook Live tool, it was in a professional manner, such as going live from the anchor 
desk while showing them in their suit and tie, or reporting on their illness by educating 
the audience on what the illness/hardship is, how they became involved with the 
illness/hardship, and how they intended to treat the illness/hardship.  
Overall, the element of control over visual self-presentation differed between 
males and females. While females were often seen with their hair and make-up done, they 
were more likely to be seen outside of work, with family and friends, in casual or athletic 
wear rather than in their professional dress. Males were more likely to be seen in 
professional dress and working from the studio or newsroom. This is in line with 
previous research, which states females are more likely to self-disclose than males 
(Lasorsa, 2012). This visual control also differed between local and national reporters and 
anchors. While local journalists, particularly females, were more likely to self-disclose or 
bring the audience “behind the curtain,” national journalists were not. The national 
journalists presented themselves in a professional manner, either at work, or at an event 
related to their work. This is also in line with previous research that self-disclosure is tied 
to goals (Berg & Derlega, 1987). Studies show that local journalists are more likely to 
self-disclose personal information than national because their goals are different. Local 
journalists are looking to maintain or move up in their job, whereas national journalists 
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are thought to have celebrity status and do not need to gain more followers to keep their 
job (Lasorsa et al., 2012; Carpenter et al., 2016). 
With self-presentation through text and visually, there appear to be several 
influences over content: the online environment’s capabilities, learned professional 
journalistic norms, developed personas, gender, and employment status. Personal 
expression by journalists was seen the most by females when Facebook Live was used. A 
mix of personal and professional expression was seen by females in text and photographs. 
Professional expression was seen the most by males and national journalists across 
Facebook live, text, and photos. These dynamics likely contributed to and helped shape a 
controlled narrative of health that can influence an audience understanding of what it 
means to deal with a particular illness or hardship.  
Emotional Labor: Outsourcing Emotions 
 Emotional labor is when one must manage their feelings and expressions due to 
the requirements of their job. Hochschild (1983) argues that those engaging in emotional 
labor are acting to their customers, or in the case of a journalist, their audience. In turn, 
Goffman’s (1959) front of stage and back of stage acting is still employed. How one 
engages in emotional labor is tailored to their discipline. One's professional norms and 
values will influence how they display or don’t display emotions (Finerman, 1993).  
Traditional norms and values that journalists abide by create the authoritative, 
buttoned-up professional persona of broadcast news journalists. As shown, the journalists 
within this study often navigated between personal and professional expression, picking 
and choosing what elements of self they wished to display to their online followers even 
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when discussing personal illness or hardship. This suggests that emotional labor was 
negotiated. By reporting on their illness and providing justification for discussing their 
illness the journalists were employing emotional labor, using their skills as journalists to 
tell their story in a professional manner and maintain their integrity as trained 
professionals. However, the act of transparency and other blurred distinctions between 
their personal and professional selves that displayed deep emotions and life outside the 
newsroom, indicate a complicated navigation between deploying emotional labor to 
maintain a professional presence online or the lack of emotional labor to present a more 
full and authentic self while dealing with health issues, in order to show the true nature of 
what one, in a similar situation, might be dealing with.  
Employing emotional labor has positive and negative effects. One can become 
emotionally distant or exhausted by always “putting on a face,” for example.  This can 
lead to stress and burnout (Hochschild, 1983; Morris & Feldman, 1996). However, 
depending on the profession, such outsourcing can help one effectively do their job. 
Journalists are known to employ emotional labor; it helps them perform by suppressing 
their personal feelings while reporting on tragic and emotional events like school 
shootings. This allows them to remain objective and detached while working on 
overwhelming emotional stories (Hopper, & Huxford, 2015). 
While journalists were not interviewed for this study to discern how they chose to 
employ emotional labor, their disclosures show that some chose to use that method to 
help them do their job as journalists and maintain a particular self-presentation. For 
instance, many of the journalists chose to discuss their illness only in the form of 
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journalistic content. Many connected their illness to a news topic hot at the time (e.g. new 
breast cancer screening guidelines or new advances in research) but still employed a 
professional style of writing. They created and posted stories about others with the same 
illness or hardship, making the connection that they are in a similar situation but only 
telling others’ personal stories. The men posted links to stories of their dealings with 
illness, but done by other journalists, usually a co-worker. This appeared to be an 
indication they wished to remain somewhat distant from their audience when discussing 
their personal illness.   
Previous emotional labor research indicates “that focusing on the work at hand 
appeared to create what might be described as a cognitive loop – doing the job helped 
suppress emotion, while suppressing emotion helped do the job” (Hopper, & Huxford, 
2015, p. 38). Another study found, in order to evoke emotion in their storytelling, 
journalists “outsource” emotional labor by using sound bites or quotes from witnesses or 
interviewees (Wahl-Jorgensen, 2013). Therefore, the present study suggests that the 
journalists employed emotional labor in order to continue doing their job as gatekeepers 
while experiencing illness and hardship; almost as though they employed cognitive tools 
they’ve developed as journalists in order to remain distant from their own feelings about 
their personal health or hardship. Further, the journalists telling stories of others dealing 
with similar situations as theirs could be seen as “outsourcing” their emotions to others, 
using someone’s sound bites or quotes that communicate thoughts similar to what the 
journalist wishes to express.  
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Because utilizing emotional labor can be emotionally exhaustive and lead to stress 
or burnout (Hochschild, 1983; Morris & Feldman, 1996), the fact that we see many 
journalists open up and become more transparent about their personal dealings with 
illness or hardship could indicate they are tired of “putting on a face.” A perfect example 
of a journalist within this study being transparent and acknowledging the emotional labor 
she has employed during her cancer treatment is a viral post by Frey where she shows the 
length she goes every morning to be TV ready while dealing with the effects of chemo 
(See Figure 4.5). The text accompanying this video of Frey states,   
… Everyone is different....how we handle this process and what we do. And my 
prayer in sharing a small part of what I do every morning to get ready for work (in 
the wee morning hours)...is that it will help others who can relate and to provide a 
behind the scene look at breast cancer. I’ve had mini meltdowns during this time. 
I’ve glued an eyelid shut. I’ve drawn my eyebrows on two sizes too big... or 
worse-lopsided! I’ve felt really sick some mornings or exhausted or battled a 
constant bloody nose. But working and the process of getting ready with my 
colleagues has always been therapeutic for me. So I enjoy this and I’m thankful 
and I press on! If I wasn’t on Tv would I do all this? Probably not. In fact I leave 
my wig at work and most weekends you’ll find me absolutely make-up free. But 
again I’ve found that doing what makes me feel good during this time...what 
makes me feel pretty or healthy or whole...is important. And putting my best face 
forward every morning at work and feeling a little bit normal is healing. So this is 
for you-fellow bald chemo buddies. And for every survivor who is nodding their 
head saying Yep! Been there done that. Cancer may change the way you look on 
the outside but it doesn’t take anything away from who you are...rock on! 
 
Frey taking the time to be transparent about the extra work that goes into being a 
broadcast journalist dealing with chemo is not only therapeutic for her, one imagines, but 
could be therapeutic to audience members feeling the same way when trying to look their 
best during chemo.  
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 Through these examples, one can conclude that emotional labor is present when 
journalists chose to discuss their personal illness or hardship on their professional social 
media platforms. However, the study indicates that some journalists essentially hide 
behind their professional skills of storytelling to help express personal feelings without 
altering their professional persona, another illustration of learned journalistic skills and 
developed personas influencing content, leading to imperfect and potentially misleading 
narratives of health.  
Possible Repercussions of Transparency: Accidental or Otherwise 
The fact that we see a range of expression – personal to professional – across 
individual journalist’ content, across platforms, across genders, and across local and 
national affiliations, shows a complicated navigation between personal and professional 
presentation that has yet to be defined or solved by researchers or professionals. Deuze 
(2008) argues that journalists are in a constant battle between their professional norms 
and their personal characteristics. Molyneux, Holton, & Lewis (2017) agree, arguing that 
self-disclosure among journalists online is complicated. Journalists must “navigate 
tensions between personal disclosure for authenticity and professional decorum for 
credibility, and between establishing one’s own distinctiveness and promoting one’s 
employer or other stakeholders” (p. 1). The evolution of the meaning of the term 
transparency in journalism might account for this complex navigation between personal 
and professional expression that many studies, including this one, encounter.  
The meaning of transparency is moving from the traditional journalistic sense – to 
be open about how one gathers information and facts about a story – to one involving the 
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idea of self-disclosure and presentation in ways, and to a degree, it didn’t before. With 
the advent of social media, transparency also now includes journalists being more open 
about themselves (e.g. backgrounds, beliefs, and experiences) and their personal lives 
(e.g. family, friends, and hobbies) outside of their roles as gatekeepers. This study 
supports sightings of this movement and shows that journalists are struggling to cope 
with how this new understanding of transparency can affect their self-presentation, 
content, and the journalistic values they were taught to follow.  
As journalists become more comfortable showing a more personal self, being 
more transparent about their life outside of the newsroom, complications can arise. A 
previous study suggests while personal expression makes them more personable in an 
audience’s eyes, it also hurts them, as they are also seen as less professional by the 
audience (Lee, 2011). Being transparent about one’s personal struggles could lead to an 
ease in expressing one’s opinion’s about certain news events, a break from traditional 
journalistic values.  
Studies show that the amount of opinion expressed by journalists in their online 
content is growing (Lasorsa, 2012; Hermida, 2013; Hedman & Djerf-Pierre, 2013; Lee, 
2014; Sharma, 2015; Brems et al., 2017). This issue, particularly in today’s world of 
“fake news” and journalists being called “enemy of the people,” is being noticed by news 
managers across the country and watched as a sign of vulnerability. Many media 
managers have implemented social media guidelines asking journalists to refrain from 
“expressing partisan opinions or editorializing on issues” (The New York Times, 2017) or 
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“posting partisan comments on social networking sites” (Roush [The Wall Street 
Journal], 2017) in order to combat the rhetoric being used against journalists. 
Yet when it comes to illness and hardship, can transparency about a journalist’s 
experience truly hurt an audience and the profession of journalism in any way? When 
discussing newsworthy health topics, such as the changes in breast cancer guidelines, is 
an element of personalization from not only a journalist, but someone who has 
experienced the illness, aid in the understanding of the implication of said changes? 
While this study cannot answer these questions, it does give background needed to 
hypothesize some positive effects of these personal disclosures to news audiences.  
Some of these journalists are trying to help others like them, and the findings of 
this study indicate that many have taken that stance. Several journalists in this study used 
their experience to educate their audience on the ins and outs of illness and hardship, 
hoping to bring awareness to issues revolving around shared personal experiences. From 
the sharing of these personal health narratives we can derive several positive outcomes, 
not only for the journalist, but for the audience as well.  
We share our stories of health to identify with others through common 
experiences and derive meaning through each other’s interpretations. Fischer (1970) 
states that many individuals self-disclose and narratively share stories of health and 
illness for several reasons: narratives help participants create meaning and explain 
uncertain circumstances, they are a means of asserting control, they help one feel a sense 
of purpose, they allow patients to repair and recreate their fractured identities after a 
difficult experience, they help one make sense of their decisions, they help one build a 
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sense of community, and they help humanize healthcare by helping doctors understand 
what those experiencing illness are feeling. All are reasons that aid an individual by 
helping them form identity through organizing memories to form meaning and purpose, 
increasing self-esteem, promoting positive emotions and life satisfaction, and allowing 
them to feel happier when dealing with a tragic situation (McAdams, 2001; Singer, 2004; 
McAdams et al., 2006; Pals, 2006; King & Hicks, 2007; Lilgendahl & McAdams, 2011; 
McAdams & McLean, 2013; Reinecke & Trepte, 2014; Grieve & Watkinson, 2016; 
Wang, et al., 2017). These represent potential positives to journalists’ professional and 
personal selves as well. Many of the journalists said that sharing their experience was 
cathartic and that reading their followers words of encouragement made them feel less 
alone. Many of them went about reconstructing their journalistic persona by doing stories 
revolving around their health issues rather than the top news stories from their previous 
beat. Through their posts, we can see the journalists making sense of or forming their 
decisions or asking their followers for help. This study sheds light on how they take part 
in forming a community through identification over hardships. It is easy to discern 
potential advantages for followers of the journalists’ health posts as they, too, can feel 
less alone by seeing a prominent community figure dealing with a similar situation, but 
also benefiting from the community forming around the posts.  However, personal 
narratives are used as part of a sensemaking process (Fischer, 1970), and due to the 
potential for audiences to identify with these journalists, possible negative effects could 
occur as well.  
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Sensemaking is how people make sense of their experiences. Sensemaking starts 
when one makes retrospective sense of their situations. However, it is driven by 
plausibility rather than accuracy (Weick, 1995), meaning the online information these 
journalists provided to their audiences might not be fully accurate, but do reflect how 
they personally made sense of their situation. Studies show that readers of health blogs 
who had or were experiencing similar health-related issues are more likely to be 
persuaded by concepts or treatments the blogger promoted than readers with non-health-
related issues (Lue, 2013). The retrospective construction of the journalists’ narratives 
implies more investigation is needed to ensure accurate and contextual information 
reaches the consumers of these health posts.  
I warn of this potential issue because some journalists, particularly those working 
for national news outlets, have a large audience on-air and online, and can be seen as 
having celebrity status where the complications of involvement are largely acknowledged 
in health research. Celebrities like Angelina Jolie (breast cancer), Hugh Jackman (skin 
cancer), and Michael J. Fox (Parkinson’s disease) brought public awareness to issues 
surrounding those illnesses by sharing their personal narratives (Brown et al., 2003; 
Kosenko et al., 2015; Roberts & Dusetzina, 2017; Rahmani et al., 2018). Such accounts 
can be seen by audiences as the “definitive example of an illness, its prognosis, and its 
treatment” (Lerner, 2006, p. 2). and “overshadow evidence-based medicine” (Lerner, 
2006, p. 6). Celebrities worry about their images when they admit to health issues: 
“those in the spotlight must implicitly wrestle with what to share, what to conceal, 
and why and how to do so” (Beck, et al., 2015 p. 5). Journalists might worry that they 
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will be branded by their illness or hardship rather than by their work. Therefore, their 
disclosures may not be as fully transparent as they claim or think them to be (Beck, et 
al., 2015).  
Furthering the issue is the potential for journalists to gain a larger audience on-air 
and online after disclosing such a personal experience. Online audience engagement has 
become an important measure of how an individual journalist working for a news 
organization is attracting and retaining an audience through the content they post. But 
even if discussing your personal struggles comes with the best of intentions, there are 
ethical implications. If it increases your audience, are you monetizing your illness or 
hardship? If the journalists are motivated by this notion of a larger following, are these 
journalists using their illness or hardship for notoriety? 
This issue of journalistic celebrity surrounding those working for national news 
outlets bring up an interesting finding of this study. A major difference found between 
local and national journalists struggling with illness or hardship was the use of illness to 
promote personal work outside their role as a journalist. While local TV anchors and 
reporters promoted established charities or created their own, national TV anchors and 
reporters promoted books about their personal life and dealings. Furthering the difference 
is the discussion of proceeds from these outside ventures. While local journalists who 
promoted or started their own charity discussed where donations were going, only one 
national journalist, Bret Baier, explained how the proceeds from his book about his son’s 
heart defect would be used. Almost half of Baier’s health posts promote his book or an 
upcoming book signing, but almost all of those posts state that 100 percent of the 
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proceeds from his book are going to charity. Amy Robach promoted her memoir, Better, 
which chronicles her experience with breast cancer, in a starkly different way. Seven out 
of 12 health posts by Robach, posted on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, promote the 
book, but there is no mention of whether the proceeds go to charity or not. 
National journalists, due to their large viewership, are already seen as having 
celebrity status, yet are still considered part of the journalistic profession. Yet is this use 
of illness for financial compensation or notoriety stepping over the line, moving one from 
professional journalist to something more akin to a celebrity or entertainer?  Even if these 
national journalists are truly trying to help those in similar situations feel as though they 
are not alone, and also trying to build communities of support, they should be wary of 
blurring the line between a well-known professional and celebrity. National journalists in 
this situation should recognize that their books are retrospective and highly personal 
accounts of their experiences, not an objective or carefully researched narrative, and 
therefore should reconsider promoting these ventures on their professional social media 
pages associated with their roles as information providers and gatekeepers.  
Limitations 
 The findings of this study are representative and thorough but as qualitative work 
are not generalizable. However, while this study examines personal narratives within a 
journalist’s professional context, their social media pages used for work, it does not mean 
that only journalists engage in the themes or influences mentioned within the findings. It 
is quite likely that anyone disclosing personal information of health and illness on online 
social platforms engage in reporting, transparency, and justification; or feel influenced by 
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their gender, religion/faith, pervious life experiences, etc. What makes this studies 
population, broadcast journalists, different is their professional persona and learned 
professional skills that were developed before the disclosures of health. Further, the 
disclosures are happening on platforms they maintain for their work as journalists, not for 
personal use. Therefore, they engage in a navigation of personal and professional 
expression that leads to implications and consequences on message construction. The fact 
that they might feel the need to maintain their professional journalistic persona while 
discussing their personal health on a professional platform means the influences on the 
narrative they create online differ from others within the public, as all professions abide 
by different values and norms.  
Also, as previously mentioned, while this study warns that selection and control 
over content, gleaned by analysis, can influence an audience understanding of health, the 
study only examines the journalists’ online content. The study does not assume the 
perspective of the audience reading this content or suggests that the journalists are 
actively being inauthentic. However, due to indications of different influences over the 
journalists’ online content, this study points to potential unintended harm to the audience 
by journalists’ health disclosures, particularly those made in social media settings. This 
study only seeks to indicate that further study of the journalists’ message construction 
and motivations behind what to disclose or not disclose is needed because of the 
possibility of harm to the audiences understanding of what it means to be healthy.  
Other limitations to this study include, no attempt to gather demographic data was 
made, therefore overall distinctions could not be made in terms of such descriptors as 
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age, ethnicity, religion, or educational or regional background. However, because the 
journalists present in this study are public figures, information regarding professional 
experience was available from some of the journalists’ station biographies (contained on 
their employers’ webpages) and the “about sections” of each journalist’s social 
networking platforms. Some journalists shared their age in their biographies, in “about” 
sections of profiles, or even in posts collected for this study, but others did not, making it 
hard to discern differences. A future study involving a survey of age, years of 
professional experience, and length of time using social networking platforms for 
personal and professional use could yield valuable insight.  
The timing of each illness and the individuality of each person represented in this 
study presented some challenges with regard to data collection. The date range differs for 
each person because not one illness, treatment, and recovery time are the same. This 
made the content pools uneven in terms of the amounts of content available for each 
person.  
Future Studies 
 This study, being the first of its kind, lays the groundwork for future studies. By 
understanding the themes, types of expression, and influences on content coming to bear 
on broadcast journalists when discussing health with their audiences, we now have a 
detailed foundation to begin conducting in-depth qualitative interviews. In-depth 
interviews can help us understand what motivates journalists to disclose personal 
information, and the decision process behind disclosing certain aspects of their health or 
other personal struggles and hiding others. Such interviews can bring deeper 
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understanding to online self-presentation and the role and practice of emotional labor 
among journalists, as well as identifying what major influences might play a role in 
message construction.  
Quantitatively, this study could be followed by a longitudinal network analysis of 
journalists’ professional social networking platforms as they deal with health struggles. A 
network analysis from a journalist’s initial announcement of health issues to the end of 
their treatment could reveal if their networks grew or how they shifted through their 
discussion of health. Further, a quantitative content analysis of likes, shares, comments, 
and retweets of each health post collected for this or a similar study compared with the 
posts that were not health-related can show if disclosures of health garner more statistical 
engagement from followers. Such a study could point to a possible motivation for 
disclosure.  
Other future studies could entail examining comments made by viewers on the 
journalist’s health posts to discern possible parasocial interaction, and case studies of 
journalists dealing with an invisible illness (e.g. Crohn’s, MS, stroke). It was found in 
this study that those dealing with invisible illnesses seem to be the ones struggling the 
most with transparency at first, and then when they finally chose to share their 
experience, they were extremely open with their audience. I hope this study will aid in 
furthering the understanding of journalistic self-presentation and emotional labor, but 
also increase attention to the presentation of health information online.  
Conclusion  
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This study looks at personal disclosures and narratives of professional broadcast 
journalists on their professional social networking sites. While previous studies have 
discerned that journalists are becoming more personal online, none have taken a 
qualitative approach, examining the themes that run through these personal disclosures, 
highlighting influences on content and how journalists are navigating between personal 
and professional expression and presentation. By zoning in on one personal topic of 
discussion, health, this study was able to show how journalists construct messages to 
their online audiences when dealing with life-altering situations, adding to our 
understanding of online transparency, the line between professional and personal 
expression, and the complications of self-presentation and emotional labor as a 
professional journalist in today’s online mediated world.  
By finding a constant negotiation of personal and professional expression by the 
journalists within this study, we discern that issues of self-presentation and emotional 
labor are in effect when journalists discuss personal issues of health. In finding a nuanced 
range from personal to professional expression indicates there are varying and multiple 
controls and influences over content – including learned professional skills, organization 
pressures, audience engagement, employments status, online environment, and 
experience with online technologies. 
The constant struggle between trying to be personable and transparent but 
maintain their professional personal indicates selection and control over content. These 
journalists should choose to either be fully transparent or limit their discussion of 
personal health. In turn, if they choose to be fully transparent as a person, they must be 
  218 
willing to suffer the consequences of circumventing or, minimally, experimenting with a 
key tenet of journalistic professionalism and develop more of a health blogger brand. If 
they choose to be fully transparent, they should maintain a disclaimer that their telling’s 
are how they made sense of their experiences, that this sensemaking process might be 
driven by plausibility rather than accuracy, and that they should not be seen as the 
conclusive examples of illness, hardship, prognosis, and treatment. If a journalist chooses 
to monetize their story of health in any form outside their role as a journalist, and 
promote it on their professional journalistic platforms, they should maintain openness and 
transparency as to where the proceeds are going or how they will be used.  
Overall, this study adds to the understanding of the struggle journalists face when 
navigating between maintaining professional norms while trying to be personal for 
likability and online audience engagement. This work also has a place in developing the 
often-debated issue, whether journalism is a profession in the traditional sense, by 
illuminating a timely issue that can cause a journalist to step over the line to celebrity or 
entertainer. Broadcast journalists face continued struggles as their job responsibilities 
move online, as they try to maintain relevance in the saturated realm of online social 
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